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Introduction
In the Fall of 2016, water protectors at Standing Rock received national
attention for their fight against the Dakota Access Pipeline; Black Lives Matter
activists organized in response to more police murders; students at Tufts erupted
into debate over the presence of Greek life on campus; and the people of the
United States elected Donald Trump as President. These events shook my
foundations as an activist for, and student of, social justice—they exposed the
rampant racism, sexism, homophobia, and colonizing ideologies inherent to the
United States. This was also the semester in which I was teaching a course to
twelve first year students at Tufts called “Reflecting on Your Schooling,” with the
intention of using my students’ high school experiences as a medium through
which to understand critiques of education and, specifically, how education can
relate to social justice; we spent weeks focused on gender, class, and race in US
schools. At the beginning of class one day, a student spoke about viewing a movie
and immediately noticing the races of, and power dynamics between, the
characters. He asked “is this how things are going to be now? Am I going to
notice race and those other things all the time?”
My student was acquiring a new lens through which to view his world,
and he was seeing through this lens even outside the classroom. Having also
recently acquired this lens, and as someone still working on refining it, I saw my
students and myself (and many other Tufts students) undergoing similar processes
of learning about race. Already in that Fall semester, while I remained fairly stable
in my identities as a white, wealthy, queer, mostly-cis woman, I felt miles away
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from the worldview and values I had operated with when I left my New Jersey
suburb and matriculated at Tufts. Since then, I had also been in class with several
professors at Tufts who had facilitated such learning, by creating classrooms
centered largely on the histories and literatures of people of color, and by
challenging us students to interrogate our own experiences. By 2016, I felt
immersed in a community where people were openly and honestly talking about
power and privilege.
I wanted to know—what does it actually look like to teach about race/
racism, identity (defined here as a combination of one’s race, sexuality, gender,
religion, language, citizenship status, etc.), and power, in a way that leaves
students with a changed and (hopefully) lasting worldview? In pursuit of this
question, I chose to join a legion of social justice educators at Tufts and other
universities through co-teaching a second course, also through the Explorations
program of the Experimental College at Tufts, in the Fall of 2017. This one was
called “What’s Hiding in Our History? Understanding Otherness in America,” and
the syllabus explored counternarrative US history. My co-teacher—a dear friend
and fellow senior in American Studies, named Miranda—and I chose to focus
each class period on a specific case study within American History that centered
the experience of a group marginalized on the basis of race or gender/sexuality.
Our syllabus included classes titled “Mistress and Other Mistress,” which focused
on the relationships between enslaved women and plantation wives, and “Queer in
the Country,” which used a cross-analysis of the songs of lesbian Blues singers
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and LGBTQ+ country artists to discuss queerness in rural America.1 The
specificity of these case studies was meant to avoid claiming to address and
encompass all of US history. Leaving large historical gaps between our chosen
topics (events, people, texts) of study was meant to render starkly visible the
many holes in the American historical narrative that is commonly taught. These
holes usually contain specific stories of triumph or atrocity (i.e. Japanese
Interment) that are part of the history of a racially or sexually marginalized group,
and that should be a part of the history that every American learns.
This thesis uses our “What’s Hiding in Our History” course to understand
the process of learning about race/racism, identity, and power in the classroom. In
trying out classroom activities and techniques I had read about, and assigning
readings I hoped would broaden students’ understanding of different identities and
experiences, this course built towards a pedagogy of teaching race/racism,
identity, power, and social justice. Within this project, I define pedagogy as a
teacher's philosophy of or outlook on teaching and how they put it into practice—
it is also their method of teaching. A teacher’s pedagogy is informed by goals for
their students’ learning and their opinions on how a classroom should be
structured, and their pedagogy informs their lesson planning and their in-class
decision making.
This project seeks to answer questions including: What steps arise in the
process of (un)learning about race and power? How can a teacher facilitate these
steps? How can a teacher ensure that learning about race results in positive self-
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the full course syllabus can be found in Appendix A.
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and identity development, rather than feelings of fear, guilt, or hopelessness? How
might a teacher guide the intentional building of a community capable of openly
and honestly talking about identity and power? What aspects of a classroom
environment are necessary to make this all happen?
Several of my central questions also focused on placing myself and my
course in our historical and geographical context. They include: What does it
mean to teach in a moment simultaneously shaped by Trump’s presidency and the
Black Lives Matter movement? To what extent have my students already been
learning and thinking about social justice? About what specific aspects of identity/
power do they already feel informed, and where are the gaps in their learning?
What specific practices must a white teacher take in order to teach about the
histories of people of color? How will all of my identities (whiteness,
womanhood, queerness, wealth) influence my teaching style, and what will it look
like to incorporate a range of critical/social-justice-oriented pedagogies?
About the Course
Before I move on, I want to further outline “What’s Hiding in Our
History” as a course. Our students were 12 female-identifying2 first years at Tufts.
They were self-selecting, as each opted to take this course before they even
arrived at Tufts, based solely on the following, original course description sent to
them by the Experimental College:
What do the 1974 Occupation of Alcatraz, the Iran-Contra Scandal, the Tulsa
Race Riots, and the Stonewall Riots have in common? These events exist in the
underbelly of the United States—many of us probably haven’t heard of them.
this demographic facilitated easy community building—many of my students expressed
increased comfort in participating in class directly because of a lack of male presence.
2
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US history is filled with stories of oppression and also of resistance, which are
often not covered in depth in educational settings before college. In this course,
we will explore some of these events as case studies to help us understand how
racial, gender, and sexual “otherness” has been constructed in America. Using
weekly guided journals and multimedia like film, art, and poetry, as well as
relating our learning to personal experience, our class community will work
together to better understand the events and patterns of US history that happened
in the margins, out of sight of your typical history textbook. Our final conclusion
will be, how did we end up where we are (with the president we have) today?

To clarify—when Miranda and I used “otherness” in this course description and
when I use it throughout this project, I mean to reference a state of existence in
the US that is relegated to the outside of the mainstream and norm, on the basis of
race, gender/sexuality, class, and other identities. A person who is “othered” may
find their language, sexual practices, customs, etc. demeaned by fellow American
people and American institutions; for example, religious “othering” is most
obvious around Christmastime, when institutions cater almost entirely to this
Christian holiday. From this course description, almost every one of our twelve
students spoke of an interest in either social justice or “otherness” during our first
class period—the description must have communicated that these would be
central focuses of our course.
Our students showed up ready to engage. While our course was graded on
a Pass/Fail basis, as all peer-taught courses are at Tufts, our students seemed to
have completed most or all of our assigned readings, and seemed to put a lot of
time and effort into paper and presentation assignments. Part of this might have
been that each of our students had already been admitted to Tufts, a highly-ranked
university with a 14% admissions rate. Although many students not accepted to
Tufts are more than capable of doing this academic work, acceptance to Tufts
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indicates a certain readiness to learn, and an ability to learn in the way that
schools expect students to learn. Another large factor could have been their
interest in our material, as indicated by their expressions of interest in social
justice—this is to my students’ credit.
Another note is my and Miranda’s proximity in age to our students.
During the Fall semester in which the course took place, Miranda was 20, I was
21, and our students were mostly 18. This would make the self-reflection and
community-building that were integral to our syllabus much easier to carry out, as
we could relate to students’ experiences much more closely, and spend time
together outside of class more naturally. Our proximity in age also facilitated a
certain honesty with our students that proved important to building lasting
community. On the other hand, this proximity was at times a liability, as students’
desires to have conversations with us outside class material sometimes led us offtrack in class.
For some more detail on what occurred during the course itself, below is a
list of each week’s topic, with the goals we wrote in our lesson plan for that week.
These are taken directly from our lesson plans, so there are a few weeks for which
—due to limited time—we did not write any goals.
Class One: Introduction
• To get a sense of what we as a class know about history and where that knowledge
came from.
• To understand that most of what we know/learn from institutions fits the dominant
narrative.
Class Two: Interruptions in Indigenous Generation Building
• To recognize and understand that Indigenous people are still in the US.
• To understand the US as built on Indigenous land through deliberate genocide and
erasure.
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• To look to recent resistance for hope.
Class Three: Mistress and Other Mistress [The Relationships between Enslaved
Women and Plantation Wives]
• To understand of the unique experience of Black women and why that experience is
important / influences feminism. To understand Black Feminism and its core tenets,
and why it is necessary.
• To see white women as often complicit in white supremacy.
• To understand of how nuanced each historical trend/occurrence can be.
Class Four: What’s in a Border? The Mexican American War and Identity
• To get a clearer understanding of the real history of the U.S-Mexico border, and how
it has impacted our understandings and conversations around immigration, today.
• To understand the real impacts on people and understand their personal stories
regarding these issues.
Class Five: Locating Ourselves
• Hearing themselves in others’ experiences
• Understanding that we’re different and that makes our community stronger.
Class Six: Japanese Internment vs. Angel Island
Class Seven: What Happened in Vietnam?
Class Eight: Sex Work
Class Nine: Queer in the Country
• “a multimedia oral history project documenting the diverse experiences of rural and
small town LGBTQIA folks in the U.S.A.”—from www.countryqueers.com.
Class Ten: Women’s Suffrage to Pussy Hats
• Nuance!!3
Class Eleven: The Racialization of Arab/Muslim Americans
• Further explore the construction of race
Class Twelve: Black Lives Matter
• Start thinking about activism/what they can do with this learning
• I think this class / 13th especially is a good example of how connected history is,
through its different points, and to the present. Like we are able to see the prisonindustrial complex and police brutality clearly as systemic racism because we
understand other, previous systems.
Class Thirteen: Last Class
• Where from here? What are you going to do with all of this? What next?

These thirteen topics, when placed side by side, reveal our course’s focus
on race and gender/sexuality, specifically. Of many intersecting identities (class,
religion, nationality), we wanted to explore the histories of people marginalized

3

by this we meant that we both viewed the Women’s March as important and also fairly exclusive; we
wanted students to hold both understandings.
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on these bases in America. The case studies within each subject were largely
informed by my and Miranda’s prior knowledge; for example, I took a course that
examined different versions of the Madame Butterfly story, so I was ready to
teach Miss Saigon during our week on the Vietnam War. Of the above topics,
especially worth noting are the weeks in which race and gender/sexuality
intersect, including “Mistress and Other Mistress,” where we talked about how
plantation wives enact white supremacy on enslaved women while also existing in
subjugation to their husbands; “What Happened in Vietnam?” where we focused
on the mixed-race children of Vietnamese women and American soldiers (of all
races); and “Queer in the Country,” where we compared the music of (white)
country artists and Black, lesbian Blues singers.
I gravitated towards these topics of race and gender/sexuality because they
are both 1) pertinent and evolving conversations and understandings in the US
today and 2) identities about which I have learned most in my time at Tufts.
Before matriculating, I had not thought about what it meant to be white, or how to
define race, or how racism operates structurally. I hadn’t yet realized my
queerness; and I had yet to see the ways in which how I was socialized as a
woman would affect the ways I navigated the classroom. In short, while learning
about these identities is a process that I am absolutely still in the midst of, I hoped
my students would find personal meaning in a course that taught about race,
gender, and sexuality through reading historical narratives and writing and sharing
personal experiences.
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Returning to the above list of topics, I would note that their order was also
intentional. They are relatively chronological, with the topics of boarding schools
for Native youth, enslavement, and the Mexican American war all located in the
19th century, then Japanese Interment and the war in Vietnam occurring in the
20th century. The remainder of the topics focused on occurrences in the past two
decades. In those later weeks, we made sure to assign readings from previous
eras, as well—for example, we read part of Ida B. Wells’ “A Red Record” (1895)
in our week on the Black Lives Matter movement.
Many of our course assignments also reflected our focus on marginalized
people and histories. Almost every reading students completed for homework was
written by a queer person and/or a person of color. Additionally, we assigned
students questions to answer in their journals (which were google docs shared
with us teachers) each week. These questions asked them about their a) reactions
to the course material, b) feelings about the class/community, and c) changing
relationships to identity and power, including memories relating to race and
gender/sexuality privileges they hold. We also asked students to complete two
major assignments: the first was a partner presentation that addressed an aspect of
the main topic for our class that week—for example, for our class on Borderlands
and Mexican American identity, the students presented on the relationship
between Chicano/a movements and the media. For their final papers, students
were asked to choose a specific person, event, place, or occurrence in US history
and write about what their topic reveals about how we record, remember, and
privilege parts of history. Through these assignments and throughout the course,
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we attempted to bridge specific histories of marginalized groups with larger
understandings about what history is taught and why.
A Roadmap for this Project
In the following pages, I will confront each of my guiding questions.
Chapter One acts as a literature review, as it moves through the various texts
within critical/social justice pedagogy, Critical Race Theory (CRT), queer theory,
and theories from Indigenous Studies that became foundational to my work.
Chapter Two further situates my thesis within the moment I am writing from; it
explores the effects of Donald Trump’s rule and ideology, the success of Black
Lives Matter, and the prevalence of social media on my students’ knowledges and
worldviews. In Chapter Three, I confront a question I encountered throughout my
teaching and writing: what we mean when we search for and assert historical
“truth,” and how to navigate the power that inherently comes with the role of
“teacher”. The fourth chapter steps back as I examine myself as an educator, both
the identities and experiences that influence my teaching and how I brought—or
didn’t—subversive pedagogies into the classroom, including and especially CRT,
queer theory, and Indigenous studies. Finally, in Chapter Five, I discuss common
steps among my students’ individual processes of learning about race—for white
students and students of color—and community building around shared goals.
After a concluding and summarizing section, I end with a note on
pedagogies of radical hope and imagination, which may be our best and most
lasting tool for fighting oppression in the classroom. Then comes a Teacher’s
Guide, which is meant to ground this theory in concrete and tangible classroom
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practices. Overall, these chapters describe in order: foundational literature,
context, the power dynamics of teaching, the practice of embracing critical
pedagogy, student and community development, pedagogies of radical hope and,
lastly, teacher practices.
With these goals in mind, I write to an audience who hopes to assist others
—individuals or groups—in learning about identity and power, and to move
others to work for social justice. This group certainly includes teachers, especially
teachers of literature and history (not to say that a math course cannot also discuss
social justice). This also includes facilitators, who may work through different
nonprofits or unions or more informally as leaders and organizers. While much of
this project reads as recommendations to teachers and facilitators, it would be
counter to my pedagogy to claim that there is only one right way to teach for
social justice, and that I have found it out. A classroom and school's norms,
practices, and general context are imperative considerations in adopting any of
these practices. Therefore, I hope teachers and facilitators will pick and choose
what they need from this project's ideas and recommendations.
I also write to fellow students, who are always in a position to organize
their peers to build community and conduct shared learning. I advocate that
students and other learners use this guide to reflect critically on how the
classrooms in which they learn do or do not work for social justice. Students have
a stake in the classroom, and case studies like this one may assist them in better
understanding and critiquing their learning process.
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Infrastructure of a Critical Anti-Racist Pedagogy
Chapter One
This thesis rests at the intersection of several disciplines and movements
within the academy, specifically Critical Race Theory (CRT) and its extension,
critical whiteness studies, social justice pedagogies, queer pedagogies, Indigenous
studies, and feminist and especially Black feminist theory. This is a long list;
however, I see this project as focused, rather than broadened, by this mix of
disciplines, as I aim to write specifically about the intersection of all of these
ideas, rather than each in part. Many of these theories work to challenge the status
quo in the classroom and outside of it, and many also provide alternative frames
of thinking and relating to knowledge that stem from the experiences of their
subjects—for example, queer theory asks us to visibly disrupt norms, much as a
queer person might do they decide to “come out” to family or friends or choose to
present in a way not typical of their gender. I’ll also spend time with some of the
writing and facilitation guides published by activists and social justice organizers.
For a course that attempts to break pedagogical norms and connect theory to
action, these ideas are an important supplement to academic theory. This chapter
will move through each of these theories and social justice practices separately, to
build from these foundations to acohesive pedagogy in the following chapters.

What Do We Talk about When We Talk About Race: Critical
Race Theory
First and foremost, this project is rooted in Critical Race Theory (CRT), as
it was my reading of Beverly Daniel Tatum’s “Talking About Race, Learning
About Racism: The Application of Racial Identity Theory in the
15

Classroom” (1992) that sparked my original vision for this project. Tatum’s use of
student reflections to compile her theory inspired my use of student journals as
source material, and her explanation of racial identity development, which builds
off work by J. E. Helms (1990), prompted my initial questions about the process
of learning about race. This article builds on Tatum's Psychology of Racism
course, which she taught eighteen times at a mix of public and private, large and
small schools before writing this article. Among these different campuses, Tatum
writes that “the challenges of teaching about racism in each setting have been
more similar than different,” (2) pointing to important patterns in the way racism
operates across the country.
Tatum (1992) begins her article by outlining the working assumptions which
she and each class agreed upon as they initiated their work for the semester.
Partially paraphrased and represented in order, they are:
1. Racism is a “a system of advantage based on race” and is “a pervasive aspect
of US socialization” for all of us.
2. Prejudice is different from racism, and we all hold prejudice because of our
cultural biases.
3. Our racist system clearly benefits whites as a group, but also “racism, like
other forms of oppression, hurts members of the privileged group as well as
those targeted by racism.”
4. “We cannot be blamed for learning what we are taught…Yet, as adults, we
have a responsibility to try to identify and interrupt the cycle of oppression.”
5. “It is assumed that change, both individual and institutional, is
possible….Each of us may be at a different point in that process, and I
assume that we will have mutual respect for one another. (Tatum, 1992, 4)

These working assumptions go beyond a typical set of class guidelines, which
usually operate in social justice groups or organizations as suggestions for
interpersonal behavior, including “listen to each other” and “speak from your own
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point of view.” Tatum’s assumptions are pedagogical—they teach about race/
racism as much as they request of student behavior.
Worth mentioning are several self-described social justice educators who
use similar assumptions to build their classrooms, including T. Brown in her
article “The Student Who Wore the Indian Head Baseball Cap to Class: Teaching
‘race’ in ‘post racial’ America” (2016). Brown writes that social justice pedagogy
calls on its practitioners to work with students so that they can come to
understand that systemic inequalities are rooted—oftentimes—in notions about
race, gender, class and other types of identity markers; that these inequalities
have existed in the United States since its founding; and that it is the
perpetuation of those systemic inequalities through time that has led to
ethnocide and even genocide and is at the basis of many social problems that we
face in the country today. (9)

A distinction between these two theorists is that Tatum (1992) names these
assumptions in her first day of class, while Brown chooses to “work with”
students to come to understand them over time. An important question arises—
where is the balance between committing to inquisitive and collaborative learning
that works towards shared assumptions, versus setting some assumptions at the
outset so that the class can move forward and deeper into material? To what
extent might setting assumptions get students on the same page, or how easily can
this practice slip into didacticism?
After detailing those assumptions, Tatum (1992) describes the sources of
resistance to learning that arise among her students. The main three are “Race as a
Taboo Topic;” (5); “”The Myth of Meritocracy,” (6) or the idea that hard work is
the main factor in achieving success, and that race is a non-factor, and therefore
the US is a just society; and “I’m not racist, but…,”(8) or the tendency of students
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to distance themselves from racism even as they replicate harmful stereotypes and
practices. The article concludes with “four strategies for reducing student
resistance and promoting student development.” which are:
the creation of a safe classroom atmosphere by establishing clear guidelines for
discussion;
the creation of opportunities for self-generated knowledge; the provision of an
appropriate developmental model that students can use as a framework for
understanding their own process;
the exploration of strategies to empower students as change agents. (Tatum, 1992,
18)

Two pedagogies that unite all of these strategies are an educator’s transparency
with their students, and students’ access to the outside world through social justice
movements. Tatum writes about assigning her students trips to grocery stores in
different neighborhoods or pretend house hunting outings with friends of different
racial identities, both to get a sense of the tangibility of racism outside campus.
She also writes about how being transparent about the learning process and the
emotions—anger, guilt, despair, confusion—that students might experience as
they take the course helped prepare her students to handle these emotions as they
occur (Tatum, 1992, 19).

Power and Agency in the Classroom: Pedagogies for Social Justice
Also foundational to the pedagogy that has guided this project since its
initiation is P. Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1968/2014). Freire’s writing is
essential to naming and characterizing the problems plaguing the dominant form
of education in the US—a system in which education “becomes an act of
depositing [information], in which the students are the depositories and the
teacher is the depositor” (Freire, 1968/2014, 72). Freire names the power dynamic
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that arises in the classroom when a teacher’s “task is to ‘fill’ the students with the
contents of his narration;” he describes this narration as “detached from
reality” (71). To Freire, this detachment allows for continued oppression, as
students who feel disconnected from their world will also feel unable to change it.
Freire (1968/2014) labels this dominant and detached mode of teaching
“banking education,” and its opposite, “problem-posing education.” Whereas the
banking concept of education regards men [sic] as “adaptable, manageable
beings” (73), problem-posing education reimagines a teacher as “no longer
merely the-one-who-teaches, but one who is himself taught in dialogue with the
students” (80). Problem-posing education gives power back to the students,
inviting a process in which “education as the practice of freedom—as opposed to
education as the practice of domination—denies that man [sic] is abstract,
isolated, independent, and unattached to the world” (81). In other words, Freire
advocates that if students are able to feel they have agency over their learning,
then they will begin to feel agency over their larger world. Creating a classroom
where students see their world as changed and changeable, and themselves as
creators of it rather than cogs in it, begins a practice of liberation within the
school.
While Freire (1968/2014) speaks fluently about oppression, in Pedagogy
of the Oppressed he rarely uses the language of social justice itself—perhaps
because the term had yet to gain full traction when he was writing, in the 1970s.
Several authors build on Freire to outline what a social justice pedagogy might
look like or ask of a teacher. Teacher educators R. Agarwal, S. Epstein, R.
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Oppenheim, C. Oyler and D. Sonu, in their article “From Ideal to Practice and
Back Again: Beginning Teachers Teaching for Social Justice” (2010), write about
how educators who teach social justice usually prioritize the following classroom
techniques:
(a) enact curricula that integrate multiple perspectives, question dominant
Western narratives, and are inclusive of the racial, ethnic, and linguistic
diversity of North America;
(b) support students to develop a critical consciousness of the injustices that
characterize our society; and
(c) scaffold opportunities for students to be active participants in a democracy,
skilled in forms of civic engagement and deliberative discussion.4 (238)

In these guidelines, Agarwal et al. continue Tatum’s efforts to connect students
meaningfully to social movements. Further, Agarwal et al. write, “We draw from
the knowledge that ‘individual experience may be shaped by issues of oppression’
placing the lives of students into a sociohistorical educational landscape
characterized by trends of inequity” (238). They engage the important balance
between seeing students as individuals and also seeing their lives as shaped by
systemic racism, sexism, and homophobia.
Another social justice educator, L. M. Jakubowski (2001), quotes
educational theorist S. Brookfield extensively as he takes up Freire’s question of
the role of the teacher and the goals of the classroom. Jakubowski begins with a
scathing take on the banking model of education, asking pointedly “Is it more
accurate to say that traditional pedagogical methods ‘underdevelop'
students?” (64). She then defines “underdevelopment as a political and economic
process through which ‘developed' countries work to ‘actively manipulate and

4

In the chapters that follow, I’ll discuss different techniques we used to expose students to—and engage them
with—activism and organizing.
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therefore distort’ the growth of economies of the Third World” (64); in this
analogy, she draws direct lines between power in the classroom and global
iterations of power—colonialism and white supremacy—again connecting
classroom and world. While Jakubowski recognizes the difference in scope
between these two examples, she says “the two situations can be loosely
linked” (64). To counter the underdevelopment of students, Jakubowski outlines a
process of sharing and then discussing racialized experiences that involves
articulating, codifying, and then collectively “decodifying” students’ stories.
These steps ask students to: “describe what they see, define the problem, share
similar experiences, question why there is a problem, and strategize what they can
do about the problem” (Jakubowski, 2001, 67). This process stands as a valuable
contribution to literature on welcoming experience into the classroom.
Jakubowski (2001) then offers a prescription for the role of a teacher that
seems logical at first, but actually stands as a more radical interpretation of
Freire’s and other social justice educators’ wishes. She writes, “the educator’s role
needs to become one of facilitator, wherein s/he strives towards empowering his
or her students with the ability to think critically and if necessary, effectively
intervene in their social realities” (Jakubowski, 2001, 64). In this next section, I
begin to explore answers to Jakubowski’s call for a teacher to act as a facilitator.

Teacher as Facilitator: Looking Outside Theory for Pedagogy
What Makes a Good Facilitator? Holding the Container
At its most fundamental, the role of a facilitator involves setting the tone
of a group conversation, and maintaining a space (a classroom, meeting,
organizing event) and the conversation that happens within it. A facilitator holds a
21

group to the goals they agreed to share. In a social-justice-oriented facilitation
guide published through The Program for Intergroup Relations through the
University of Michigan, Mark Chesler (year unavailable)5 lists important
characteristics of good facilitators, including being “informed about the issues [at
stake], aware of ourselves, skillful in intervening to help others grow, open to
learning, able and willing to act out of love as well as anger” (1). A good
facilitator has dexterity and is able to stay flexible while keeping a group aligned
with a goal.
An important aspect of facilitation for social justice, specifically, is an
open and transparent embracing of conflict. Agarwal et al. (2010), in outlining
their expectations for teachers in training, write “we wish to cultivate an
expectation for struggle and even appetite for such struggle” (245). Building on
this, a facilitation guide published by Kentuckians for the Commonwealth
(KFTC) (year unavailable)6 reminds us that the goal of seeing and then resolving
the conflict should be “focused on the issue, not the person” (2). This relates
directly to the role of a facilitator as loyal to the group and not the individual; they
should not smooth over conflict to achieve comfort or ease of communication, but
rather, as Chesler says, remain “courageous in taking personal risks and
encouraging others to do so” (2). All this is to say that a facilitator’s and group’s
success should not at all be correlated with comfort or “feeling good,” but rather
with learning and growth, which sometimes feel uncomfortable.

5

neither within this document itself or the organization’s website assigned a year to this publication;
however, it is most likely from after the year 2000, judging from the other guides on the site.
6

same as above.
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A second crucial tenet to facilitation for social justice is an ability to
clearly see, acknowledge, and manage power within a group. Chesler writes that
“active work on these issues include efforts to: surface stereotypes (meaning make
visible the assumptions about marginalized groups that students may have
internalized); explore areas of discomfort; [and] challenge misinformation and
ignorance” (2). These requests ask facilitators to be able to see when power
dynamics begin to form, and an ability to call them into conversation with group
members. This management begins with more common facilitation techniques for
bringing quiet people into conversation and asking louder people to step back,
such as the suggestion in the KFTC guide that “If certain people don’t speak in
the full group 1)use eye contact and move closer to the people who remain
quiet. ..3) ‘I’d like to hear from people who haven’t had a chance to share
yet’” (2). This is not to suggest that everyone should speak for nearly an even
amount of time, as different people have different styles of participation; it is,
however, to push participants—who have shown up to be part of a dialogue or
shared learning—to engage in that shared learning. In other words, I believe
everyone should speak at least once per session.
Yet, this management becomes more complicated when group members
with dominant identities —those who are white, wealthy, (cis) male, Christian, or
straight—begin to dominate the group conversation. This could take the form of
talking extensively about one’s own experiences without asking for others’; it
could also mean people of these identities are asking all the questions, in effect
asking others to do the work of teaching. A facilitator with a strong power
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analysis would step in to make sure that folks with marginalized identities are
learning and feel comfortable sharing. A guide for “multipartial facilitation,” also
from the Program of Intergroup Relations at the University of Michigan (2007),
offers answers for how to manage a group in order to reverse or ameliorate power
dynamics. The guide begins by defining; “Multipartiality, as opposed to
impartiality, is a practice in intergroup dialogue facilitation that focuses on
balancing social power, independent of, and, in contrast to dominant norms in
society” (1). The goal of the guide is to make sure “no group is being exploited
for the benefit of another by actively changing power dynamics” (1). This means
watching not only for how much time different identity groups take to speak, but
also thinking about the content of their speech, for example—who is asking
questions and who is sharing personal stories? Who is learning from whom? Are
identities being discussed in terms of a binary? Are the experiences of the less
privileged groups being validated? (1).
Dr. Adrienne Keene, an Indigenous scholar at Brown University wellknown for her blog, Native Appropriations, demonstrated this at a March, 2018,
panel at Harvard University titled “Centering the Voices of Indigenous Women:
Decolonization through Literature, Scholarship, and Action.” She used her role as
moderator to say “Ok, now we’re going to hear questions from the audience, and
since this is an event that centers Indigenous women, I want to hear from
Indigenous women, women of color, and our queer family first.” Keene’s fluency
in handing talking time back to folks who are usually denied it was a moment of
radical, social-justice-oriented facilitation.
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Why Talk Dialogue?
Within a list of many radical facilitation techniques is the Dialogue, a type
of conversation for which the sharing of personal experience and views is
foundational. Essential Partners (2018), a dialogue facilitation nonprofit located in
Boston, explains what a dialogue is not meant to do—“not to persuade, debate,
convince each other of our positions—but to make space for something that can
be challenging to talk about” (1). Dialogues invite open and honest
communication of racialized, gendered, or other experiences shaped by power.
Jakubowski (2001) adds, “The notion of dialogue…facilitates
‘intersubjectivity’—that is, an authentic and open interchange of ideas among all
educational participants wherein each participant is respected as ‘an equally
knowing subject’” (Kirby and McKenna in Jakubowski, 2001, 65). This is not to
say that all conversations about power should be judgment-free, but rather that
this conversation type can be a useful tool when communication becomes
difficult, or when group members are failing to hear one another.
I researched two types of dialogue; Essential Partners (EP) practices a
rather rigid structure for dialogue; the first section of their plan involves reading
agreements which EP has already written out (with room for additions), and the
portion of the dialogue in which each person answers the main question is timed,
so each person has exactly the same number of minutes, usually two. The time
limit, which is flexible depending on the facilitators’ choices, allows stories to
come forth without a facilitator having to worry about power dynamics in terms
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of time spent talking or who feels able to tell their stories—it levels the playing
field.
In her article “Beyond Ethnic Tidbits: Toward a Critical and Dialogical
Model in Multicultural Social Justice Teacher Preparation,” C. Convertino (2016)
offers another, looser methodology that she calls the Critical Dialogical Model
(CDM). In contrast with the EP model, the CDM is flexible to class interests and
practices that are already working to facilitate student learning. Through the
CDM, Convertino hopes students will come to see “a) the role of social
interaction to meaning-making; b) the value of intergroup dialogue to
understanding how positionality shapes different ideas and perspectives around
the world; and c) the role of dialogue to generate the critical consciousness
needed to dismantle oppressive educational and social structures” (133).
Convertino is goal-oriented; she aims to help students acquire “cognitive building
blocks” (127) to better understand themselves and their world. Her work is also
directly in conversation with Freire; she sees her classroom or facilitation and the
larger world as directly and intimately connected.

Important Intersections: CRT meets Pedagogy
Turning from questions of teacher power and classroom social justice
techniques more broadly, I now look to intersections of Critical Race Theory and
radical pedagogy. An important meeting of these arises in longtime educator C.
Emdin’s (2016) new text, titled For White Folks Who Teach In the Hood, and the
rest of y’all too. Throughout this book, Emdin offers several takes on a pedagogy
that, at its core, centers the power, agency, and talents of low-income kids of color
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(particularly Black kids) in urban neighborhoods, a population he labels
“neoindigenous” because of their disconnection from, and oppression by, the
government of the nation they inhabit. One label Emdin gives to his
methodologies is “reality pedagogy," which, he writes, "is an approach to teaching
and learning that has a primary goal of meeting each student on his or her own
cultural and emotional level” (25). Reality pedagogy focuses on making the
experiences of the student visible—it recognizes that students are affected by their
outside worlds. Emdin also advocates creating classrooms where there is a role
reversal that makes the student the expert in his or her own teaching and learning,
and “the teacher as the learner” (27). While Emdin acknowledges that he holds
more content knowledge than his students, he stresses that students know how to
best teach their own communities—their knowledge is in the form and strategy of
teaching. Emdin positions himself at the most radical point of Freire’s
(1968/2014) vision, in a total, if temporary, reversal of power. He also reflects on
how reality pedagogy, just as Freire hoped for, offers a practice of freedom, as he
adds “reality pedagogy allows for youth to reveal how and where teaching and
learning practices have wounded them” (27).
This reality pedagogy, when applied directly to Black, urban communities,
becomes a “pentecostal pedagogy,” which is one that replicates the teaching
practices utilized by pastors in Black (usually Baptist) churches, including
prompting calls and responses and emotional highs and lows (54). Emdin (2016)
outlines his process of attending Black church sermons, observing rap ciphers,
and listening to hip hop/rap music as formative in developing new tactics to bring
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to the classroom. From this pedagogy, Emdin develops a strategy of holding
“cogens,” or cogenerative sessions in which a teachers asks four students to meet
with them outside of class, and they provide feedback to their teacher through a
dialogue with a similar rhythm to a rap cipher. While Emdin’s work is grounded
in a specific community and demographic, and I do not want to forget this, his
strategies are important models for how teachers can base their pedagogies in
existing community cultural practices.
Black feminist scholar bell hooks (2003) also writes at the intersection of
critical race theory, social justice pedagogy, and feminism. Her work Teaching
Community: A Pedagogy of Radical Hope explores how to love and see students
in all their identities, with the goal of “forging a learning community that values
wholeness over division, disassociation, splitting, the democratic educator works
to create closeness…the ‘intimacy that does not annihilate difference’” (49).
hooks provides important models and anecdotes regarding what interracial
relationships and friendships between teachers and students can look like, and
ultimately models how to build community from the classroom up.
Welcoming Indigenous Knowledges into the Classroom
Indigenous Studies as a field has a nuanced relationship within and
alongside Critical Race Theory, as Indigeneity is often considered a racial
category, but Indigenous peoples less unified by phenotype and more by a
political identity that stands in opposition to the settler colonial state. Where
“Indigenous” or “Native American” can be considered a category alongside
Black, Latinx, Asian American, Indigeneity is also a category that runs through
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each of these and stands outside them because of different qualifications for
membership. The term Indigenous references how a people have a historical and
meaningful relationship with the land they live on—that they were the original
inhabitants of the land. In our modern context, Indigeneity often implies a
marginalized or “othered” status on that land, as most modern nation-states were
or continue to be dominated by a government built in the colonial era. On the
other hand, Black, Latinx, and Asian people in America have been historically
from their land and brought here by migration forced by white Europeans—
through enslavement in the case of African people, kidnapping of Asian and
particularly Chinese laborers, and planned toppling of Latin American
governments (by the CIA) and devastation of Latin American farmland. Where
American capitalism attempted to exploit the labor of the latter groups, and
therefore desired more and more Black and Brown bodies to work, it treats Native
people with a “logic of elimination,” writes P. Wolfe (2006). When Wolfe writes
“settler colonialism destroys to replace,” (388), he indicates that countries like the
US rely on the genocide of Native people to build their white/European nationstates; if US racial capitalism had its way, Native people would cease to exist.
These overlaps and differences are why I write about Indigenous pedagogies as
distinguishable but not separate from Critical Race Theory.
More specifically to this project, Indigenous scholars write about
knowledge and how the academy has shaped it in a way that informs a pedagogy
attempting to depart from Western epistemologies. Scholars B. M. J. Brayboy and
E. Maughan, in their article “Indigenous Knowledges and the Story of the
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Bean” (2009), write of the “epistemic clashes inherent in how knowledge is used
and how hierarchies of knowledge are produced and reproduced in educational
institutions. These clashes raise critical connections between power and the
(re)production and transmission of knowledge” (2). Brayboy and Maughan mean
to refuse the default that there is only one category of “knowledge,” and instead
suggest that the classroom, or a textbook, or a curricula, is a battlefield on which
Western knowledge (e.g. Enlightenment ideals, the scientific method) has largely
prevailed. Scholars of Indigenous Studies M. Battiste, L. Bell, and L. M. Findlay
(2002), add that the Western academy assumes that “Eurocentric knowledge
represents the neutral and necessary story for ‘all’ of us” (83). Such narrow
foundations of thought have led to forced “cognitive assimilation” (Battiste et al.,
2002, 83)—meaning forced compliance with the lingual, intellectual and
emotional practices of dominant white-European culture—of Indigenous students
and, more broadly, students of color or low-income students who come from
communities with different dialects or epistemologies than the university.
Founded as a site of this mental colonization, the university becomes one of
several “educational apparatuses of colonialism” (Battiste et al., 2002, 83).
Indigenous scholars help us see this intention as foundational to the academy and
begin to write curricula that counteract these colonizing tendencies.
One specific tenet of the academy from which Indigenous scholars ask us
to depart is the privileging of objectivity. A large factor perpetuating whiteness in
the academy, writes white scholar J. Lampert (2003), is the prevalence of the
“mythical possibility of objectivity, and the weight of credibility given to the
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distanced, ‘scientific’ ‘unbiased’ nature of knowledge” within the academy (2).
This myth of objectivity was an ideology of colonialism, in that “objective”
studies proving the inferiority of Indigenous people justified policies of
assimilation and cultural eradication (Smith, 1999). Indigenous scholar A. Keene
(2018) writes, “In the past, research was often a tool of colonialism (Smith,
1999)”; she adds that “well-meaning anthropologists” would “in many cases
grossly misinterpret and misrepresent, stories and ceremonies that were not meant
for public consumption (Deloria, 1969).” The relationship between the Western
academy and Indigenous knowledge, then, has been one of domination and
colonization.7
Another Western academic assumption that Indigenous scholar Linda
Tuhiwai Smith (1999) helps us understand, one which is particularly relevant to
this course of study, is how we in the academy view history. Smith names nine
assumptions of history by the Western academy, which are paraphrased below:
1. as a totalizing discourse; all known knowledge into a coherent whole—necessities
knowledge being selected
2. that there is universal history: assumes universal values
3. that history is one large chronology: necessitates a time of discovery, going
backwards to “explain”
4. that history is about development: means we start primitive, get more complex and
bureaucratic
5. that history is about a self-actualizing human subject
6. the idea that the story can be told in one coherent narrative: assemble facts for truth,
leads to “a true history of the world”
7. the idea that history as a discipline is innocent: that facts speak for themselves and
historian simply assembles rather than framing, isolates from other disciplines
8. that history is constructed around binary categories: prehistorical, outside domain

7

This brings up an important intersection between feminist and Indigenous theories—R. Frankenberg (2003)
helps us see how feminist theory can resist the institutional whiteness of the academy; “theorizing ‘from
experience’ rested on several key epistemological claims: a critique of ‘objectivity’ or ‘distance’ as the best
stances from which to generate knowledge….that the oppressed can see with the greatest clarity not only
their own position but also that of the oppressor/privileged, and indeed the shape of social systems as a
whole” (8).
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9. that history is patriarchal: women as incapable of achieving the highest order of
development

While these assumptions read as a certain caricature, as many university history
departments have abandoned a search for objectivity, such assumptions certainly
exist in many high school history textbooks that are still in use. One can read this
list for what it suggests: the opposite(s) of each point stand as non-Western views
of history. Reading this way, one finds that to treat history as incomplete,
localized, non-chronological, cyclical in progress, about more than humans, made
up of multiple narratives and truths, told with intentions/bias, nonbinary, and
nonpatriarchal, is to treat history with a non-Western, perhaps Indigenous,
worldview. This practice of breaking disciplinary assumptions that are rooted in
methodologies of colonization is important for social justice educators.
As social justice educators intentionally question and deconstruct history,
scholars of Indigenous studies E. Tuck and K. W. Yang lend us an important
reminder, in a landmark article titled “Decolonization is not a metaphor” (2012).
Tuck and Yang write about how social justice educators like myself often label
our work as “anti-racist,” “justice-oriented,” and “decolonizing.” With each of
these terms we mean to indicate an active unraveling of power structures;
however, Tuck and Yang ask us not to separate this term from the tangible work it
names, and they ask academics to tread carefully when using the idea of
decolonizing outside the active “repatriating land to sovereign nations and
tribes” (31). For Tuck and Yang, decolonizing is about land; colonialism was (and
is) a robbing of resources, land, labor, art/religious objects, and bodies from
Indigenous people, and decolonizing can only look like the active returning of
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these to Indigenous people and nations. “When metaphor invades
decolonization,” they continue, it kills the very possibility of decolonization; it
recenters whiteness, it resettles theory, it extends innocence to the settler, it
entertains a settler future” (3). In other words, separating the word decolonization
from the work it is meant to describe allows that work to slow, or cease, and
makes the US’ continued oppression of Native people possible.8 Tuck and Yang
ask educators to be always intentional with the language we use, and to not
separate it from its tangible realities outside of the classroom.

Critical Whiteness Studies
Until this point I’ve outlined pedagogies for any student or teacher hoping
to build a social-justice-oriented classroom. Now I begin to address the specific
question—how do specifically white students and teachers navigate the learning
and teaching of race/racism? For answers, I turn to the growing body of
scholarship within critical whiteness studies, a field examining how white
supremacy works through white people. To navigate this field, I offer R.
Frankenberg’s (1993) definition of whiteness, provided in her book White Women,
Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness:
Whiteness…has a set of linked dimensions. First, whiteness is a location of
structural advantage or base privilege. Second, it is a “standpoint,” a place from
which white people look at ourselves, at others, and at society. Third,
“whiteness” refers to a set of cultural practices that are usually unmarked and
unnamed. (1)

To clarify these definitions, whiteness as a location of advantage might lead to an
ease of acquiring desirable real estate; whiteness as a standpoint might mean an
8

More specifically, using decolonization as a metaphor recenters whiteness in that it allows white people to
say they are doing important (decolonizing) work when they are not actually returning land or resources.
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internalized fear of people of color; and whiteness as a cultural practice might
manifest in an avoidance of dating or marrying people of color. J. Lampert (2003)
simultaneously gives definition to the field of Whiteness studies and warns us of
obstacles in the making of it:
“Whiteness studies” (e.g. Hill, 1997), in comparison, allows for a closer
understanding of whiteness as “a destructive ideology” insisting that academics
take part in this project to “imagine nonracist and nonformative ways of being
white” (Kolchin, 158). “Whiteness studies,” though, also run the risk of
intellectualizing the process, dividing it from personal work. One can argue
“whiteness” as ideological in a lecture theatre, and then easily go about ones’
life as always. Theory and practice is often no more integrated than it has been
in other studies. (3)

In this writing, Lampert highlights a core goal of whiteness studies—to find and
communicate antiracist ways of being a white person. He also makes whiteness
studies an inherently pedagogical endeavor, where theory and practice must
continuously meet in order for the discipline to accomplish this goal. bell hooks
(2003) echoes this need for white people who are thoroughly antiracist, in writing
that “individual black people/ people of color have been to some extent
psychologically terrorized by the bizarre gaps between theory and practice. For
example: a well-meaning liberal white female professor might write a useful book
on the intersection of race and gender yet continue to allow racist biases to shape
the manner in which she responds personally to women of color” (29). hooks
emphasizes that simply thinking and writing about antiracism is not enough to
guarantee that one cannot cause racialized harm and oppression—she encourages
teachers to make their antiracist work active and consistent, from constructing
subversive pedagogies to supporting marginalized students.
White Complicity and What to Do About It
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Much of the reading and preparation I did for this course centered around
how to engage white students who do not want to learn about race/racism, or
specifically, who do not want to do the work of looking inward, and confronting
their own racism. I did not have to engage these pedagogies nearly as much as
expected—perhaps because my course description invited students who were
ready to learn about social justice and “otherness,” or perhaps because student
culture at Tufts also pushes many students to think about their identities and
privileges. Nonetheless, these pedagogies stand as important foundations to this
course. First, in her book The Emperor’s New Clothes: Teaching About Race and
Racism to People Who Don’t Want to Know, white scholar and activist T. Okun
(2010) builds on an extended metaphor for complicity in racism/white supremacy.
She recalls the fable in which an emperor parades naked in front of his subjects,
and each pretends that he is wearing the finest robes they have ever seen. Okun
asks students to “strive to be the little boy with eyes wide open despite the crowds
who are oohing and ahhing at the Emperor’s supposed finery” (80); in other
words, she tasks students with using their work in class to become fluent in how
white supremacy and racism operate. Okun provides a list of thirteen traits of
white supremacy culture, which acts as a list one can test against experiences
within any institution to see how much it is operating with white supremacist
epistemologies. All thirteen traits (Okun, 2010, 4) are explained in detail in my
chart in the appendix to this paper. Since Okun (2010) characterizes right to profit,
individualism, either/or thinking, and defensiveness and/or denial as the four
integral traits from which all others stem, I have outlined those four here. In both
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charts, columns two and four are paraphrased or quoted directly from Okun’s
work; column three is my own writing, as are any bolded phrases in the other
columns.
Trait

Definition

Example in the
Classroom

Antidotes

defensivene
ss

power is established and
protected; criticisms of those
in power are not welcomed; a
lot of energy is spent
preventing people from
feeling badly; new ideas are
met with resistance

a student tells a
teacher that they feel
uncomfortable in the
classroom, and the
teacher doubts the
student or blames
them

name defensiveness
and welcome feedback;
share power and
respond flexibly to
feedback; discuss the
link between
defensiveness and fear

either/or
thinking

things, organizations, and
people are viewed as good/
bad, with us/against us;
complex topics/systems are
simplified

a teacher teachers a
text by a black feminist
but only discusses
gender; a teacher
refuses to read a book
by an influential black
male activists because
he did not fully include
women in his work

speak of thing as “both/
and;” leave time to
explore issues as
complex; think
creatively; be
intersectional

individualis
m

discomfort in or resistance to
working as a team;
inconsistency accountability;
competition valued over
cooperation

a teacher assigns few
group projects and
small group
discussions, and/or
grades on a curve

institute consistent
collaboration and
teamwork

right to
profit

prioritizing personal gain
over group benefit;
promoting self at others’
expense

a student takes up lots
of class time with their
personal questions
and the teacher says
they have a “right” to

put group goals first;
reallocate resources
within the group

These traits, Okun writes, “are damaging because they promote white
supremacy thinking” (1); these traits are the methodologies of colonization and
enslavement, including but not limited to: refusal to engage with the knowledges
or ideas of Indigenous people (defensiveness); thinking of people as either black
or white, and the former as enslave-able (either/or thinking); claiming that
individuals are responsible for their own success without influence of institutions
or assistance from communities (individualism); and the justification of enslaving
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Black people and removing Indigenous people from their land in the name of
profit (right to profit). This chart and these traits are meant to push the
individualism that results in competition in the academy and other spaces;
however, they are not meant to imply that learning should always happen in
groups, as individual reflection can be vital to one’s learing.s
Activist J. Olsson (1997) shows how these traits of white supremacy work
within individuals in her article “Detour Spotting for White Racists.” The article
outlines different manifestations of what Okun (2010) would call “privileged
resistance,” the doubt or denial white people engage in that allows them “to
identify with a powerful elite and their agenda, an agenda we are socialized to
believe is critical to our welfare and security” (35). For a white student or activist
wanting to learn more about race/racism, these detours become obstacles along
their way, and distract them from committed anti-racist work. Olsson (1997)
moves through these “detours” in an order that seems chronological—the first are
more likely to come up when a white person begins to talk about racism/white
supremacy, and the later ones are more sticky obstacles that arise as one digs into
the nuanced relationship between self and whiteness.
Rather than outline each detour, I highlight several which feel relevant to
my own learning process and reflect my students’ sentiments in their journal
entries. In the detour “Bending over Blackward,” Olsson (1997) references the
guilt that white people often feel when learning about racism, that leads them to
“unconditionally deferring to people of color in a different set of standards that
stem from some sort of pity” (5). This deferral might manifest in acting
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differently around friends and peers of color. A second major detour, which
Olsson labels “But What About Me,” references times when a white person
prioritizes other ways they have been oppressed instead of focusing on race (6),
such as “I’m gay, so I understand what racism feels like.” A third, called
“Certificate of Innocence,” addresses white people who seek validation from
people of color for their anti-racism and let that become their end goal, rather than
desiring real change (5). Olsson writes about white supremacy as “‘down deep in
the muscles and glands, and… difficult to tear out,”’ these detours are, by
extension, difficult but necessary to see and address, in white teachers and
students.
This last “certificate of innocence” detour is one that B. Applebaum
explores extensively in her book Being White, Being Good: White Complicity,
White Moral Responsibility, and Social Justice Pedagogy (2012). Applebaum
asks us not to waste time on the question of validation for white people, writing
“What can it mean for white people ‘to be good’ when they can reproduce and
maintain a racist system even when, and especially when, they believe themselves
to be good?” (4). She writes about how realizing complicity can often lead to guilt
(Applebaum, 3-4). As an alternative, she offers “white complicity pedagogy,”
which is “premised on the belief that to teach systemically privileged students
about systemic injustice,” and especially in “teaching them about their privilege,
one must first encourage them to be willing to complicate how they are complicit
in sustaining the system even when they do not intend to or unaware that they do
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so” (Applebaum, 4). Being White Being Good, then, begins to offer concrete and
lasting suggestions for combatting white detours in the classroom.
Even more difficult to encounter in the classroom than white complicity is
white resistance to learning about racism. Professors D. L. Brunsma, E.S. Brown,
and P. Placier (2012) outline manifestations of this resistance, and what to do
about it, in their article “Teaching Race at Historically White Colleges and
Universities: Identifying the Walls of Whiteness.” This article explores the multilayered defense system against attacks on white supremacy (Brunsma et al., 718)
which white students arrive at college having already established. The three main
walls they discuss are Spatial, as in the places students inhabit on campus and also
the group tastes they develop (721-723); Curricular, as in what is taught explicitly,
outside of class, hidden, or knowledge that is “excluded or silenced” (723-725);
and Ideological, as in white students’ ability to remain “colorblind,” ignorant of
white privilege, or to see “race as a Black thing” (727-732). This theory is
important for understanding the multidimensional and interconnected ways in
which white students may refuse learning about themselves.

Conclusion
Having outlined the main readings and theorists—Tatum, Freire, Agarwal
et al., Jakubowski, Emdin, hooks, Okun, Applebaum, and various facilitation
groups—who have guided my understanding of my class experience to date, I
move in the following chapters to tie theory to practice. My course endeavored to
embody an active, kinetic, and inquisitive study of American history, and my
classroom aimed to be student-centered and student-powered. My pedagogy
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continues to consistently ground itself in actual activities and classroom practices
—to enact these theories and others in the day-to-day goings on of a classroom. In
the following chapters, I will approach this pedagogy from different angles,
answering the following, respectively; What does it mean to teach social justice in
this moment? How does a teacher navigate questions of (historical) truth? What
does my pedagogy, which is rooted in CRT, queer theory, and Indigenous studies,
look like? And lastly, what were the processes in which my students found their
own identities and built a community?
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What I Mean When I Say “This Moment”: Brief
Notes on Context
Chapter Two

I not want to be writing about Donald Trump. But he was an elephant in
our classroom, and in my thesis proposal, and as I write he simultaneously
rewrites American history. What is important to remember about Donald Trump,
and what Miranda and I hoped our students would discover in our adventure into
America’s past, is that his racism and sexism, and allegiance to capitalism, are
fundamental American ideologies. Trump himself is a megaphone.
This is not to say that Trump’s election is insignificant, especially in my
students’ lives; 2016 was the first election my students could vote in, or the last in
which they couldn’t. Their time on social media has never been without an
inundation of videos of protests and police murders, or without articles focusing
on racism and privilege. Trump’s policies and decisions are integral in
understanding my students’ decision to enroll in my course; it is from this
awareness that I write this brief chapter.
Another crucial player in “this moment,” operates completely in
opposition to Trump’s ideology, but not in isolation from it—the Black Lives
Matter movement (BLM). In her article titled “Comparison and Coalition in the
Age of Black Lives Matter,” G. K. Hong (2017) characterizes the relationship
between the movement and the rise of white nationalism; “My point is that we can
read the backlash politics made manifest in the election results as a symptom of
the success of antiracist, anticolonial movements, rather than evidence of their
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failure” (274). These two enormous forces are intertwined. Each has risen in
response to the other—the “law and order,” police-backed, nationalist racism
Trump champions resulted in many activists being motivated to join BLM;
BLM’s success in achieving a national audience enraged and mobilized Trump’s
voters. My question was, how have my students been caught up in this
interchange? Where have they chosen to join in social justice movements, and
why?
To further connect electoral politics and the grassroots activism that is
BLM, in an issue of the journal Radical Teacher, B. R. Byrd (2016) adds, “In
essence, the unfolding story of Black Lives Matter is about the diffusion and
translation of an idea. It is the story of how a generation of Black millennials
bearing witness to the promises and pitfalls of the Obama era have seized
opportunities to express an expansive notion of social justice” (62). We should
understand this moment, then, not just as Trump’s era, but as a post-Obama era.
Trump is not your run-of-the-mill racist; he is “the man who belligerently
challenged Obama’s citizenship” (Sotiropoulos, 2017, 121) by initiating the
“birther” movement. 9 One of the only consistencies between Trump's policies is
that he has set out to “assassinate” Obama’s legacy (Sotiropoulos, 121). Although
BLM started during the Obama era, when police murders occurred as frequently
as they do now, the movement’s position has shifted in the Trump era, as it faces
off with a government hostile to most marginalized groups.

9

This movement questioned Obama’s status as an American born on American soil, with its subscribers
frequently demanding to see his birth certificate.
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One other important note on “this moment,” is that my students are
members of a generation more engrossed in social media than any other. Social
media are noteworthy not just for their speed, but also for the small bites in which
they deliver information, and the way they are structured so that most news comes
from those one chooses to follow—usually our communities and friends. In 2017,
the Wall Street Journal published a project called “Blue Feed, Red Feed,” in
which a user selects a topic and can view side by side what stories a liberal's and
conservative’s news feeds would feature on that topic. The difference is stark;
social media’s algorithms filter articles we agree with. While newspapers
historically have also been slanted liberally or conservatively, the way in which
social media inundates the user with such stories and opinions—and the fact that
these can come from trusted family and friends—heightens the effectiveness of
these slants. Much of the news my students may have been receiving could have
been inaccurate or unsubstantiated. My students entered Tufts having been
exposed to national monologues rather than national dialogues.
This chapter is briefer than the others because it is meant for two
purposes: to provide further context and analysis of the moment in which Miranda
and I taught, and to give examples of how I will analyze vignettes from class and
students’ and my own journals in the following chapters. This chapter mainly
focuses on the moments in class when BLM was most relevant—both the class
period (class twelve) when we taught it directly, and other discussions of racism
and anti-Blackness towards the beginning of the course. In this chapter I also
begin the practice of ending with a “Tips” section, which is informed by the
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vignettes, sources, and analysis in the chapter, and is meant specifically for
educators or other facilitators of social justice.

Bringing Black Lives Matter Into the Classroom
Black Lives Matter, like Trump’s ideology, has long historical roots. A
course like mine aims to teach Black Lives Matter, and movements like it, as
transhistorical (Byrd, 2016)—in the next few pages, I will use this word to
connote patterns that operate similarly through many historical periods, and
across many geographies, and transcend the significance of any of those singular
period or moments.10 Byrd (2016) notes,
As Black Lives Matter continues to highlight the role of the state in the systemic
devaluation of black life, teacher-scholars cannot afford to ignore the clear
historical examples of state-sanctioned anti-black violence. We cannot overlook
the parallels or even the differences between past and present. To do so…wrongs
our students. After all, many of them are making those connections on their own.
(63)

In this, Byrd adds that discussing BLM as transhistorical is fair and validating to
students who might already have questions about its connections to, and
differences from, say the Civil Rights Movement. In an article titled "Teaching
History in the Age of Black Lives Matter,” E. Perry (2016) argues that BLM is a
continuation of both the Civil Rights Movement and the Black power movement
that fought through the 60s and 70s (Perry, 465). Hong (2017) adds, “As a matter
of fact, Black Lives Matter must be contextualized within an even larger
landscape of contemporary antiracist, anticolonial, and coalition activism that has

10

The suffix of the term “transhistorical” has particular weight when we think about the many definitions of
trans—as in motion or transition, as an in-between. Thinking of the diasporic pain of the trans-atlantic
crossing (Sharpe, 2016) or the bodily and emotional pain of being transgender invokes a certain seriousness
and motion to the idea of a transhistorical movement—it is more than the lines drawn between time periods.
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transformed our communities” (274). While both these analyses might not be
perfect, as there are obvious differences in BLM’s strategies compared to previous
fights for Black life and Black rights, they represent the wealth of opportunities to
question the historical roots of this powerful movement.
For our class on the BLM movement itself we adopted a transhistorical
approach by assigning readings that stretched across time— from Ta Nehisi
Coates’ “A Case for Reparations” (2014) to Ida B. Wells’ The Red Record (1895),
which is an extensive account of lynchings published in 1895. We thought the
naming of the victims of lynching in white newspapers, and the fact that most of
their crimes were minor or nonexistent, would echo the many publicized murders
of Black people by police in our era. This latter reading also echoed back to our
first class, where I passed around a copy of LIFE Magazine Asia from 1967,
which featured pictures of riots in Detroit for the cause of Civil Rights and agains
the police. Each of these decisions served a pedagogy which painted social justice
movements as ever-present, re-manifesting themselves in different time periods
with similar goals, and unfortunately similar power structures to struggle against.
We ended class twelve by reading aloud, together, the Combahee River
Collective’s “Black Feminist Statement” (1977)—the authors of which were a
Black feminist collective who met in the 1970s. This statement is a strong case for
why we need Black feminism—how it represents the experiences and needs of
Black women, and also how it stands as a path towards freedom for everyone. I
wrote in my journal afterwards:
We gave the students background (including that the group was based in
Cambridge!) and we went in a circle, each reading one paragraph. I could feel
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the energy in the room while we did this—it felt real and communal and hopeful
(I wonder if students felt the same). We then asked the students to share ideas on
why we need Black Feminism, and they answered with appreciation for the
movement and an expressed deeper understanding of the at times exclusionary
histories of different social justice movements.

In this moment, in which radical Black feminist lesbian ideas from the 1970s—
including that no one is free until everyone (including and especially Black
women) is free—sounded loudly in the present, and back into the antebellum
period. We tried to teach that resistance in support of Black life has always been
present in the US, also provide students with concrete understandings of what it
means to demand freedom.
Perhaps the most powerful resource our syllabus used to connect history to
the present and to BLM was A. DuVernay’s documentary 13th (2016), which
traces the political and legal roots of the prison industrial complex, and its
massively disproportionate effect on the lives of Black people. Preparing for class
was my first time watching the documentary, and I was impressed by how
seamlessly it moved between decades and into the present. 2017 was depicted
through the same lens as 2007, as 1997, as 1987, and so on. Applebaum (2008)
states that “social justice education acknowledges that, today, new types of racism
operate as effects of covert systems and that those who benefit and sustain such
systems are not always easy to detect” (406). 13th was a clear example of how
understanding the systems of power that shaped the past—in this case the laws
(and specifically politicians), the police brutality, and the popular stereotypes that
allowed mass incarceration to explode in recent decades—allows us to see how
those systems have morphed into the present. Teaching this documentary
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alongside the sources mentioned above—Ta Nehisi Coates and Ida B. Wells—
served to further emphasize the continuation of the devaluation of Black life, and
the resistance of Black people, in the US.
Many educational theorists have further explored the practice of teaching
the Black Lives Matter Movement, pointing to the movement’s values and
ideologies, many of which are echoes of the Civil Rights Movement and other
organizing for Black lives. Byrd (2016) writes, “Black Lives Matter boldly asserts
that it ‘is working for a world where Black lives are no longer systematically and
intentionally targeted for demise”’ (58). BLM is a movement that is consistently
reimagining a future where Black people can move and live without fear of death
—radical hope is a foundational part of its practice. Byrd adds,
“#BlackLivesMatter has become a key part of a transhistorical language of black
liberation. It is a useful and effective way for a new generation to articulate
complex thoughts about the singular, systemic, and enduring devaluation of black
life. It is, to be sure, much, much more than a hashtag” (62). BLM is also a
movement founded by three Black, queer women—its leadership embodies the
idea of intersectionality, or the importance of considering how experiences are
shaped by a combination of identities rather than a singular one (Crenshaw, 1990).
To teach the history and current state of BLM alongside its values of radical hope,
imagination, and transhistorical connections, then, is to embody a critical
pedagogy.
We attempted to embody these tenets of BLM weekly in our classroom,
even when we were not directly discussing the movement. The topic of our third
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class was the relationships between plantation wives and enslaved women. One of
the homework assignments for this class was an article self-published on
medium.com that critiqued a 2017 major motion picture, The Beguiled, for its
exclusion of any Black characters in a movie set in the South during the Civil
War. The article pushed against the white female director’s assertion that she
wanted to focus on “‘the gender dynamics of the Confederacy, not the racial
ones’” (Sensei, 2017) by extension claiming the two as mutually exclusive. This
class named conflicts and intersections between race and gender, and the ability of
white women to enact racism, as transhistorical realities. In this way, the class
served as an important precursor to our conversations about within BLM and the
Women’s March, where we would again talk about how white women can act
against racism.
To conclude, one student beautifully articulated the value of learning
history in Trump and BLM’s moment:
I just want to get a better sense of current social and economic trends in America
You may also have heard that everything repeats itself, so if we study the past,
we can be sure to know something of the future. I don't hold to this view either.
To insist that the study of the past will reveal something of the future is a nice
idea, but what I really want to know about is the present. History cannot "tell"
the future. History can, on the other hand, reveal all that is the present. Many of
these events created subcultures and shaped society in ways that are playing out
today. In essence, I want to know about what america is today, and focus on our
“otherness.”

In this, I hear a student looking to our past for answers about how our present is
constructed, which is exactly the type of learning we set out to do—by extension,
we asked questions about how our selves are constructed. However, this student
also indicates a hyper focus on the present that might get int he way of learning
about movements like BLM as transhistorical. Another student echoed this
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sentiment, writing, “We learn American history partly to understand the present
and inequalities that have existed for long periods of time. If we did not
understand the ways groups ended up advantaged or disadvantaged we would not
understand their current struggle.” These desires to better understand our moment
point to a need to teach history as guided by structural forces—as I have
demonstrated with ideas for teaching Black Lives Matter—to see how racism and
other systems of power operated similarly (with different masks on) in the past.
Movement as Mirror: Self-Reflection alongside Activism
After discussing BLM as a topic of historical analysis, I also want to
highlight that it is a movement that often prompts critical self-reflection. One
student pointed out, “I feel like the most amazing thing about history is that things
that could have happened back in a time that seems completely irrelevant now can
still have a major effect on us today, and I think it’s pretty wild that there are
probably a whole crap ton of things that have happened that have a huge impact
on my life, and I don’t even know about them.” This effectively-worded journal
entry voices one of my core pedagogical assumptions, that we learn about the past
to better inform how its events continue to influence our own experiences.
Learning about a history of anti-Blackness in the US, I would find, would help my
students and myself understand how we related to the BLM movement.
In my meeting with two white students to prepare for their presentation
during class twelve (on BLM), one of them retold a story she had told in an earlier
class. She spoke about feeling that the Black Lives Matter march she had attended
in her hometown, Seattle, was much more “violent” than the Women’s March she
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had participated in the week before—she mentioned people standing on and
banging on cars and generally acting aggressively. I responded this second time
by saying that I wanted to “push” her a little bit, and spoke about how I, as a
white person dedicated to social justice, am working on departing from learned
stereotypes of Black people as dangerous. I added thoughts on how the media
narrative depicting BLM protestors as rioters echoed this stereotype. In the
moment, the student was responsive, nodding and agreeing. Then, she followed
up in class; I wrote in my journal that week: “In the presentation, she spoke about
this realization, but from her own perspective: ‘I was thinking this way…’ she
began, and ended with ‘now I realize…’ this was a really cool moment.” This
student chose to be transparent with the class about her (un)learning of these
stereotypes.
In this instance, I see importance in the idea that even if this student and
others were attending BLM events, they may not have had a chance to (un)learn
stereotypes against Black people. This inconsistency opens an important
opportunity for critical pedagogy. In an article titled “Teaching Black History
After Obama,” Sotiropoulos (2017) calls attention to such inconsistencies;
“Although there has been a tremendous shift in public representations of
America’s slave past—some of it during the time of Obama’s presidency… these
depictions have done little to ‘destabilize their [students’] ideas about race in
America” (123). This vignette from class illustrates the importance of teaching
about movements like BLM in a classroom or learning space, specifically, rather
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than relying on social media or informal conversations to do all of the
(un)education some require to become full allies in the fight for Black lives.
To turn this moment into a pedagogy of teaching BLM, I highlight crucial
steps in this student’s learning process. They were: the retelling of the story, with
the same person there to hear it again and feel ready to respond to it; my ability as
a teacher to push her thinking; and a repetition of the topic in a forum (our
classroom) where she could share her thought process. While a friendship could
provide this same sort of consistency and comfort in challenging one another, a
classroom and the role of a teacher more easily facilitate such growth. This
process could serve as a pedagogical foundation for repetition and feedback.

Tips for Teaching against Tyranny
Treat the present like history, and history like the present
Turning our methodologies to the present and viewing it through similar
lenses as we do the past (as exemplified by the documentary 13th) may illuminate
how systems of power continue to operate in our moment. Teachers can teach
history as intimately connected to and as always informing our present. This
might mean teaching Black Lives Matter alongside the Civil Rights Movement
and alongside resistance against lynchings. It also means teaching recent history,
as most high schools neglect when they reach the 1980s (a period when Reagan
laid the economic foundations of our current system) and stop there.
This practice also includes observing the present moment as it if were
history, and asking the same questions of ourselves as we do historical actors. Just
as we would ask, what was the dominant communication medium of the time, and
how did people use it? we may examine how we interact with social media, or
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what social media really is. Or, just as we ask, how did people become involved
in this progressive moment? we may inquire into how our students find their way
to Black Lives Matter marches. In this way not only does power become visible,
but so does resistance to it.
Invite social media into the classroom
One of the guiding pedagogies of this project is to connect the classroom
to students’ outside world. In 2018, this means acknowledging the prevalence of
social media in students’ lives and helping students more clearly see its influence,
benefits, and potential pitfalls. This could translate to a project where students
create Instagram or Twitter accounts, or Facebook posts, advocating a certain
political position or engaging in a national dialogue. Students could also write
journal entries about different posts or figures on social media they encounter.
Many well-known scholars and critical theorists are even on Twitter, espousing
their thoughts in much more accessible bites—students could engage with them
this way.
Teach resistance, specifically.
In this (short) chapter I discussed teaching about Black Lives Matter as
both a (trans)historical movement and also as a set of values. This is one of many
movements that is resisting Trump’s policies, and so it is one of many avenues
through which a teacher can make resistance accessible to students. In our class
on The Mexican American War and Identity (class four), we invited
representatives of the campus group United for Immigrant Justice (UIJ) come and
speak about their work supporting and fighting for recognition of undocumented
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students at Tufts. I believe UIJ was a particularly important student group to learn
about because they specifically represent the group Trump has most demonized
and targeted in policy. They also, interestingly, understand themselves as the
activist group that has the easiest time negotiating with the Tufts administration;
their victories in their short five years of existence gave our students important
examples of what it means to carry through with demands, or write policy an
institution might adopt—albeit an institution that has already promised in its
mission to promote inclusivity. Social-justice-oriented educators could consider
which local activists might want to join the classroom.
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Truth and Who Holds It: How and Why to Teach
without Certainty
Chapter Three
The night after our ninth class, I wrote in my journal:
After class Miranda turned to me and said she had a note on my pedagogy. I was excited;
she sometimes comments on my character but rarely on my teaching. She said, “you ask
‘what’s in my pocket’ questions.” When I said I didn’t know what that meant she said,
“You sometimes ask students for a very specific answer. And that’s when they get quiet.
Because they know you’re asking for something specific and they second guess
themselves on if they have what you want.” I asked if she meant the moment when I had
asked for lyrics to a Blues song we had listened to, and said “fill this in, ‘blank blank
eyes.’” She said yes, exactly.

“What’s in my pocket” questions, or “what’s behind my back” questions, are a
concentrated example of one of Freire’s (1968/2014) most fundamental concerns
—that a teacher operates as the holder of knowledge, and by extension assumes
the role of giving knowledge to students. The risk in this, writes theorist B.
VanSledright (2010) in his book The Challenge of Rethinking History Education,
is that students may absorb a single narrative without acquiring important critical
thinking and investigative skills. While Freire labels this type of teacher, one who
institutes a banking style education, as an arbiter of knowledge, I want to stretch
this definition to consider when teachers become arbiters of truth. When I say
truth, I mean to reference the reality of how things are and how things have been.
What counts as truth is largely dependent on the beholder, and what they consider
the right or factual, perhaps evidence-based or quantifiable, way to tell a story.
The work we did in our classroom was to point to the fragility of what US history
curricula advocate as truth—for example, that the US during WWII was a beacon
of moral righteousness, when in reality President FDR had also signed an
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executive order interning Japanese Americans in work camps, which were much
less violent but similar in structure to those the Nazis were building. When
knowledge is only in support of a single (historical) narrative, or when knowledge
is communicated using objective, passive language (through, say, a governmentendorsed textbook), it becomes truth.
Beyond these foundational definitions lie some inherent dangers to truth;
what (or who) gets lost in its claims to universality? What goals are behind the
telling of a certain truth? What happens when truth is backed by power, and how
is a teacher’s power in the classroom different than the government’s power over
curricula? A teacher holding truth might shape a classroom where only one type
of answer/point of view is welcome. A teacher may respond more positively to
answers along a single vein, or a teacher might ask questions that are designed to
lead towards a certain answer—each of these teaching styles is a concern, as each
expects students to align with the teacher’s knowledge in terms of truth.
In the following pages I seek a pedagogy that abandons a search for truth,
or answers, in favor of skill building and critical thinking. I examine where in our
class we came close to this goal, or where we held onto a search for truth. This
chapter will first discuss obstacles that arise in navigating one's role as teacher
while avoiding becoming an arbiter of truth; then it will discuss how truth is made
especially controversial within history as a discipline. Lastly, it asks—what
pedagogies prevent or counteract a positioning of teacher as knower, through
which students can find agency over their stories and others? After examining
different points along the teacher—facilitator spectrum, this chapter comes to the
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conclusion that acting closely to a facilitator’s role—which (as stated in Chapter
One) is one of moving a group toward shared goals—best promotes students’
ability to learn from their own and others’ experiences and from course texts.

Generation Z Takes Social Justice: What My Students Came in
“Knowing”
Building from Chapter Two’s notes on the national forces at work as my
students entered the classroom, I was curious what social justice learning my
students had done to date, and what aspects of social justice work they had yet to
encounter. One of our first activities asked students why they had chosen our
course—not as a test, but to get a gauge for what parts of our subject they were
most interested in pursuing, so we could tailor our plans to them. I wrote in my
journal after class:
I was so impressed and excited by their responses. About half of the students
expressed an interest in/commitment to social justice, and many others said that
the word “otherness” drew them because they wanted to learn about different
American experiences. I came into Tufts also caring about social justice but not
even knowing the word for it, so I was stoked to have students who are already
invested.

I felt these responses aligned with my initial assumption—that young people are
drawn to social justice in the age of Trump and BLM. Another white student’s
journal entry more to the roots of her engagement with social justice, naming
terms common in social justice dialogues:
I am excited for what the upcoming readings and talks on racism will bring. I
think I have been well self-educated on institutionalized racism and how to
identify commonplace racism. However, I am afraid my education is lagging
behind. For instance, I was educated to believe in microagressions but
understand that some don’t accept that term because it minimalizes acts that
could just be racist. I want to learn more about how to be an antiracist ally in a
more up to date and progressive way.
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This response reveals two crucial topics within anti-racist work that my students
were most likely exposed to before attending Tufts. I define microaggressions as
interpersonal comments directed at a member of marginalized group that invoke
stereotypes or other harmful assumptions about that group. By saying she was
“educated to believe in microaggressions,” this student may mean that she learned
about why these comments or assumptions cause harm. She also provides an
astute analysis in acknowledging that the word “micro” in itself minimizes the
violence of these statements and the belief system they represent. In addition,
when my student spoke of being an antiracist ally, she indicated an awareness of
her potential to fight alongside people of color against their oppression. What
being an ally looks like was something we would return to in the final weeks of
our course—this student was more than prepared to engage with our material.
On the other hand, as our class progressed, I recognized two vital areas in
which our students’ understanding of social justice could expand. The first was an
awareness of self—how one’s identities have/have not held power throughout
history, and how one’s own knowledges and privileges have been constructed by
systems of power that stretch back into the past. Educational theorist M. Greene
advocates for wide-awakeness—perhaps a predecessor to how millennials and
Gen Z borrow “woke” from African American Vernacular English (AAVE)—to
describe “a consciousness of injustice and an awareness of the possibility of
moving beyond it. To be asleep means ‘to see no alternatives’” (Lake and Tress,
2017, 63-64). Lake and Tress (2017) emphasize Greene’s idea that “Wideawakeness is birthed out of self-reflection” (64). I will spend much of Chapter
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Five exploring the question of how to cultivate personal awareness and help a
class stay wide awake.
The second aspect I see as vital to a social justice education is an ability to
connect a deep study of history to the present; to see our moment as one in which
the old systems of oppression to continue to operate, and to seek out how those
systems look different in a way unique to our time. Writing for social justice in
the Trump Era, M. T. Dávila (2017) quotes educational theorist W. Harvey in
writing, “‘Historical consciousness serves to transcend current dynamics—
particularly after contentious public debates on the topic of identity politics and its
role in the 2016 election—in order to provide a moral grammar for developing
ways to move forward toward racial justice’” (771). By moral grammar, Harvey
indicates that action for social justice can have the routine and pattern that
grammar does—this system might make it easier to invite others to act for social
justice, as well. The study of history can help students build a lens on and
language around social justice, which we can then apply to the present. As I noted
in my discussion of transhistorical movements in the previous chapter, I wanted to
draw new lines from past to present (to future) in each of our class periods.
Drawing a Class Timeline
In our first class, we attempted to get a sense of our students’ perceptions
of history by building a class timeline. I drew a timeline across the blackboard
that ended in the present but had no start date. We then asked each of them to say
aloud the three historical events they most remembered from high school, and
also explain why they thought they remembered one of them. I added these three
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events to the timeline. The most commonly cited events were, in order: The
Holocaust, WWII, the atomic bombs, and the American Revolution, followed by a
tie among the Civil War, the Battle of Okinawa, and the Industrial Revolution.
While these do encompass a multitude of events, and of course these were events
that affected the marginalized just as much, if not more, than the privileged, I
believe my students’ mentioning of them reflects high school educations that
participate in a patriotic, nation-building narrative (Loewen, 1996). By this, I
mean a narrative focused on telling (and celebrating) the story of how the US
achieved and maintained global dominance through various wars and industrial
achievements.
On the other hand, students also brought up Ruby Bridges, the Black
woman known for being one of the first to integrate a school in the American
South, Japanese Internment, the Prison Industrial Complex, and the Worlds Fair’s
exhibition of people from the Congo. I saw these additions both as demonstrations
of interest in our course material and also signs that each of their high schools
also most likely taught some counternarrative history. These mentions also spoke
to another question I had—why some high school curricula include instances of
counternarrative history and others do not. This was a pattern I hoped my students
and I would draw, based on both the content of the unrecognized history and the
context (geographical, religious) of some of their schools.
From this activity and further journals, we found that few of our students’
high schools focused much at all on more recent history. One student who went to
high school outside the US wrote, “I honestly don’t remember learning much
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recent history after the 1960s. Every class I took focused more on the past-past
rather than more recent history.” This student was educated
outside the US, so her thoughts are not totally representative of an intentional
American patriotic narrative; however, I believe her experiences reflect how the
American Dream is exported, mainly through media. Another student, who did
attend school in the US, added,
In high school I learned about the Vietnam war very quickly in my US History
class my sophomore year. We also studied the civil rights movement and Brown
v. Board of education in the 60s. I ended up doing independent research for a
history project about the rise of Hamas in the middle east beginning in the late
1980s. Other than that, I feel I know very little history from the 1960s on.

This second response is representative of many of my students’ educations; each
of them learned a few events post-1960, but not one received as cohesive an
education on that era as they did on, say, the Industrial Revolution. Another
student wrote “I feel like the history program at my high school did not prepare
me with a diverse breadth of knowledge about history.” Of course, these curricula
choices are most likely heavily influenced by the information on the AP, SATII,
ACT, and other standardized tests that loom over students and teachers in
American high schools. Importantly, these tests are part of the college admissions
process, this becomes the information expected of students who enter universities
like Tufts—the academy does not value students’ counternarrative knowledge
upon matriculation. Yet, this student response also indicates that it took drive and
a personal interest (this student expressed being Jewish as a large part of her
identity) to start drawing lines between earlier history and the past few decades; it
was not built into her curriculum.
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Teacher Interventions in Knowledge Production
My co-teacher and I frequently encountered the question of whether we
accidentally used our power to advocate for a single historical truth—albeit
counternarrative. This manifested most tangibly in what we chose to say in class,
and when we chose to say it. Since our course was largely discussion based,
Miranda and I agreed early to avoid all lectures and to veer more towards a
facilitator role—which I define as one that moves the group towards shared goals,
and is less responsible for delivering information and more for making sure the
group has the opportunity to acquire it. The following section will explore several
instances in which I used different strategies to move the class towards our goals.
Hot Potato: Passing Knowledge Back and Forth
On the other side of the question of how much Miranda and I claimed to
“know” was how much our students believed they knew. After our first class with
the timeline activity mentioned above, students’ journal entries revealed some
anxiety, as most of them wrote about worrying that they did not have as much
knowledge as the rest of the students. One wrote,
Firstly, I’m pretty darn excited to learn. I think this class is very important and
I’m pretty stoked. But I was also pretty intimidated, if I’m being honest. I don’t
really remember very much detail about any of the things I learned in history, and
I sort of got the sense that most other people in the class did, even when they said
they didn’t. So I’m a little concerned about being able to keep up with people.

Seeing this sentiment as a pattern—which was almost definitely connected to our
students’ status as first years and as women (who are socialized to be unsure of
ourselves)—, Miranda and I addressed our students in the beginning of our
second class:
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We let them know that each of them absolutely has prior knowledge to bring into
the classroom, and also that relying on prior knowledge would not be a huge part
of the course, but more in the beginning weeks. We also stated that the reason
we’re teaching this class is because they’re not supposed to know the subjects
we’re talking about—the power structure doesn’t want them to.

Our students kind of laughed at the last idea; this announcement actually came
after an icebreaker around conspiracy theories,11 so perhaps it sounded
conspiratorial to name an ambiguous “power structure” that is out to prevent us
from learning.12 However, I believe as we accumulated events, people, and ideas
which the American government and its public schools (parts of the power
structure) had taken steps to leave out of curricula, I think students came to
understand this withholding as a pedagogy within itself, meaning such omissions
were deliberate and meant to move students towards a certain truth. I hope
rendering these powers structures visible helped students move away from largely
blaming themselves for a lack of knowledge.
Throughout the semester, I tried to keep this insecurity among students in
mind, and to address it by both giving them texts they could feel agency over and
asking them to speak to their own experiences, over which they are an authority. A
discussion of both of these methods appears in the final section of this chapter.
Questioning Cultural Appropriation
Our first major challenge to our desire to let students learn from one
another was in our second class, when our discussion of media portraying Native

11

at the beginning of class that day, we asked students to pair up, discuss, and then share out their favorite
conspiracy theories that they had encountered. We spent a while talking about a potential bunker under the
Denver airport.
12 We could have done more throughout the class to name what institutions are involved in privileging some
knowledge over others—specifically federal and state governments and the textbook companies which pander
to politicians.
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Americans quickly turned into one about cultural appropriation—which I define
as when a white person borrows symbols or aspects of another culture (that of a
community of color) for their own social or economic benefit. During this class,
we split students into two groups and asked them to make two lists each: the first
was to be what they remembered of Native American history, and the second was
depictions of Native Americans they had seen in the media. I wrote in my journal
that day:
As Miranda and I expected, this conversation turned almost immediately to
cultural appropriation, with one of our students asking if we thought it was ok to
dress up as Pocahontas for Halloween, since Pocahontas is an individual and not
a generalization. Miranda and I wanted to answer right away, but I asked the
other students for their thoughts, and we had a really solid ten minute
conversation about appreciation vs. appropriation. A few students answered that
Pocahontas is still a stereotypical image not based in history, and so dressing up
as her probably wasn’t okay.

I remember how badly I wanted to contribute to this conversation about whether
dressing as Pocahontas was cultural appropriation; I remember feeling physically
affected, with my urge to speak manifesting in leaning forward, or almost raising
my hand, or opening my mouth to speak but then stopping myself. I understand
this as wanting to inform my students of the "right" way to think about cultural
appropriation; for example, my answer would have been that I did not think it was
ok to wear a Pocahontas costume unless you're Indigenous (and I can't see a
Native person wanting to). However, us holding our tongues led to one of our
students giving a similar answer, and that answer led to more questions. It was in
that moment I realized that my students did hold significant parts of knowledge
and ideas we were hoping to teach, and how important it was for me to set
classroom time for them to share that knowledge with one another.
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The rest of this journal entry says:
Then there was this really interesting moment where Miranda added “right and
she wasn’t even real,” and I kind of looked at her and said “I thought she was.”
The students jumped in and said they also thought she was real. This was cool
because it showed that Miranda and I don’t know everything.

I take this as one of several vital moments of transparency throughout our course.
Miranda was willing to question Pocahontas’ history and then backtrack to that
she did not know all of it (she was unaware that Pocahontas was, in fact, a real
person), even as we taught a class on Indigenous history. This became our first
admittance of gaps in our knowledge. Loewen (1996) writes, “Teachers rarely say
‘I don’t know in class and rarely discuss how one might then find the answer. ‘I
don’t know’ violates the norm. The teacher, like the textbook, is supposed to
know. Students, for their part, are supposed to learn what teachers and textbook
authors already know” (281). In contrast, admitting ignorance in relation to a
question or idea throws agency back to the students, to have them take part in
figuring things out through discussion and analysis.
Questioning Sex Work
Having noted the fruitful conversation around appropriation that happened
when we stepped back, Miranda and I tried to quiet down during most classes,
and hold our comments until the end of the conversation. However, my worry
soon became that waiting to speak would mean that our opinions and ideas on the
subject were privileged as a sort of last word—that we were giving students a
chance to reason things out, and then we would tell them how to really think
about it. An example of this came in our class on sex work, where Miranda and I
introduced our students to a de-constructed debate; we asked students to get into
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pairs and come to an agreement on an opinion about sex work. Then, we asked
each of the six pairs to make an opening statement, and then begin a debate where
they questioned and challenged each other’s positions. They were then to make
closing statements. By deconstructing the binary nature of a debate by inviting six
sides, we held multiple opinions within the structure of our class.13
Miranda and I then quieted down for the duration of the debate. My journal
entry reads:
We were disappointed with what happened. Despite reading 3-4 narratives of sex
workers for homework and listening to the presentation, our students expressed
many of the same reservations about sex work that the power structure teaches.
They brought up concerns about psychological trauma and physical safety, and
many were still operating under the pretense that most sex workers are forced
into it. One said “I’m not in a place to tell people what to do with their bodies”
and then sort of proceeded to say what she was comfortable with people doing
with their bodies, or especially that she didn’t want sex that wasn’t attached to
feelings. Others tried to differentiate sex work from other work, talking about the
intimacy of “opening yourself up” to someone else. Others cited their religious
backgrounds as reasons for their hesitancy.
So with 13 minutes left in class, Miranda and I declared the debate over and said
we had a few thoughts to share. We had been communicating via google doc
during it (the students knew this),14 and so we knew what we wanted to say. I
started, saying I heard them sort of echoing the dominant narratives and wanted
to push them to think one step further. I told them this would be a good time to
pull in our imaginations as means of resistance—for example, what if we didn’t
have money and didn’t live in capitalism, then what could sex work look like?
And I also pushed them to keep thinking of sex work as work, for example,
understanding that psychological and physical trauma can arise from many jobs.
Miranda added to that, and then I jumped in again to say “I hope it doesn’t feel
like we are trying to get you to think what we think. And I know just saying that
is not enough. But our goal in this class is to think critically. If you’re doing that,
you can come to whatever opinion you want, but we want to push you to think
critically.”

One way to read this event is: we gave students a chance to share their opinions
on sex work, but then we jumped in to correct them when their views were not
13

as I will discuss in Chapter Four, this is an important practice of critical pedagogy, as it invites multiple
epistemologies into the classroom.
14

While this practice runs counter to a transparent pedagogy, I see it as aligned with how Miranda and I
planned lessons on Monday meetings—although we are two teachers, we wanted to be able to act as a unit.
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radical enough. Despite saying verbally that we did not need students to agree
with us, we were, by correcting them, still pushing them towards our viewpoints.
This message was echoed in the timing of our interjection, that we waited until
the end to share our thoughts.
Our goal in this interjection was similar to what white scholar and activist
T. Okun (2010) summarizes as H. Giroux’s pedagogical goal—for students to
“‘critically interrogate their inner histories and experiences’ so they can
understand ‘how their experiences are reinforced, contradicted, and
suppressed”’ (80). This is what we asked our students to do; to approach
narratives around sex work with a certain skepticism, until they had read a wide
variety of them. However, as Professor Ronna Johnson pointed out, the other side
of questioning one's narratives is the feminist activism and scholarship that
advocates unconditionally believing survivors of sexual harassment and assault. I
absolutely wanted students to leave my classroom trusting their intuition on when
sexual or other misconduct felt oppressive and violent. And in our current
moment, sex work often involves sex trafficking, and it is also largely a
patriarchal institution that exploits specifically (although not always) women’s
and children's bodies.
Looking back, we could have planned for a class period that could hold
both of these practices—to distrust the dominant narrative and wholly believe
survivors and sex workers. Where these two practices meet is the idea of
privileging and recentering the narratives of people who are sex workers, and
believing those above other media, religious, or family narratives. Perhaps if we
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had not interjected, or if we had acted more as facilitators and asked students
prompting questions after the debate, we could have neared this critical reading
practice together.
Despite this room for improvement, several journal entries confirm that our
post-debate interjection was a learning moment for students. One wrote,
I’ve never thought about sex work in a critical way, but I’m working on
wrapping my head around how to make it legitimate, destigmatized, and positive
but it may take time. I honestly don’t remember having to struggle with anything
social justice related before in my life, so this is a good learning experience not
only for my thoughts on sex work, but also for how to teach others about other
social justice movements that I do know about.

Another student expressed similar goals of reconsidering their viewpoints,
To me, the class made me reassess my viewpoints of sex work as a career. I am
trying to integrate this idea that work, no matter how it conflicts with my own
ideals, is still valid and needs to be separated from character; while I may not be
comfortable with doing something myself, that should no way reflect my view on
the individuals at large.

A close look at these journals reveals not that the students have "learned" from
our class on sex work, but rather that the class prompted them to "reassess" or to
work on "wrapping my head around”—phrases that note a engaged critical
thinking process. While students could have easily been writing what we wanted
to hear, this focus on process rather than viewpoint—they did not simply echo our
thoughts on sex work—leads me to take them at their word.
Students continued to name this class in their journals as a big moment for
them—in their final journal entries, we asked students to name the five lessons/
moments in class they remembered most. That this memory appeared in nine out
of the twelve journals could mean several things—at worst, that we had spoken in
a way that made students feel that they had to prove their critical thinking. And at
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best, that we had truly challenged students to examine their biases. My reason to
believe the latter is that I’ve seen moments of “pushing” and “calling in” (similar
to “calling out,” but inviting students to join in shared learning rather than
indicting them) such as we did at the end of the debate, as vital to social justice
learning.
Teacher as Participant, Teacher as Lecturer
While it appears students gained much from this class on sex work, I left
feeling uneasy about having jumped in to “instruct” them. It wasn't until our class
on the Women's March a few weeks later that I felt I reached a balance between
allowing students to share their knowledge and voicing my own ideas to further
conversation. This moment was during one of the partner presentations that
occurred during six out of our thirteen class periods. My journal notes:
The student presentation started by asking us to draw what we think of when we
think “feminism.” I was pretty happy with mine—it featured a kitchen table, a
stove, some flowers in a vase on the table. When the presenters asked a few
people to share what they drew, I raised my hand maybe fourth, and they kind of
laughed when I did, maybe because it was funny to call on the teacher. I talked
about spaces in which women are relegated or where women choose to go and to
build community, and many of them nodded.

I saw my raising my hand as a teaching moment because no student had
mentioned spatial politics or kitchens in particular, and doing so invited a more
structural and transhistorical analysis of patriarch and feminism’s goals and
battles. This occurred when I was a part of the class, rather than at its helm. This
is not to suggest that a teacher should never lead a class, but rather that a teacher
does not always need to. This type of participation models the "teacher as
facilitator” goal I have outlined.
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Despite this progress, there were several moments in class that, at surface
level, resembled a banking style of education (Freire, 1968/2014). One of the
times was when I gave a short presentation on our assigned reading, Judith
Butler’s (1990) first chapter of Gender Trouble. Before I began, I asked students
whether an explanation of this dense and difficult reading was something they
wanted, and they said yes, definitely. To me, this ask is crucial—it reminds
students that they play a large part in guiding the classroom. I also tried to make
my delivery casual, adding jokes and group questions. Still, it felt odd to be
giving a presentation in lecture-format, with students rushing to write down
everything I said. While their access to this information for the long term—which
note taking allows—might be important of their social-justice learning, there was
a potential power dynamic in this moment that I did not want to become part of
my teaching style.
Looking back at this instance, and reflecting on my own learning process, I
do not consider note-taking as an immediate sign that a banking style of education
(Freire, 1968/2014) is being practiced in the classroom. Writing down what a
teacher (and other students!) say in the classroom can be a kinetic/visual way of
engaging with course material. As long as students are opting to take notes, then
note-taking aligns well with a social-justice-oriented pedagogy. Encouraging that
students write or doodle about some of the material can also be a facilitation
technique, as it moves each member of the group towards shared learning goals.

Grasping for a Historical Truth
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So far, I have analyzed different scenarios in which I negotiated the
balance between acting as a facilitator—a person who moves the group towards
shared learning goals and invites the knowledge and experience of all participants
—and a teacher who plans class activities and delivers knowledge based on their
own expertise. Here, I turn to thinking about truth in the discipline in which I
have chosen to teach: history. I see history curricula as the one which a
government, and in particular the US government, might have the most motive to
control. VanSledright (2010) informs us that,
In 2006, for example, The Florida House of Representatives went so far as to
legislate how United States history was to be taught, mandating that it be a
progressive story of nation building, fact-based, and testable. In 1995, the
United States Senate passed a resolution denouncing the 1994 United States
History Standards on the grounds that the Standards’ authors violated the
American Creed by sullying the arc of the nation-state narrative with too many
examples drawn from the seamier underbelly of the American past. (22)

These frequent, numerous, and comprehensive attempts by the US state attempt,
in my understanding, to instill an unwavering and unquestioning patriotism in
citizens, in a continual project of nation building that borders on propaganda. In
his first chapter, VanSledright writes about one teacher, whom he calls Mr.
Brinton, whose specialty is Abraham Lincoln, and who teaches Lincoln as if
telling a long and flowery historical narrative. The result, VanSledright argues, is
that Brinton's story is positioned as the only way of understanding Lincoln; he
does not offer his students a chance to engage critically with Lincoln's legacy.
VanSledright labels this type of teaching as part of a "collective memory project,”
oriented towards the goal of creating a shared and common story of US history
among American citizens. The agenda of this truth is clear. The other teacher
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VanSledright discusses is one who embodies a full model of Freire’s problemposing education; she asks students to approach each unit of US history with
questions, and she challenges them to dig into primary and secondary sources for
their answers. Courses like mine, and hers, aim to test and dismantle a
nationalistic narrative of truth.
I find this note by VanSledright (2010) particularly poignant because it
references that the US Senate is aware that there exists a vast underside to the
American archive, one which chronicles centuries of violence towards people of
color, women, and queer and low-income people. VanSledright's wording—which
describes parts of US history as a "seamier underbelly”—is not separate from my
course’s endeavors; the original title I came up with was “The Underbelly of US
History.” The way history is constructed, the dominant narrative is brought out,
and placed on top, yet its holes are visible and allow investigators and students in
this discipline to see through to what is underneath. Literary theorist K. D. Coon
(1998) quotes Toni Morrison’s idea of history as a tent, the outside of which
represents a dominant narrative (in the US’ case this includes narratives of
Thomas Jefferson and George Washington as non-racists even as they held slaves,
and of the Declaration of Independence as a perfect document). Okun (2010) adds
a specific example; “In the mid-1800s, ‘conventional wisdom denied that white
men were impregnating the black women they owned’ in spite of the many
children offering physical evidence of these forced unions” (79). Morrison
stresses the significance of the inside of the tent, or underbelly, as she writes,
The interest in African-American events, studies, programs, history, literature,
language, culture, is not peripheral. It has enormous weight. It’s a catalyst for
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understanding many other disciplines and genres…What’s interesting about Afro
American studies is that it’s a rip in the tent, and you can get through it, not
primarily to understand the experience or intellectual life of African-Americans, but
to understand a number of things in the history, language, art and culture of this
country. (Coon, , 31)

I share Morrison’s urgency in the matter; hearing narratives and experiences of
marginalized people and communities can reveal much about why the government
(local, state, and federal) and the textbooks it commissions construct history the
way they do, and about how we record history itself.
The inside of the tent that Morrison describes (Coon, 1998) is what
Miranda and I referred to in our course as a “counternarrative”—a story,
experience, or historical event that serves to challenge what is assumed as known
and true about that time, group, or institution. For example, the argument that
slavery was a “positive good” that benefitted enslaved people as well as their
owners was eventually undermined by the many narratives that revealed the
horrors of being enslaved. This is where a counternarrative differs from a
dominant narrative in its claims to truth; the dominant narrative is backed by
power and resources (namely the government and textbooks, but often the popular
media). I hoped my students would approach these histories with an
understanding of the imbalance of power between dominant and counter, rather
than seeing these as battling on a level playing field.
The Nature of Counternarratives: Interrogating Vietnam
But what is it exactly that so many are not taught? What is in the
underbelly, or past the rip, within the tent? J. Loewen, in his book Lies My
Teacher Told Me: Everything your American History Textbook Got Wrong (1996),
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looks at American history in two major categories, for which he borrows (or
potentially appropriates) terms of Africana spirituality. He describes a belief
system in which the recently dead, the sasha, wait in a sort of in-between space
until everyone they have known is dead, and then they pass into the afterlife,
where they are referred to as the zamani (233). In applying these terms so that
recent US history counts as the sasha—many citizens are alive who have stories
connected to this history—and older US history as the zamani, Loewen brings to
light the risks in trying to create a one-sided narrative of recent past: many are
alive to refute it. American history textbooks, he writes, “are all too aware of the
sasha…Revering the zamani—generalized ancestors—is more their style” (235).
In other words, to skim over the recent past in favor of, say, the War of 1812,
avoids controversy and keeps a course focused on events over which a textbook
may claim an authoritative narrative. Loewen continues, “Such writing implies
that historical perspective grows ever more accurate with the passage of time,
blessing today’s textbook author with cumulative historical insight” (243). This
treatment of past events as “neutral” due to “historical perspective” leads to the
assumption that a single, dominant historical truth exists in the first place.
Loewen’s (1996) main example of an important event still in many
Americans’ recent memory is the US’ war in Vietnam. Specifically, my course is
in conversation with Loewen’s writing about visual representations of the war; at
the time Loewen was writing, he claimed that “no textbook uses any photograph
of any wrongdoing by an American” (239)—although they were absolutely
widely circulated by other media. Loewen spends time analyzing images widely
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circulated by the media during the War. Our assignments for the class called
“What Happened in Vietnam?” answered this need for visual memory of the war.
First, I passed Loewen's book around the room—many students said they
recognized at least some of the photographs, indicating a change in public
knowledge and accessibility since Loewen wrote in 1996.
Next, we shifted our focus to the children of Vietnamese women and
American (male) soldiers, called bui doi, which translates to “the dust of life.” We
chose this topic for our class on Vietnam because we thought it 1) existed in one
of the least explored parts of the underbelly of American history (even though
American men and Vietnamese women bore over 30,000 children (Englemann,
2007, 166)) and 2) incorporated our course themes of both race and gender/
sexuality. One of our readings, written by a Vietnam veteran who returned to
photograph the areas in which he fought (Englemann, 2007), featured an image of
a Vietnamese woman with her two sons, one born of a White American and one of
a Black American, meaning one appeared phenotypically White and the other
Black (164). In short, we were learning that visual and physical can record history
the state would otherwise erase.
We also chose to immerse our students in a visual depiction of what
happened in Vietnam through assigning the musical Miss Saigon. This musical is
partially a Madame Butterfly trope in its focus on the child of Kim, a Vietnamese
woman, and Chris, a white American man. Much of the plot is driven by Kim and
her former pimp, The Engineer, attempting to find a better life for the child, and
potentially get him to America. Assigning Miss Saigon came with many caveats;
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we let the students know that we did not endorse many of the ways Miss Saigon
depicts Vietnamese women or the American soldiers, and that we were watching
the film to practice being critical, as well as to familiarize ourselves with an
emotionally effective, and popular, narrative about the war. Providing this
disclaimer may have been counterintuitive to our goals as facilitators, as it
strongly guided student thinking (we could have asked them to watch analytically,
and left it at that). At the same time, this disclaimer also made the point that we
did not assign course texts solely for students to learn from; until that class, we
had not been heavily critical of any text or film, and so inviting a new, analytical
viewing of the film may have been necessary.15
For our conversation about Miss Saigon, we divided students into three
groups and had them each focus on a close reading of one song from the musical
—we hoped this would be ample critical engagement with the musical. However,
in class the following week, one of our white students came in to announce that
over the weekend, she had had dinner with her aunt, who is the child of a Black
American soldier and a Vietnamese woman. Her journal says that as soon as she
mentioned Miss Saigon, her aunt
was very frustrated because she did not realize that we were watching Miss
Saigon critically—she thought that it had been chosen to represent the time
period. She believes that Miss Saigon is a completely inaccurate representation
of the war at the time that perpetuates the notion of White Saviorism /
imperialism because the musical romanticized white men, even though Chris
arguably ruined Kim’s life. She continued by talking about how inaccurate the
phrase “Thank you for your service” is, considering how much harm (murder,
rape, land destruction, fracturing communities) that US soldiers cause in places
that often are not theirs to influence.

15

If I were to teach this course again, I would include several more texts of which I was critical, to
continuously ask students (and teachers!) to practice critical thinking.
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This vignette first and foremost illustrates one of the core pedagogical
assumptions of our course—that we, as students and teachers, are always, always
connected to our history. In this case, the connection, this student’s aunt’s lived
experience was more intimate than I expected—even more than veterans who had
been severely impacted by participating in the war, this student’s aunt exists
because of the war. This conversation was also important for me as a teacher; I
realized how variable reactions to our course materials could be, and began to
think a lot about whether choosing a text, even as a practice in critical thinking,
equates with endorsing that text and its historical narrative in some way. For now,
my answer remains that the two are not the same; if a goal of social-justiceoriented courses is critical thinking, then students must be assigned a variety of
texts to critique and engage.
Narrative as History
This student’s story also reinforces the significance of counternarratives—
an umbrella term under which many personal narratives of marginalized people
can fall. Aside from asking students to share their own and their families’
experiences, assigning literature and fiction stands as the best way to bring
personal narrative into the classroom. It is hard to refute nonfiction narrative;
either an author is telling their own or another’s story, or they write fiction, or
both. In an essay called “Another Way to Be: Women of Color, Literature, and
Myth,” P. M. L. Moya (2006) writes, “a work of literature never represents the
world ‘as it really is’ but rather filters through a literary form the hopes, dreams,
illusions and (sometimes faulty or partial) knowledge of the author of the
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work” (485). An author of fiction has no obligation to (historical) truth, so as
students of literature, we may ask instead “what is this text trying to communicate
to me,” and what sentiments of the period or characters does it reflect?
Our class frequently encountered this question of personal narrative’s
place in (re)telling history differently than the dominant narrative. Miranda and I
assigned Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861) and Colson
Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad (2016) side-by-side for our third class—
titled “Mistress and Other Mistress.” The class was intended to highlight the
experiences of Black enslaved women, and examine how white women had a
hand in shaping them. We did, however, spent part of the class on the reality that
while white women often enact oppression, the system in which they enact is a
white patriarchy. We made this visible by asking who was ultimately responsible
for Jacobs’ pain and the violence against her—to which our student answered that
it was her male master.
Whitehead writes about a real, physical railroad, built by slaves, that runs
under the continental US. The idea I brought to the classroom was how this
physical manifestation of the railroad—which was a system of transportation, but
neither an actual railroad or underground—causes the reader to question the truth
of others; for example, when Whitehead includes nonconsensual syphilis
experimentation on Black people in the novel (which is very much grounded in
actual events), how do we then approach our “belief” in this occurrence? Might
the inclusion of a real, physical railroad throw everything else we thought we
knew in the air, for speculation and reevaluation?
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We retold The Underground Railroad and Incidents in the Life of a Slave
Girl (which, notably, is not fiction but an autobiographical narrative) through an
activity called “the storytelling scarf”16 (Coon, 1998), in which students each
recounted/acted out a part of the story, then passed the scarf to the next student,
until we had told the whole story. Throughout this activity, my students seemed
engaged in the other half of the class’s story—I read this through their body
language, as most of them were leaning forward in their seats and watching the
speaker intently. Further, this lesson stuck with our students. One wrote,
My favorite discussion was probably the discussion of the readings, especially the
book “The Underground Railroad.” Though I wasn’t assigned to this reading, I
liked hearing about the book and I think it’s one I’d like to read—the fact that the
book was fiction was really interesting to me and I thought it was important how
we discussed the importance of the book in terms of understanding the history
behind the underground railroad but from a fiction point of view to help interest
and thus educate the audience.

Another student bought the book to read over winter break. These serve as
examples of the accessibility of literature and narrative, in comparison to other
ways of learning about historical periods. When we asked students to draw from
these two narratives they read to discuss what was unique to the Black enslaved
woman’s experience, many of them gave detailed and thought-out answers about
the nuances of living as a Black enslaved woman. They were able to draw large
conclusions from these texts with which they had grown familiar.
It follows that a social-justice-oriented pedagogy grants students agency
over course texts, so they have knowledge and insight that they may come to class
ready to contribute. Assigning texts that feel accessible to students is a

16

for explanations of classroom activities such as this one, please refer to the third section of the Teacher’s
Guide, which acts as a glossary of activities.
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facilitator’s strategy as well as a teacher’s, as providing texts students can easily
speak to moves the group towards a shared goal of learning from one another.
When students feel comfortable analyzing a fictional narrative, literature
can provide a path towards similar reflection on our world and its alternatives.
Moya (2006) writes that an “important feature of some works of literature is their
potential to introduce a reader to other, and possibly better, ways of being in the
world” (486). This aligns with the type of classroom that helps student view their
world as changeable by learning how it has been changed. Analyzing alternative
worlds in fiction can feel lower stakes—a chance to analyze a different world,
without having to diagnose our own world with its systemic issues. Although this
is an important analysis to move towards, fiction is a way to build a foundation
with students. In a social justice classroom in which imagination becomes a part
of maintaining hope and direction, literature becomes vital.
Alongside this imagining of other worlds, fiction asks us to look internally
and examine ourselves.“Because the meaning of any given work of literature is
only fully realized in the interaction between the text and its reader,” writes Moya
(2006), “how we read a literary work can tell us a great deal about who we are in
relation to the world(s) we live in, the world(s) represented in the text, and the
world(s) from which the work of literature emerged” (484). Asking students to
think about how they approached a narrative, what they noticed, and how they
connect the narrative to their own lives will do the critical work we social-justiceeducators have named as our goal.17
17

This has been a practice of literary scholars for decades; social justice educators can look closely at this
scholarship, then, as a model.
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Further, queer theorist D. P. Britzman (2012) asks us, as many professors
of literature do, asks us to alter how we read a text; “What if how one reads the
world turned upon the interest of thinking against one’s thoughts, of creating a
queer space where old certainties made no sense?” (297). In challenging us to
read against our own practice, and to “imagine oneself differently,” Britzman
directly links the relationship between self and text to the reimagining and
building of a larger world.18 In short, reading a course text, specifically by a queer
and/or woman/ of color, can mirror the type of social justice work we do in our
physical realm—we imagine and then fight for a different world.

Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, I have consistently defined a facilitator’s role as
moving the group towards shared goals of learning and action. Yet, I have not
clearly distinguished between a teacher's role and a facilitator’s, or decided to
what extent I believe a teacher should act as a facilitator. To come to some
conclusion: if a teacher desires not to become an arbiter of knowledge and truth,
this often means giving up common teaching techniques such as lectures (unless
students ask for one or if the material is dense or complex enough to warrant one),
“what’s in my pocket questions,” and most finalizing end comments. It also often
means waiting to speak or interject until students have had chances to respond to
one another, and it means sometimes participating as if one is a student. These are
similar to tactics a facilitator employs to guide but not lead a group. In the next
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Her challenge echoes a feminist pedagogy raised by Judith Fetterley in her 1978 work “The Resisting
Reader.”
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section, I further explore how a teacher might give some of their authority to
students.

Pedagogical Solutions to Conflicts of Truth
Ask the Right Questions
There is a catch to this phrasing, as even implying a “right” question
signifies a search for a certain type of answer, and by extension, a truth. Instead,
by “right” I mean asking a question which will give students room to answer, to
speak to what they’re thinking about, and to move the class forward. Avoiding
“what's in my pocket" questions—which expect a narrow and specific answer—is
an important first step. On the other end of the spectrum, it's important to think
through how to phrase larger, theoretical questions so that students will feel able
to tackle them. When I would pose questions of this nature, I would often give
students a few minutes to write through a response in their notebooks. One
example was in our class on Black Lives Matter, when I asked students to
synthesize the readings:
When they were being pretty quiet, I asked a big question: what do the forms
and genres of the three texts we assigned, and their spanning across time/history,
say about how we learn US history? I told them I knew this was big, so they
could take a few minutes to write through their answer. One of the students
rephrased the question in a way that sounded different than what I said, but I
said yes that works, because I wanted her to write what she was thinking about. I
posed this large question because I felt my students were ready for it—I had
seen them develop intuitive critical thinking as the semester went on.

This freewriting both gives students an opportunity to verbalize their initial
reactions to the question, and also adds some accountability to answering it; we
know everyone has written something.
Stay Flexible
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To build on Chapter One, a final component to asking a good question, no
matter the size, is being flexible as a teacher/facilitator. This means really
listening, and knowing the material, and making an in-the-moment decision on
what would benefit the class the most. In essence, these are the skills of a good
facilitator—feeling accountable to moving the group towards shared learning
goals.
Teach Narrative and Fiction
As outlined in detail above, a narrative, whether fictional,
autobiographical, or somewhere in between, can grant us a unique type of access
to a historical period, where we learn more about experiences and sentiments than
cold, hard facts. Fiction, specifically, also pushes readers to reflect critically on
our world and ourselves, at times acting as a mirror. Analyzing literature, then,
can grant students important practice in critical analysis. They may turn these
analytical frames to their own lived experiences.
Ask Students to Analyze Their Own Stories
In addition to assigning texts which students feel they can intelligently
discuss and analyze, a social-justice-oriented classroom welcomes students’ own
narratives, for similar thought and analysis. This is a practice rooted in Critical
Race Theory, which also reminds us that the learning does not halt once students
share their stories. Applebaum (2008) pushes teachers further, as she writes.
“First, experience is not what explains or justifies, but what is in need of
explanation. Second, it is not individuals who have experiences, ‘but subjects who
are constituted through experience’” (407-408). Individual experiences reveal
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how large systems of power operate, and we in our classrooms must do the work
of uncovering these connections. This might mean asking students, after they
share their stories, to reflect in writing about what they have learned about their
own experience. It could also mean incorporating a personal reflection into
projects or papers—asking students to connect themselves to part of the history
they are learning.
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To be Caring and Loud: A Critical
Autoethnography
Chapter Four
In “The Transformation of Silence into Language into Action,” selfdescribed “Black feminist, lesbian, mother, and warrior” Audre Lorde asks “that
we not hide behind the mockeries of separations that have been imposed upon us
and which so often we accept as our own.” She speaks in part to the many white
teachers who distance themselves from the writing of people of color with claims
that they cannot possibly speak to those texts; “For instance ‘I can’t possibly
teach Black women’s writing—their experience is so different from mine.’ Yet
how many years have you spent teaching Plato and Shakespeare and
Proust?” (1977/1984). Lorde questions how we can presume to speak fully to any
text, when most (white, male) ,writers in the American/British canon lived in a
time and place which are vastly different than our present. Lorde reminds us that
differences between people based on identity are constructed (although they have
tangible consequences) and not difficult to bridge with work, and research, and an
open mind.
Having read Lorde’s “Transformation” several times before teaching this
course, I chose to fill our syllabus with the works of people of color and queer
people, taking the risk teaching of different perspectives rather than sticking to
what I know. I also researched anti-racist and anti-colonial pedagogies, hoping
they would inform my treatment of these texts in the classroom. This chapter
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examines the highlights and challenges I faced in centering marginalized
narratives and using critical pedagogies to teach them.
There are three main frames of this analysis: 1) pedagogies that stem from
my own identities as a white, wealthy, queer, mostly-cisgendered woman and my
experiences growing up in a largely white, wealthy, Catholic New Jersey town in
an Italian American family, 2) pedagogies that I discovered in the process of
planning and teaching this course and 3) pedagogies that come from my reading
of Critical Race Theory (CRT) and queer theory, along with works from the fields
of Indigenous studies and critical whiteness studies. It is difficult to parse out
these three sources of my pedagogy, and so instead this chapter moves by type of
identity: it first discusses pedagogies related to whiteness, then related to
Indigenous Studies, then related to feminism and queerness. Within each of these
sections, I will give some background on my story, alongside related theory, and
alongside the class period or activity that most related to this identity group (e.g.
in the Indigenous Studies section, I discuss the class where we focused on
Indigenous history). In a future version of this project, I would be excited to apply
these pedagogies to other topics in my course, to ask, for example, how do we
teach the Women’s March through an Indigenous studies lens? As do the others,
the chapter will end with tips for educators and facilitators hoping to embrace
critical pedagogy and non-Western epistemologies in their classrooms or groups;
in addition, it will build towards a rubric teachers may use to check their
incorporation of different critical pedagogies.
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This chapter is frequently centered on myself and my process to avoid the
practice of a single, simple disclaimer. Scholar Audrey Thompson (2003) in her
landmark article “Tiffany, Friend of People of Color” describes a practice in
which
white feminist researchers routinely included a disclaimer in the introductions to
their books saying, in effect, “Because I am a white, middle-class, middle-aged,
able-bodied, Catholic-raised, heterosexual, widowed, slender, fourth-generation
Italian mother of two, the research in this volume reflects the cultural limitations
of that perspective.” The initial acknowledgement of the author’s stiltedness
meant that she could safely ignore race from then on. (12)

The sarcasm I hear in the length of this list invites us to critique the idea that after
one simply names their identities, they may write without bounds about their
chosen topic. The roots of the scholarship that asks us to see the many
connections between our lives and our course material, which are largely within
CRT and feminist theory, ask more of writers than this disclaimer. This chapter is
an attempt to interrogate with how the major parts of my identity directly connect
to and inform my topic of study, to lead to a more thorough, informed, and
genuine piece of writing. This writing is, at times, very personal, which I view as
both necessary to understanding my pedagogy and also consistent with the
pedagogy itself, which relies on transparency and tying learning to experiences.
This chapter models the sort of vulnerability and self-reflection I asked of my
students.
I view this chapter as an autoethnography, which scholar S. L. Crawley, in
article titled “Autoethnography as Feminist Self-Interview” (2012), defines as a
method that “involves using the researcher's own life experiences as data for
theoretical analysis” (8). By inviting my observational notes, sections of lesson86

planning and personal (at times, emotional) reactions to class happenings, this
chapter becomes an autoethnography (for this reason, these pages include few
student journal entries). In an equation relevant to this chapter, Crawley also
quotes Professors of drama and sexuality H. Jones and T. Adams in their
alignment of autoethnography with queer theory, both of which encourage
“indeterminacy and elasticity over clarity and concreteness” (Crawley, 2012, 15).
The ultimate goal of this autoethnography is to answer the question of how
a white teacher can teach about race, and specifically teach the historical
narratives of people of color, and to teach those to students of color. What work,
before and during the course, will most benefit this teaching?—I present myself as
a case study.

Why this project?
One evening in March, I attended a panel at Harvard titled “Centering the
Voices of Indigenous Women: Decolonization through Literature, Scholarship,
and Action.” Each of the speakers was an Indigenous woman or two-spirit19
person from Canada, and each spoke of their attachment to the plains, and its
storms, and its sunsets, and its harsh winters that kept colonizers at bay for at least
a few months of the year. They also spoke of the treaties and pipelines that had
carved up their land, and they spoke of their murdered kin. Then the third panelist,
Erica Violet Lee (2018), said, “Until this world is different, every homegoing will
only ever be partial.” Hearing this, my eyes quite literally welled up. What a
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an umbrella term among Indigenous communities for genderqueer or third gender people (people who do
not identify as male or female).
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succinct summary of what oppression does to all of us (in different magnitudes)—
prevents us from going home, feeling loved, and finding care.
This vision of homegoing and care is why I am driven to do the
educational work that I do. I believe in a different world, some days I feel I can
almost grasp it between my fingers. I see a world where people are able move
their bodies freely, to love many others wholly, to speak and create and labor as
they please. Black scholar R. D. G. Kelley (2002) asks us to imagine what
freedom looks like; he writes of how his mother envisioned freedom as “land, a
spacious house, fresh air, organic food, and endless meadows without boundaries,
free of evil and violence, free of toxins and environmental hazards, free of
poverty, racism, sexism… just free” (2). In a classroom activity with Professor
Christina Sharpe last year, I was asked to write what freedom felt like—I began to
draw an unlimited patch of tomatoes, bigger than a backyard could hold. To me,
freedom was something like being nourished and limitless—it was the joy I find
in the red of tomatoes. In short, I personally work for social justice because this is
not the world I want to live in, and I see my stake in creating a different one.
The second part of Lee’s statement was, “Until then, we have to keep
seeking home in one another.” To start to build the world Kelley’s mother and I,
and so many other activists and scholars, imagine is to create spaces where we
can rely on each other. My classroom is one of those spaces. I endeavored to
create for my students a support network where their questions and stories flowed
easily, where they felt like they had power and agency over their education and
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their story. The pedagogies that follow examine how I came to this mission in my
time at Tufts, and what I've learned from pursuing it, and studying it, so far.

Pedagogies of Unlearning White Supremacy
This section is titled “unlearning” because, unlike much of the material
and ideas students and I encountered in our classroom, white supremacy and its
attitudes, stereotypes, and methodologies, is something that white people (and
people of color) are taught, to which our best antidote is an unlearning. This
involves a critical interrogation of what racist attitudes we hold and enough
reading, writing, and conversation to learn new attitudes and behaviors, in place
of the old ones. This section traces my unlearning process, and takes different
pedagogical techniques from it.
Perhaps Lee’s statement hit me with such force because my own home is
in many ways incomplete. I have reflected recently on how my family is nuclear
in every sense of the word—we are self-reliant and often insular, and we follow
the traditional mom, dad, children and dog structure of the 1950s nuclear family. I
often feel we are in competition with other families for academic and athletic
success, and we rarely rely on friends or even relatives for support. Such a
competitive environment leads to high pressure on us kids—on the phone just this
week, my parents reminded me that I was expected to entirely support myself
right after college, and my sister still in high school has had to work for years to
speak openly about her depression. In her work White Women, Race Matters: The
Social Construction of Whiteness, R. Frankenberg (1993) reminds us that “white”
is as much as anything else an economic and political category maintained over
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time by a changing set of exclusionary practices, both legislative and
customary” (11-12). Often, the fear of exclusion from whiteness leads white
people to assert and protect their position in the privileged class (Brodkin, 2000).
Our competition with other families is part of this practice; seeing the pain this
pressure and lack of communication can cause leads me to a pedagogy that invites
my students’ “whole beings”—their worries, fears, and confusions alongside their
insights and ideas—into the classroom.
My whiteness, and many others’, is also entwined with my family’s
wealth. Cheryl Harris, in her article "Whiteness as Property” (1993), writes about
the access to housing, food, wealth, education, and even citizenship which
whiteness can more easily guarantee—in these ways, whiteness becomes a
material investment and advantage. Whiteness becomes capital that one can trade
in for other forms of capital. (Harris, 1993). My family’s whiteness is rooted in
property, as my father has made an income comfortably within the 1% since I can
remember. Such class privilege allowed my parents to move to Ridgewood, New
Jersey, a suburb where 75% of the population was white in 2015, and the median
property value that same year was above $716,000 (Data USA, 2018).
What such a “possessive20 investment in whiteness” (Lipsitz, 1998) has
led to is my father’s full subscription to the American Dream, perhaps because he
has achieved it himself; in an emotional conversation with my family before I left
for my semester abroad,21 he spoke at length about how angered he was by my
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meaning material or tangible
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another privilege and investment in me/my whiteness.
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feeling “ashamed” or “ungrateful for”22 our privilege because of how he had
worked himself up from relative poverty to provide comfort, access to education,
etc. for us. Activist J. Olsson calls this idea of “pulling yourself up by your
bootstraps”—assumedly alone, without the assistance of any institutions
—“Bootstrap Theory,” and she names it as one of “three of the crown jewels of
US social propaganda” (17). This theory leaves out important actors—
representatives of many institutions, from real estate agents, to government
officials, to bank tellers—and how they systemically treat white men like my dad
with favor. It also leaves out historical moments, such as the post WWII GI Bill,
which institutionalized this favoritism of white men like my dad. Despite feeling
confident in this analysis, it was difficult to navigate how to communicate any of
it to my dad that afternoon, sitting in the kitchen of the house he bought with the
money he made. While it is complicated to write about my dad in this way
without reducing him to a stereotype, I believe there is power in seeing ourselves
and families as part of historical patterns.
This experience informs my understanding that students are coming to my
classroom with many influences and ideas, and when students come to oppose
their family values and lessons, their process could become an emotional and
conflicted one. One of the journal questions we assigned students for our class
after Thanksgiving break was “Did you talk about anything related to our class/
race/gender/activism over Thanksgiving/taking23? How did that go?” This
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Interestingly, this conversation both revealed the roots of my whiteness and the areas for growth in my
anti-racist learning.
23 this was a term one of my professors had been using to describe the holiday, that we had joked about and
also discussed with students.
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question was informed by my experiences interacting with my family throughout
my time at Tufts; I remember going home for Thanksgiving during the semester I
took Race in America, and feeling like I had a lot of ammunition and no shield—
like I was ready to engage my family about racism but only aggressively and
unpreparedly, and without compassion. This led to numerous dinner table yelling
matches and many tears. Luckily, our students did not report anything as dramatic
(although they might not have shared everything with us). One white student
wrote about how her stepmom “told us a story of how she was once pulled over
for driving the wrong way down a one-way street. Throughout the entire story, she
kept emphasizing the fact that the policeman must’ve thought she was drunk or
highly impaired (though she was really just confused), and she was forced to take
a sobriety test. I am always surprised at how easy she got let go after drastically
driving down the wrong side of the road and almost causing an accident.” This
student did not report speaking to her stepmom in this moment. Reflecting on my
own experience, perhaps her decision to wait and engage at another point was a
wise one.
Whiteness in Context: My Historically White College/University
Perhaps the most significant investment my parents made in me was to
send me to Tufts for four years and pay for each year of roughly $71,000 tuition
(plus room, board, and fees).24 This phrasing is not mean to be reductive;
believing in my and my three sisters’ potential to excel in the fields we choose is
also a demonstration of care and a feminist act—one that is accessible within our
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with the exception of the $1000 they ask me to pay each year, so I might understand that college is not free.
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class status. Nonetheless, crucial to understanding the foundations of my
pedagogy is the positioning of my learning and teaching within Tufts University, a
school that remains roughly 55% white in its student body (considering that no
international students are counted as white) and 74% in its faculty (Tufts 2018),
and was founded by and for white people in 1852 (the same year Uncle Tom's
Cabin was published). Tufts absolutely falls into what scholars Brunsma et al.
(2012) label a “Historically White College or University” (HWCUs), not only in
the white/Western epistemologies that guide its curricula, but also in its historical
links to the oppression of people of color—from its location on land that was once
the Royall family's slave plantation and before that the of the Wampanoag and
Massachuset people, and near or on top of site of burial of people of some of
these tribes,25 to the systemic pay gaps between white and black workers in Tufts
dining halls.26
My whiteness allows me to move through an institution like Tufts with
ease. Jo Lampert, in his article “The Alabaster Academy: Being a Non-Indigenous
Academic in Indigenous Studies” (2003) writes that “within the university, the
rewards I receive for being white are both material and psychological…I have
knowledge that counts…my worldviews are supported and reinforced” (1).
Reading Lampert, I reflect on how since my first year at Tufts, few aspects of
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the Medford historical society documents that L. W. Conant was digging a cellar for the Brooks estate in
Medford when he came across severals skeletons arranged in a burial pattern common in the local Native
culture.
26 Labeling Tufts as an HWCU is not meant to make invisible the many students and faculty of color who live
and study on the Tufts campus. Tufts would not look like it does today without the work of students and
faculty of color; in my time here, the steps Tufts has made towards actively including and supporting students
of color—for example, the admission of undocumented students—have been most often results of the
activism of those same students—for example, the group United for Immigrant Justice, two members of
which we invited to class one week.
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contacting professors or administrators has felt challenging; my course work has
felt like a natural extension of the academic work I did in high school; and I feel
generally liked and appreciated by people in this community. This is not to say
that my successes are due to my whiteness alone; I’ve met many individual
professors and peers at Tufts who have chosen to invest in my success, perhaps
because we’ve formed a relationship, or perhaps because it is part of a professor’s
role to closely advise a number of students. It is, instead, to say that my whiteness
makes me comfortable asking for opportunities and pursuing those relationships;
educational theorists A. E. Lewis and J. Diamond (2015) write of how readily and
at times aggressively white parents navigate high school school administrations,
to advocate for their children, feeling able to because they speak in the same
coded language as those in power in the schools—they come from a place of
entitlement. I feel similarly versed in the language of this higher education
institution, and like those parents, more able to approach opportunities, ask
questions, and utilize university resources.
A second privilege I hold at Tufts is an emotional one; Lampert (2003)
writes of his ability to separate himself from the content he teaches, in the name
of self-care or an emotional break (2). I do not experience racism, and the
homophobia I experience only comes from people who feel affected by my
sexuality and the partners I meet, namely my mother. On the other hand, I do
continue to struggle with the silencing and hypercriticism of the female body that
comes with being a woman. What I mean is that strangers or even peers would not
immediately associate my appearance with the histories and narratives of
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marginalized folks that I choose to teach; unlike, say, an Indigenous professor in
Indigenous studies, I will not be asked to explain my material when I’m not
planning on it, unless by someone who knows me and my work. Few
microaggressions related to my material occur in my day-to-day. As a result, I had
a high emotional capacity to support my students, meaning it was easy for me to
make time to listen and advise them through their pains, confusions, or own
encounters with discrimination.
My pedagogy asks teachers who move through HWCUs with similar ease
and who may have similar emotional capacities to use these privileges to continue
to build subversive spaces within the institution. Classes like mine have real
impact in how both individual students’ and communities’ understand race/racism,
identity, and power. At a HWCU, teaching these narratives is activism. Further,
critical educators can (and do) use these spaces to critique the institution itself. In
our third class, Miranda and I opted to be in the “hot seat,” and field any questions
students wanted to ask us. When they asked about our Tufts experience, we were
clear about the number of times we had seen the administration refuse to care for
its marginalized students or its workers. We spoke about student activism in the
face of this denial, and how it was fellow students who had made us glad we
attended Tufts. This should have worked pedagogically to help students turn their
analytical skills to Tufts itself, and keep their eyes open for times when the
administration promised one thing and enacted another.
The Good White Person and Radical White Community
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A nuanced component to how white educators navigate an HWCU is that
sometimes, at more liberal institutions, educators are actually rewarded for social
justice views and actions (Lampert, 2003). These rewards, whether they come in
the form of inviting a social justice educator to a panel or conference, or the
university highlighting a professor’s work in a newsletter, serve to bolster the
attitude Lampert (2003) writes about: “Difficult though it is to admit, engaging in
‘social justice’ work allows me to think of myself as enlightened; to pat myself on
the back for being one of the good guys” (2). This idea of rewards leads me to the
concept of a “good white person,” warned against in much critical race
scholarship. I understand this term as referring to a white person who seeks
validation for their anti-racist work specifically from people of color, and who
uses this validation as motivation for doing the work rather than being motivated
by achieving justice in itself.27 There are several risks associated with this type of
thinking; Lampert highlights one in writing,
The assumption that there can be scholars or historians of race makes it appear
as though it is possible to reach an end goal, to once and for all be an “expert” in
race relations, eliminating the need for further critical reflection. This dangerous
assumption is what makes it possible to do the work of social justice for years
without ever having engaged in the hard work of self awareness. (3)

Casting oneself as a good white person slows or halts the learning about oneself
that one might be doing alongside their external racial justice work; for example,
as Thompson (2003) emphasizes in “Tiffany, Friend of People of Color,” a white
professor might push their students on racial learning while neglecting to look
closely at the ways they have invested in whiteness (10). A good white person

27 Although,

admittedly, intentions behind work are hard to disentangle.
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mentality eases a sense of responsibility and allows white people to slow or stop
their work.
This mindset is hard to avoid; even as I write this, I find myself at risk of
smugness at or pride in the antiracist study I have done to date. White scholar and
activist Tema Okun reminds us that assuming there are good white people, and
bad or “racist" white people, continues the binary thinking that is characteristic of
white supremacy in the first place (2012), which works to oversimplify and by
extension erase many lived experiences—by sorting them into only two boxes. I
am looking to move beyond even a spectrum of good—bad white person, or to
abandon this construct entirely, and re-focus my and other white activists’ energy
on responsibility and results. If the danger of positioning oneself as a good white
person is a halt in work and learning, then the antidote to this obstacle is
accountability to one’s community, and an infrastructure of continuous learning
and growth.
This work is high stakes; Okun warns that “we see reflected in our activist
history, is that white people often abandon our own communities, leaving them
vulnerable to those who are willing to work with and organize them, the overtly
and aggressively racist right” (26). Okun is among many scholars who ask us to
stick with our white peers and families and work to bring them to social justice. A
need arises for critical white community, in and outside of the classroom—this is
perhaps the strongest pedagogy based in my process. While our relationships with
friends and peers of color are of course important sites of learning, I see the most
consistent source for constructive feedback for anti-racist white folks to be
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provided by other anti-racist white folks. I call for a community where this can
happen regularly and reliably.
In a facilitation guide, the activist group AWARE-LA (2010) names six
reasons for building radical white community: movement and base building,
accountability, consciousness raising, sustainability, skills building, and creating
alternative white culture and community.28 I specifically want to explain what is
meant by “alternative white culture and community”—to me, the “alternative”
aspect of this is key, as it requires white people to abandon community norms
such as a privileging of one another’s comfort over meaningful (and
uncomfortable) conversation;29 without it, this aspect exists as a call for “white
culture and community,” which, no matter how critical, is exclusive of people of
color. I do not see utility in creating spaces meant for white people when most
spaces (classrooms, organizations, nonprofits, media) are already mostly meant
for white people. I heed the warning made by the Charlotte, NC chapter of
Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ), a national group meant to engage white
people in anti-racism. In announcing that they had chosen to disband, the chapter
stated, “The end of white supremacy will not come from a room of white people
talking to each other about racism. We need to take action, and now” (Charlotte
SURJ, 2016). However, I disagree that spaces meant for white people to learn
about race are unnecessary; if those white people also regularly participate in
diverse groups, show up at direct actions, and integrate racial awareness into their
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Importantly, these are arranged in a circular rather than a linear format, indicating that any of these steps
will inevitably lead to others, and also that they are intertwined.
29 I’ll explore this norm more when I engage Okun’s traits of white supremacy culture.
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everyday lives, then this space becomes far from problematic—it becomes vital to
social justice movements as a whole.
The Tenderness of Leaning In: Creating Radical Community in the
Classroom
Anyone close to me in the Fall semester could speak to how much I cared
about my students. I would bake weekly for class, and on one particularly hot day,
I carried a large fan from my off-campus house to our room, and I made sure to
rotate the fan throughout the period. Miranda and I made it a priority for each of
us to spend one-on-one or small group time with every student at some point
during the semester. I also used student journals to check in with how students
were doing, emotionally, often asking about their responses to certain classes, or
for highs and lows of their weeks in general—e.g. “Since we didn’t do this in
class, give us a high and a low of your week” Recounting this practice is not to
require this level of care within pedagogy, but rather to give a better idea of the
dynamics of our own classroom. My choice to bring cookies and fans to class was
also a personal one, rooted in my personality and identities; have always enjoyed
baking, and I also learned from my female family members to care through food.
Similarly, the other side of this desire to care is a desire for my students' comfort
that extended to a hesitation to even breach some of our hardest topics—this is a
trait of whiteness, as it works to prevent us from talking about race (Okun, 2010).
I remember in the planning of this course how intensely focused I was on my
students not being upset by our material or leaving our class feeling hopeless,
even when this was often out of my control.
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This nervousness aligns with two traits of Okun’s (2012) white supremacy
culture; “fear of open conflict” and “right to comfort.” Both traits refers to a
tendency to blame someone for even raising an issue, and a neglect to discuss
important issues, instead focusing on group members feeling ok (Okun, 2012).
This is an apparatus of whiteness and femininity because a desire for comfort
prevents groups from fully engaging in conversations about race, and particularly
from listening to the pain and violence in the stories of people of colors’
experiences with racism. These tendencies also prevent white people from the
moments of discomfort that occur when we realize that we are capable of enacting
racism.
While being critical about my motivations to care for my students in how
they stemmed from whiteness in particular, I continue to advocate for meaningful
care between students and teacher. This is part of a critical pedagogy; sustaining
work for social justice takes relationship-building and community.

Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor: Teaching Indigenous Studies
with Indigenous Epistemologies
An aspect of whiteness I have yet to explore at length is its ties to settler
colonialism. Although I was (of course) not an original settler, I have citizenship
status in a nation built on stolen Native land—this leaves me a responsibility to
learn about the people whose land I inhabit, and to resist the ways the US
government continues to oppress and enact violence against Native Americans.30
Understanding and including the knowledges of Indigenous communities are
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Such as when policemen used rubber bullets and attack dogs agains the water protectors at Standing Rock.
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imperative to both my teaching of a counternarrative American history course,
and to any educator endeavoring to teach about social justice. As I discussed in
Chapter One, knowledge of Indigenous experiences leads to a nuanced
understanding of how race and racism work in the US, as Indigenous peoples are
often identified by race, but are more greatly united by a political identity that the
US government views as a challenge to its sovereignty. Unlike the many bodies of
color that have historically been used for labor (enslaved people, forced31
immigrants from Asia and Latin America), US treatment of Native Americans has
followed a logic of elimination (Wolfe, 2006). This is why in my pedagogy,
Indigenous theories stand outside CRT.
Before analyzing what happened in our course, I want to clarify what I
mean by “Indigenous knowledges”—which is pluralized to acknowledge the
diversity of thought and belief within the world’s Indigenous peoples. Many
Indigenous scholars agree that Indigenous knowledges stand together as an
epistemology in contrast to dominant Western (enlightenment-based) ways of
producing knowledge. Scholar Colleen McGloin (2009), in an article that
discusses the work of Indigenous scholar Martin Nakata, reminds us that “It is not
any sort of hidden wisdom that Indigenous people possess. It is a distinct form of
analysis” (40). McGloin means to counteract any mysticism of knowledges
Indigenous peoples hold, and instead suggests that living as an Indigenous person
or community provides a certain (more critical) worldview. Scholar Celia Haig-
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as referenced in Chapter One, patterns of forced migration include the kidnapping of many East Asian and
particularly Chinese men for labor in the US, and also the economic and agricultural destruction of many
Latin American countries by US policies and corporations (such as the United Fruit Company), which made
parts of those countries uninhabitable and forced people to come to the US for work.
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Brown (2008), who is non-Indigenous but has written extensively about education
and Indigeneity, offers a working definition of Indigenous epistemology:
I draw on the writing of Maori scholar Makere Stewart-Harawira. While
rejecting any essentialized, fixed notion, she … ascribes to a global Indigenous
knowledge arising from “broadly shared beliefs about the making of meaning
and the nature of interrelationships.” These include beliefs that interrelationships
between and among all things are fundamental to sense-making; that knowledge
is sacred; that it cannot be found in a “codified canon,” but in life itself; and that
it is holistic in that it always already acknowledges four dimensions—the
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. In sum, a refusal to divide and
compartmentalize in any reductionist way is accompanied by adherence to
recognizing all things existing in relation to one another. (255)

From this passage, I take that a history course embracing Indigenous pedagogies
would avoid compartmentalizing, and would depart from the canon. It would see
history as connected and multidimensional. Similarly, the Indigenous
epistemology offered by Bryan McKinley Jones Brayboy and Emma Maughan
(2009), which is outlined in Chapter One, illustrates that Indigenous students feel
distant from the academy when its teachings are linear (e.g. chronological)(3) and
universal rather than localized (10). Non-linearity and localized understandings
are key values which social justice educators can incorporate into our pedagogies.
Our Course: Interruptions in Generation Building
We taught Indigenous history in week two of our course, titled
“Interruptions in Indigenous Generation Building,” which centered the
experiences of Native American children in boarding schools. Our goals for the
class appeared in our lesson plan as follows: “To recognize and understand that
Indigenous people are still in the US. To understand the US as built on Indigenous
land through deliberate genocide and erasure. To look to recent resistance for
hope.” We wanted to teach boarding schools as an important example of broad
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assimilationist policy enacted by the US government against Indigenous people,
the racist ideology behind which is often summarized as “kill the Indian, save the
man.”
This class period succeeded in centering Indigenous experiences and
worldviews; the texts we asked students to read before class were Zitkala Sa’s
“Impressions of an Indian Childhood”(1900) and “The School Days of an Indian
Girl” (1996), and a chapter from Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer
(2013) called “The Council of Pecans.” We also assigned Howard Zinn’s first
chapter of A People’s History of the United States (1980), titled “Columbus, the
Indians, and Human Progress”—of these, the first two are autobiographical
accounts by Indigenous women, and the third is the chapter of Zinn’s work in
which he outlines his theory of writing history (as always inherently subjective).
Kimmerer’s work, in particular, explores what plants can teach us about
relationships, self, and community.32 These knowledges are rarely welcomed in
the Western academy.
Additionally, there was a moment in class where students appeared
frustrated at their inability to provide many answers to our question—“what do
you know of Native American history?” In response to this frustration, Miranda
brought up a note she had added to our lesson plan; she reminded students, “We
don’t remember specific details, ON PURPOSE”—pointing to the high school US
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for example, Kimmerer writes about how very pecan tree in the US blooms at the same time, even though
they bloom very irregularly—sometimes every year, and sometimes every five year. This enables pecans to
survive, as by the time they bloom, all at once, there are not enough squirrels to eat all of the nuts, and so
some will grow into more trees. Kimmerer asks us to consider how the pecan trees are communicating to
ensure their mutual survival.
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history curricula and media narratives that intentionally overlook Indigenous
histories. This reminder rendered visible that there are always intentions behind
knowledge production.
In contrast with our inclusion of a diversity of knowledges, our choice of
Indigenous history as the topic of our first full class is a linear one—doing so
positions Natives as the first or original people of this nation, but not as current
inhabitant of this land and a participant in the other social justice movements we
studied. Scholars of Indigenous Studies Brayboy and Maughan (2009) recount
“We often heard comments that university teaching was ‘linear in a way that
doesn’t make any sense’…The Indigenous students wanted to make connections
that were more circular, or holistic, in order to produce knowledge that served
others” (3)—this might look like teaching history non-chronologically. If I were
to edit our syllabus, I would include how Indigenous people are affected by the
other oppressive institutions we studied, such as how they are harmed by police
brutality and incarceration. I would also teach about the many ways Indigenous
resistance looks today.
Yet, several decisions on our part did work to practice a non-linear
pedagogy. First, within the “Interruptions” class itself, we ended with a viewing
of two videos, one by the Native rapper Prolific with the group A Tribe Called
Red, and the other by the N’we Jinan Artists, a group of Indigenous youth
working with a nonprofit to produce music. Prolific rapped about the resistance of
the water protectors at Standing Rock; the youth sung about the strength of their
local culture. These videos worked to make Native people and their multiple
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forms of resistance visible and legitimate in our present. Further, we returned to
concepts of Native identity and its ties to land in our fourth class, titled “What’s in
a Border: The Mexican American War and Identity.” In our discussion of
Borderlands by Gloria Anzaldua (1987), I emphasized how she describes her
identity as both Indigenous and twice colonized (by the Spanish and white
Americans); she writes of her body as the border, where these identities meet,
forge, and also break. This (re)definition of what it can mean to be Indigenous
could have helped my students come to a nuanced understanding of Indigeneity
and its place in underbelly of US history.

Sex-y Pedagogies: Influences of Feminist and Queer Theory on
Myself and the Classroom
Fundamental to my teaching so far has been a reliance on learning from
and with our own experiences. This “What’s Hiding in Our History” course
implies a certain ownership of and connection to history in its title, and invites
students to question a history built of our experiences,and which builds our
experiences. In this course, we tried to regularly invite students’ stories and ideas
through journal questions and assignments like the race/gender biography, for
which we asked students several questions along the lines of “when was the first
time you noticed race?”.
This practice of inviting personal experience as a site of learning is
common to most social justice learning, and it is rooted in the feminist movement.
Ruth Frankenberg (1993) writes,
Since the consciousness-raising groups of the late 1960s, feminists have
transformed accounts of personal experience into politicized and theorized
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terrain. Through this process, the private, the daily, and the apparently trivial in
women's’ activities came to be understood as shared rather than individual
experiences, and as socially and politically constructed. The personal, in short,
became political. (7)

I attempt to bring this practice of connecting the personal to the political into the
classroom. The feminist movement and social-justice-oriented pedagogies see
individual lived experience as shared and common because of a power structure
that shapes them. For example, many of my female friends and I have shared the
sentiment of struggling to speak in class compared to our male peers because we
have been in so many relationships that did not value our voices fully, in a
patriarchal system that does not value non-cis-male bodies. This prioritizing of
experience is also connected to (Black) feminist standpoint theory, which Patricia
Hill Collins (1997) describes as an “interpretive framework” which “refers to
historically-shared, group-based experiences” (375). She discusses how she will
have similar experiences to other people in her group—African Americans—
because those experiences are socially constructed (375). This connection
between individual and group is what I wanted to communicate to my students.
Another related and important identity that I brought to the classroom was
queerness, the discovery of which has been a central part of my time at Tufts. I
identify as queer both in the sense that the gender of my partner does not matter to
me and in the political and disruptive practice that this word invites. To me, being
queer means being engaged in radical disruption of the norms enforced by power
structures, it means living loudly on the margins, it means pushing for the
recentering rather than the assimilation of anyone deemed “other.” Much of this
working definition is influenced by Cathy J. Cohen's article, “Punks, Bulldaggers,
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and Welfare Queens: The Radical Potential of Queer Politics?” (2007), in which
she pushes against a gay/lesbian civil-rights based strategy in which “assimilation
into, and replication of, dominant institutions are the goals” (437). A fight for
marriage equality, which often sacrificed solidarity with trans liberation and
feminist thought (some of which sees marriage as an oppression institution) on its
path towards legal success, is a good example of the assimilationist politics Cohen
references.
Cohen (2007) calls forth queer politics as a challenge, asking queer people
to abandon a simple binary of straight and queer and instead make visible all the
diversity within their group. She continues, ”the nonnormative and marginal
position of punks, bulldaggers, and welfare queens, for example, is the basis for
progressive transformative coalition work” (438), in invoking stereotypes raced as
African American, Cohen requires inclusion of people of color in queer politics.
My queerness, then, reminds me to keep pushing and working for inclusion, and
to refuse to accept the status quo. In the classroom, this looks like constantly
switching up the way our bodies are arranged—in a circle, in groups, in pairs,
sitting on the floor—and the mediums through which we communicate. It means
inviting a radically diverse group of authors into our readings, and constantly
speaking about how we are connected to them.
Our class period most focused on queerness and queer people was week
nine, titled “Queer in the Country.” While Miranda and I did not write down our
goals for this lesson, we did include in the goals section of our lesson plan a link
to countryqueers.com, which is a multimedia oral history project meant to
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document “the diverse experiences of rural and small town LGBTQIA folks in the
U.S.A.”. This was the intention Miranda and I had discussed at length in our
planning meeting that week—to render visible the lives of queer folk outside of
liberal, white urban centers. Additionally, I recall wanting to explore the
intersections of queerness and race, which is why we borrowed the idea from a
music course Miranda had taken at Tufts with Professor Pennington to analyze
music and music videos of LGBTQ country artists (mostly white) in the present
and Black lesbian blues singers during the Harlem Renaissance. We were excited
to see what our students would draw from viewing the work of these two groups
of artists—black and white, urban and rural, in the past and present—side by side.
Additionally, through these two fundamental American music genres, we hoped to
do an important analysis of American culture and what it takes from the
underbelly of American history.
Our choices for this class period welcomed this disruptive, and therefore
queer, pedagogy (Cohen, 2007) by visualizing queer country and blues artists. By
assigning several music videos for homework and playing four in class, we
asserted the existence of these artists, and invited an understanding of their lyrics.
For example, I brought to the class’s attention how many lesbian blues singers
were able to publicly perform their sexuality by borrowing songs from male
artists and keeping the female pronouns of the song, effectively singing love
songs to other women. These invitations were fruitful; I wrote in my journal that
week that both our students and our guests (several fellow seniors) “ had some
awesome input about how the rhythm of blues echoes the struggles its singers
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have faced against oppression (rising and falling) and that led to me asking where
the blues originated, and my students giving some solid answers (slave
plantations).” My hypothesis is that it was the visual, kinetic, and colorful nature
of our material that led to such analysis.
Later in class, we had a disruption of our lesson plan itself. I wrote in my
journal:
Then I thought of the song “Girl Crush” [by Little Big Town], and suggested to
Miranda that we analyze its queerness as a group. She agreed since it was almost
8 o clock anyway, and so we watched and had a really deep and active
discussion of what students/guests saw as queer in the film. ___ had noticed that
there were no pronouns in the song, even though we all heard her singing to a
guy, and that kind of blew our minds. The students were also laughing because
the whole senior corner of the room was kind of overwhelmed because the lead
singer was super cute, and the video was a lot of closeups of her face.

I include this full vignette for several reasons; first, it demonstrates a flexibility of
both teachers and students, that we would redirect to a group analysis so quickly. I
note that students had meaningful insight into how this video and song work
together, indicating that this activity invited critical thinking. Finally, the end of
the passage, where our guests and Miranda and I were vocal about our queerness
through our infatuation with the lead singer,33 exemplifies the way we and our
students began to welcome queerness into the classroom, breaking standards of
both heteronormativity and a separation of academics with discussions of sex/
romance. I argue that this moment was academic, as it stretched out students
analytical capabilities, particularly when it comes to audiovisual course texts.

33

Miranda and I had also intentionally come out to our students as queer in a previous class period.
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Our students’ learning processes within this class period was also evident
through their evolving definition of the concept of “queer”. We began class with a
speed dating activity, with the questions:
Where is your mind at these days? What are you thinking about?
Conspiracy Theories
What does the word “queer” mean to you?
What does music mean to you?34
What has been your exposure to country music?

When two students answered the question about the word “queer” individually,
they talked mostly about non-heterosexual practices. These answers were also
common in what students wrote in their journals before that class. However, when
we came together to form a group definition, students offered words including
“subversive,” “disruptive,” and “fluid.” These answers align with the queer
pedagogy outlined by theorist Deborah Britzman (2012), which is one that
disrupts “normalcy,” —defined as “a conceptual order” that requires a nonnormal, or “other” set of people or practices so that it may define itself (295), in
this case the marginalized, or the queer. Queer pedagogies like ours embrace and
take pride in a position on the margins. This pedagogy also aligns with my
course’s study of history—in our course title—“Understanding Otherness in
America”—we prioritized learning about what was not normal. To center the
marginalized as our subject of study was an inherently queer act.

Working Towards a Rubric for Critical Pedagogy
There is much nuance and detail in the pedagogies outlined throughout
this chapter; to summarize what they expect of social justice educators, I have
34

with this question, we wanted to get a sense of what role music of different genres played in our students
lives, and we clarified this in class.
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developed the following rubric. Within the rubric, I paraphrase the central tenets
of each discipline in relation to pedagogy; for example, “racism as common and
systemic” is the first of five tenets of CRT, as outlined by foundational CRT
scholars such as Gloria Ladson-Billings. The form of a rubric is important in this
context because a rubric often at least contains the highest expectations for a
project, (e.g. what constitutes a “5 out of 5”). This rubric, on the other hand, is not
meant to set a bar to which to aspire; rather than feeling guilty for not achieving
these traits, I hope social justice educators would celebrate each aspect of the
rubric achieved. Each trait is a refusal to allow white/Western/patriarchal/
heteronormative epistemologies to enter the classroom.
At this point, I have written several times about how Indigenous
epistemologies and the pedagogies that stem from them post the greatest
challenges to Western academic assumptions, and how they are carried out in
various US school systems. Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, in her article “Land
as pedagogy: Nishnaabeg intelligence and rebellious transformation” (2014)
summarizes this critique succinctly when she writes that state education systems
“are primary designed to produce communities of individuals willing to uphold
settler colonialism” (1). Simpson moves to detail what teaching with Indigenous
knowledges can look like, as she advocates an education that comes “through” the
land. “Education comes from the roots up,” she writes, “and comes from being
enveloped by the land” (9). Simpson provides a story in which an Indigenous
youth learns how to suck sap from a maple tree by watching a bird tap the tree to
do the same. This type of bird and this type of tree are native to this (the
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Nishnaabeg tribe’s) land; this is what it means to learn through the land, as
pedagogy. Further, Simpson lends a model for what a social-justice-oriented and
student-centered pedagogy can look like, when she writes “coming to know is the
pursuit of whole body intelligence practiced in the context of freedom, and when
realized collectively it generates generations of loving, creative, innovate, selfdetermining, interdependent and self-regulating community minded individuals.”
This “whole body intelligence” is exactly the kind I advocate, and one I think this
rubric helps to achieve.
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Discipline

Traits of a Classroom Aligned with this Discipline
recognizes racism as common and systemic
sees how racism hurts all of us

Critical Race Theory

assumes change as possible
demands respect from one another; builds community;
invites experience into the classroom
non-linear

Indigenous Studies

land-based (learning comes from the land); tied to political
action
intentional with language
rejects myths of objectivity; welcomes multiple knowledges
transgressive; disruptive, non-assimilationist; perverse

Queer Theory

political; embraces community; intersectional; inclusive
embraces laughter and fun in the classroom
welcomes multiple analyses; collaborative; leaves time and
space to process and talk; includes many ways of
communicating and sharing knowledge

Critical Whiteness
Studies

adapts to student input; involves students in the
construction of the classroom; takes time to answer student
questions and concerns
welcomes and spends time with a diverse group of texts;
privileged intersectionality
gives feedback in thoughtful comments rather than
numerical grades
embraces conflict and discomfort; invites all of students'
stories into the classroom

Feminist Theory

privileges learning about and through experiences; sees
the personal as political
challenges the way knowledge is produced; rejects
objectivity

Tips for Centering Multiple Epistemologies and Identities in the
Classroom (especially for white teachers)
Read, Read, and Read More
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Many white teachers, and facilitators, and people grew up without having
to think much about race; however, we can ameliorate this lack of background
knowledge through research. No matter how distant a worldview or experience
may be from one’s own, there are almost always a multitude of sources where one
can learn about this experience. I recommend turning and returning to writings by
people of color and queer people, and, again, assigning everything from fiction to
memoir to journalism, poetry from every period, speeches, journals and letters.
Writing by other white teachers teaching about race/racism could also assist in
modeling anti-racist techniques. Another aspect of this reading is listening intently
to all of the experiences students are sharing in the classroom—both the everyday
experiences of students of color and the times when white students have
encountered or thought about race. Journal assignments that focus on getting to
know students are a useful strategy for this type of learning.
Be More than Inclusive with Curriculum and Syllabus
In a pedagogy that views students and teachers as co-contributing to
shared learning, it makes sense to add some of the readings one feels most
affected by to the syllabus itself. This chapter asks social justice educators to go
further than a syllabus that includes people of all marginalized identities.
Convertino’s (2016) article about models for critical dialogue discusses the
difference between a class that engages wholeheartedly with anti-racist work and
one that stops at that the inclusion of “ethnic tidbits”, defined as “limited
examples of ethnic heroes/ heroines and discrete cultural artifacts into the
curriculum” (126). She continues the inclusion of small anecdotal instances of
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people of color “requires no self reflection from the educator and doesn’t change
the status quo” (126). I would add that discussing race on such an individual or
isolated level denies how it works systemically, avoiding the structural analysis
that social-justice-oriented courses aim to teach. In opposition to ethnic tidbits
stands Critical Race Theory, the central tenets of which encourage a systemic
understanding of racism and a connection between theory and lived experiences
(Ladson-Billings, 2013, 38). A race biography, or a critical life history
questionnaire, which ask students to evaluate their own experiences with race,
both serve as practices within a critical race pedagogy.
Be Transparent in Process and Feedback
If there is one large conclusion of this chapter it is that unlearning the
logics of white supremacy and settler colonialism is a process. It is bumpy; it
takes community; and it involves mistakes. To stay aligned with a pedagogy of
student power and social justice, educators may want to be transparent about our
own progress and all of the mess of it. This will not only help students drive their
own processes, but it will hold us accountable to the continued self evaluation
necessary to do social justice work.
Transparency with students can mean abandoning numerical grades and
instead offering thoughtful, written feedback—this may be difficult in some
school settings, but teachers may be able to remove grades from some
assignments. Two of Okun’s (2010) traits of white supremacy culture on which I
did not fully touch are the preference of quantity over quality and the written
word over the spoken or oral history. These logics stem directly from settler
colonialism, which sought to simultaneously invalidate Indigenous and African
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knowledge systems and create racialized science to prove the inferiority of these
groups. These traditions continue in the academy as universities rely on
standardized testing to admit students, and keep white standard English as the
means of communication. A focus on a Grade Point Average, a numerical
measurement of student success, is linked to these institutional racisms. The
alternative—to approach each assignment ready to speak and write feedback to
students, and to make learning a conversation—can work to generate a subversive
classroom.
Move from Guilt to Action
I have learned, mostly through the process of writing this thesis, that a
white teacher may encounter a great deal of guilt when learning about themselves
as linked to histories of violent oppression. However, just as it is imperative for
any white antiracist to try to replace guilt with responsibility, it is especially
important for teachers to model this responsibility for students who might be
newer to racial justice. This could mean leading by example; it could also mean
speaking openly and honestly about how one has experienced guilt in the past,
and how they (largely) overcame it.
Expect Imperfection, Embrace Non-Linearity, Lean into Discomfort
Of all the classroom traits outlined in the rubric above, I see these as the
most encompassing. In terms of imperfection, I think of a classroom that allows
students and teachers to admit their mistakes, flaws, confusions, and worries. In
non-linearity, I hope to continue to think about how we can write internal
connections into our curricula, or seek other ways to explore outside of
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chronology. And in leaning into discomfort, I ask us to have difficult
conversations and with hard emotions when they arise.
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Building Selves; Building Community
Chapter Five
I began this project with the question of what a classroom that teaches
about traditional structures of race and power actually looks like and feels like—
what guidelines and group norms should exist in these classrooms? What are the
pivotal steps in a process of learning how to avoid replicating these systems, and
instead work against them? How do we deem a course that teaches about race,
power, identity, or social justice successful? How do we notice when an individual
has undergone personal growth, especially if we are unsubscribing to Western
ideas of linearity, and understanding progress as cyclical (meaning achievements
are followed by drawbacks, and those followed by different achievements)? What
does a teacher need to do, and say, for this learning to happen sustainably for
students—meaning it feels like growth and not an undoing? When did our
“What’s Hiding in Our History? Understanding Otherness in America” course
embody and not embody these best practices?
This chapter has two parts. The first examines my students' selfdevelopment—meaning a development of their understandings of how their
identities and experiences have shaped their personalities, social circles, life
decisions—as they learned about race/racism, gender/sexuality, identity, and
power in US history and the present. The chapter endeavors to pinpoint and
explain pivotal moments in my students’ learning about themselves or other
identities (race, sex, gender, sexual orientation, religion, class, etc.). It also
includes and analyze their answers to our task of placing themselves on B. D.
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Tatum’s (1993) scale of racial identity development. Because this reading was
essential to my planning of this course and served as the main material we gave
students for them to reflect on their racial learning processes, this chapter relies
heavily on Tatum’s ideas. After a transitionary section in which this chapter
situates the self in a community and culture, I move to discuss pivotal players and
moments in community building within our classroom. The chapter will end as
each other has, with pedagogical tips—this time centered on building selfawareness and relationships.

Classroom Goals
First, I offer a reflexive look at the goals Miranda and I held for our
students’ self-development and community building. Some of these are taken
directly from our syllabus, and others are retrospective; they developed through
my dialogues with my co-teacher in our weekly Monday meetings, and through
our transparency with our students in class. I treat these—like many other aspects
of teaching—as a process.
Goal: “A Critical Eye”
At one point in our third or fourth class, Miranda said “we want you to be
developing a critical eye,” and pointed to her own, and the students giggled. This
soon became the name of the group message through which we communicated,
complete with an emoji featuring a pair of eyes. The phrase also became a legible
term to our students, as one white student used it in her journal to express her own
self-reflection, with impressive honesty: “Upon reluctantly analyzing my mind
even deeper with my critical eye, I recalled personal thoughts having to do with
affirmative action for Black people in the college process and Black college
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students.” In this instance, a white student demonstrates how using a critical eye
challenged her to remember how her thoughts had echoed a stereotype against
Black students—that many are “only” admitted to university through affirmative
action policies that grant them favor.
My understanding of Miranda’s phrasing is that a critical eye is a lens; an
outlook students can wear which allows them to see past or underneath dominant
narratives, and understand how a situation might be oppressive. This concept is
founded in the pedagogical literature grounding my writing; Paolo Freire would
have called it conscientizaçáo, which can be translated loosely to mean critical
consciousness, and signifies “‘the deepening of the attitude of awareness
characteristic of all emergence.’ …conscientizaçáo represents both a point of
arrival and a point of departure. The learner who has arrived at critical
consciousness experiences a change in his/her awareness of the reasons for social
problems” (Sotiropoulos, 2017, 65). Conscientizaçáo is a point, or location—
though not an endpoint—where a critical eye is an attitude or outlook. Important
parallels between these two concepts include the idea of being wide awake, eyes
open, conscious and mindful of conscience—“woke,” in the millennial version of
the idea.
Goal: A Power Analysis
But what was it exactly that we wanted our students to see? Our syllabus
provides many questions we hoped our course would answer; the following
appeared under “Goals” on the first page:
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Meta-question: Why/how are certain historical narratives erased and how do we
uncover them? What happens to our communities and selves, when we uncover
said narratives?
The questions that will guide our exploration in this course are: Why are parts of
US history hidden from us? Who does the hiding? What patterns do we see in
what is hidden? Beyond what is hidden, what do we imagine is completely
erased? How do we account for this erasure? When the histories of marginalized
groups are let into our dominant narrative, why and what are they?
How have racial, gender, sexual, and class identities been constructed in the US?
Who are considered “others”? How does othering lead to violence? How do our
histories live on in our bodies, in our lineages, families, lives? How can we use
this knowledge to help us heal (rather than fracture) and resist, as individuals
and communities?

These goals communicate three main areas of learning: about US history and how
it is written; about how marginalized and “othered” identities in the US are
constructed and experienced; and about how our selves and communities are
connected to this history and the making of it.
The answers to these questions would amount to what I and other social
justice educators and organizers (Okun, 2010) label a power analysis. If a critical
eye is the mechanism to see systems of power and identity, the power analysis is a
way of articulating what is seen, observed, and understood. A power analysis is a
language and a skill. Okun (2012) in her previously mentioned book The
Emperor’s New Clothes, writes that a student with a strong power analysis will
display an understanding of “concepts of privilege and internalization,” along
with “comprehension of the ways in which oppressive constructs of race, class,
gender, sexuality, and ‘disability’ intersect to reinforce white supremacy,” and an
ability to articulate “a strong analysis incorporating a thorough understanding of
the historical and systemic nature of cultural and institutional racism” (105). The
example I referenced earlier of the white student whose stepmom laughed about
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easily she got out of being pulled over “for driving the wrong way down a oneway street” provides a strong example of a power analysis, as the student wrote
“Her fear is mitigated. She can make a mistake and be accepted for it. She would
not have been further questioned, and I think that this is partially attributed to her
race.” This students’ power analysis is most clear when she writes that the
situation would be different “for a person of color.” She has learned and
internalized that police in the US are violent towards people of color and
particularly Black people, because of their racism. This analysis is especially
prevalent in that my student is discussing a minor violation of the law; she seems
to understand that police often harm or murder people of color for committing
minor crimes, or for committing no crime at all.
Another important aspect of the power analysis, as exemplified above, is
an ability to see oneself as connected to large power structures. My hope for
students throughout our course was that they would be able to, as the student
journal above says, look inward. I wanted students to see how large brushstrokes
of power had shaped their lives, but also how each of them maintained individual
strengths and areas for growth; this is a delicate balance. Many of our journal
assignments focused on our students’ individual relationships to social justice; for
example, our journal assignment for week twelve, on Black Lives Matter, asked;
What are your privileges and/or how are you complicit in upholding systems of
oppression? (use what you have written in your previous journal, but expand)
How can you weaponize those privileges? Weaponize, as in, use them against
systems of power, in whatever way you deem fit.
How are you and/or your family hurt by these same systems?
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By asking these questions, we were hoping students would see how their talents
could influence the type of social justice work they were doing, and also that they
would see that they already possessed abilities that would make them effective in
pursuing whichever area of social justice they wanted to work towards. We also
posed questions towards the end of every class that asked students to think
broadly about how and what we were learning connected to the formation of US
history. For example, in our week on Japanese Interment and Angel Island, I
inquired about why Japanese Internment had made it into high school history
curricula, while what happened on Angel Island is usually obscured, even from
students in the Bay Area studying just miles from the island itself. Such questions
about the how and why of historical narrative challenged students to consistently
think analytically.
Goal: Imagination
Educational theorist Henry Giroux builds on Freire to explain the
imperative of a power analysis. He writes, “‘We are called to thoughtfully
investigate and interrogate the world in order to intentionally construct a
thoughtfully better one”’ (Okun, 2010, 83). Giroux offers not just a praxis but a
project; students and teachers in social-justice-oriented classrooms, upon seeing
their world more clearly, are asked to imagine what a different world could look
like. In this sense, the critical eye becomes a window into other possible futures,
and a way of seeing ourselves as agents in building them. This hope and
imagination is another goal Miranda and I had for our students.
Goal: Critical Relationship Building
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This is a goal that can be particularly articulated outside of theory: in the
case of our peer-taught class, I wanted my students to become friends with each
other and with us—the latter was largely informed by our status as fellow
undergraduates at Tufts (we were our students’ peers). I wanted students to find
our classroom a community to which they could bring their whole selves,
meaning I wanted them to talk about what excited them outside the classroom and
what they were worried about, and I wanted them to feel like all aspects of their
personality were welcome in the room. Further, I wanted them to trust each other;
to lean on each other; to want to spend time together. Where theory comes in is in
asking what it takes to build strong and lasting relationships around and through
social justice activism. For our fifth class, we read B. D. Tatum’s (1997) “What
Kind of Friendship is That?”, which emphasizes that meaningful relationships
between white people and people of color necessitate conversations around race.
While students seemed a bit intimidated by this proposition—as many of their
journals asked how to talk about race with friends of color—this reading served
its purpose of pushing our community to be honest and intentional.
Building an intentional community is different than letting a community
form naturally; as teachers, we worked to facilitate relationship-building by
giving students time to talk to one another. Okun (2012) quotes theorist N.
Sullivan (2006)in asking us to “consider the tension inherent between ‘natural’
community based on ‘things in common’ and ‘full community’ formed by an
intentional and collective consciousness” (22). Our students had much in common
—they were all female-identifying first years at Tufts who cared about social
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justice and/or American history. However, they also spoke frequently and freely
about their families and what values they had taken from growing up in their
hometowns, schools, and religious institutions. Our goal, then, was to build
consciousness, shared goals, ideals, and knowledges with our students, and to
ground our community in these.
Metrics for Success
Privileging the quantifiable over the qualitative—as in, trusting data rather
than experience—is often a tool of the West/White supremacy, as (falsified) hard
data has been used historically to prove the inferiority of people of color.
Knowing this, I do want to briefly discuss a scale we twice asked our students to
place themselves on. In their journals for week five and also week thirteen (the
last class) we provided students with a summary of each of the stages in B.D.
Tatum’s (1992) Racial Identity Development, and asked them to write about the
one with which they most identified. The stages operate in two lists, one for white
people and one for people of color, with five/six stages on each. Although the
stages are not numbered, because they are listed in a certain order, students
seemed to view them as a linear and measurable progression, by using verbs in
their final journal entries such as “moved up” and “advanced.” This is in contrast
to Tatum’s writing about the stages, which asserts that they are not linear; few
people’s learning process about race is neat enough to fit into five sequential
boxes.
These stages hold pedagogical value in that it can be empowering for
students to see that they are not alone, and that the doubts and confusions they are
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having around their own race are common enough to be summarized in widely
applicable stages. What’s important about the stages is that each contains many
areas for growth; they exist as summaries of moments, rather than points of
progress or congratulations. Yet, as one of my students aptly stated: “I think the
map is oversimplified.” It was delicate balance to want my students to see some of
our worldviews as shaped by systems of power, while also not asking them to put
themselves into boxes. Later in this chapter, I will use students’ explanations for
placing themselves among these stages, alongside their other journal entries to
reflect on their learning processes.

Building Selves
Having identified aspirations for student growth and community building,
I will now highlight several moments in our class—conversations, stories, lessons
—where Miranda and I assisted students in the process of learning about
ourselves—our past experiences, our families, and how our identities shape us.
Okun (2012) writes, “our task as educators is to support our students in holding
the fragile and essential contradiction of claiming our identities without using
those claims to separate us from each other” (29). The classroom can be a place
where students find more meaning behind their race, gender, sexuality, and
religion, without letting that combination of identities define them or divide them
—without separating into groups or explaining most of our experiences based on
one identity.
Class Five: Locating Ourselves
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I chose to hold our fifth class, which was titled “Locating Ourselves,” in
my off-campus house. The goals of this particular week, as we stated in the lesson
plan, were for students to “hear themselves in others’ experiences” and
“understand that we’re different and that makes our community stronger.” We
decided storytelling was the method that would most accomplish these goals,
aligning with what Convertino (2016) theorizes as a Critical Dialogical Model—a
“structured purposeful social interaction that creates shared knowledge through
‘the process of discovering what I think and want to say and through the feedback
I receive’ (Wells, 2009, 269)” (128). Our plan to ask students to write about their
racial and gendered histories, then relay some of those stories, and then reflect on
them in their journals, models some of this process which Convertino discusses.
To assist students in preparing to tell their stories, we asked them to complete a
Race and Gender Biography, borrowing and tweaking many of the questions from
Professor Wu’s Race Biography assignment in the Race in America course. We
added an aspect of gender/sexuality because we believed these were the two main
identities through which we were viewing American history’s underbelly (and
surface). The questions on this assignment are below, with the given examples of
questions 4 and 5 eliminated:
1. What is your definition of “race” as you begin this course?
2. Who are the individuals that have most influenced your thinking and feelings about
race in America (or elsewhere) and in what ways?
3. How do you identify by race? In other words, how would you answer the question,
“What is your race?” What is your ethnicity? How did you come to identify this way
and has this identification changed over time? What precipitated the changes, if any?
How does/does not this align with how your family identifies with and thinks about
race?
4. How often do you think about your race? In what situations? With whom? How
often do you actually talk about your race and racial issues? In what situations?
With whom?
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5. What is your earliest memory of an encounter you had with race in which you
became aware of it?
6. What is your earliest memory of an encounter you had with gender in which you
became aware of it?
7. Who are the individuals who helped you/pushed you to understand how to fit into a
binaried gender? (Yours or otherwise)
8. How would you describe your sexual orientation? (Reminder that all these q’s are
optional/you don’t have to share with us). How did you come to identify this way and
has this identification changed over time? What precipitated the changes, if any?
9. How visible have queerness/queer people been in your life, so far? Where were they
most/least visible?
10. Can you think of a time when someone (a parent, adult figure, peer, partner, etc.)
reminded you of your gender/ how you are supposed to behave according to your
gender? What happened?
11. What aspects of who you are make you feel powerful/empowered, and which have
you struggled with? (For which identities have you felt both?)
12. At this point in our course, what questions do you have about identity/power
structures?
13. Additional feelings/ comments/ questions/ concerns:

This practice is similar to Convertino’s use of a “critical life history
questionnaire,” in which questions include ‘“How do I understand the role of
culture in my life growing up? What are the privileges that have informed my
positionality? What are the obstacles that inform my positionality?” (135).
Looking at both sets, it appears that our race biography prompted more retelling
and summarizing, while Convertino’s asks for more analysis on the students’
parts.35
This class felt powerful to me, especially the storytelling section in which
each student had five minutes to tell a vignette from their race/gender biography
—this ended up taking over half of our time, and about halfway through the
stories I handed out art supplies, so students could make abstract self portraits

35

I maintain that the summarizing nature of the Race Biography might be more appropriate for an earlier part
of the course, and for first year students; yet, if I were to reassign this biography, I would incorporate some of
Convertino’s questions during class.
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while they listened. My journal entry from directly after class reads differently
than any other week’s entry:
damn I feel raw. Like all my emotions are bubbling to the top. Again. This hasn’t
happened in a while. Maybe, this proximity to my whiteness. Remembering I
can hurt. Remembering I do hurt. But I felt this way before I told that story. So
maybe it’s the proximity to the others’ vulnerability. To __’s sister school. To
__’s understandings and questions about judaism. To __’s potential sexual
assault. To __’s gentrification. To __’s whiteness, to __’s mom’s death, to __’s
exclusion by men in her community. To Miranda’s love and my hope for it. It’s
all swirling right now.

With each “___” indicating a different student sharing a different, highly personal,
experience, this entry indicates the vulnerability my students brought to my house
that day—not only did they share stories of assault, of gender practices in school,
of deaths of family members, but they raised questions about how race intersects
with religion, what gentrification looks like, and how whiteness manifests. These
topics are not light; assigning a race/gender/sexuality biography, then, should
include a teacher’s preparation for responding to stories like these.
It seems my students also felt highly affected by this class period; one
wrote in her final journal entry of the semester that this fifth class was influential
for her because
I had never really thought about the concept of an identity before this class, and
I think I grew a lot from our discussions. Before class, we did the “race bio,”
which indeed stressed me out a lot, but forced me to think critically about my
race—something that I had never been in the situation to do before. I really liked
learning about how queer people identify as well as the enormous spectrum of
sexual and gender identities. I think that understanding the ways people define
themselves can help me better advocate for the rights of others, and behave in a
way that promotes social equality for people of all identities.

In this entry, the student, who is white, is able to name what this class taught her
—about different planes of identity and how they interact. We also asked students
to share how they felt at the end of class, and according to my journal “three of
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them said they felt grateful… One felt tense, another said sunshower.” These
unique and specific answers indicate a level of honesty—it is not easy to say you
feel tense when most the room is feeling good. The word sunshower, referencing
when it rains but the sun shines at the same time, encompasses how the work we
did that day was hard and painful and hopeful at the same time (to me at least).
Our conversation was multifaceted, and all the pain my students shared was not
easy to hear, but there was something hopeful (like sunlight) in the amount my
students engaged.
In the storytelling hour I highlighted above, I chose to share an anecdote
for which Miranda had actually been present; in our first Race in America small
group meeting, an Asian American student called me out on not hearing him/
talking over him, and I broke down in tears, cutting off another mixed-race
woman who had been about to speak. The white female facilitator—one of a
group of older students who had taken the course and were trained to help us learn
in a separate weekly class with our instructor—spoke about how my crying was
taking up space and recentering my whiteness, and directed attention back to the
mixed race student. I remember feeling down for several days after this; it was the
first time I realized I had capacity to oppress and hurt other people.
Miranda and I spoke at length in our planning session about whether we
thought telling this story was wise, pedagogically. We agreed that it demonstrated
how discomfort is often an important aspect of learning about race and power.
However, Miranda strongly disagreed with how the facilitator(s) had reacted to
my crying, saying something like “yeah maybe you were centering whiteness but
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you were CRYING!”. What we both saw as missing from this interaction was
any element of care—in that small group, there was no one supporting me in my
learning about race.
When I told the story in class, Miranda jumped in at certain parts to add or
to disagree. This collaborative retelling seemed to leave room for student
questioning and engagement, as many asked follow-up questions or raised their
hand to state that they disagreed with the facilitator's response. One white student
articulated the group's sentiment well:
Gabby’s story about being told her tears were taking away from someone else's
experience stuck with me because crying is such an unintentional and difficult to
control reaction but at the same time the logic still stands that it would distract
from someone else’s time to talk. I have been thinking about that moment a lot
and how it was handled and how I would react in that situation.

Our student seemed (righteously) frustrated by the idea that such emotion was not
welcome in a classroom. A few of them expressed in their journals that they
reflected at length on the story even after they left my house, such as one student
who wrote:
I remember Gabby’s story because it made me understand that to really
understand other people’s struggles it’s important to be completely aware of
your race at all times. If I intend to say something or do something that will
affect another person of color I need to be conscious that it is coming from a
white person and will be taken possibly in a different way than it was intended.

In this case, this student seemed almost forewarned by the story—that her actions
may be interpreted as hurtful to others, especially people of color.
I do think it is important for white students and students of other privileges
to learn the oppression they are able to enact; however, I could have
communicated my understanding of my story more clearly to my students. I have
come to think about the story in this way: it was an important moment in my
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learning about race, but I do not wish this same situation to happen to other
students. While I see discomfort as a necessary component of learning about race,
I see support and care as equally important. Social-justice-oriented teachers and
facilitators are responsible for providing this care. In short, my students also
helped me turn this story into a pedagogy. Their reactions to my story were one of
the moments when I learned most from my students. Two years later, they
demonstrated support and care for me in my learning about race.
The Gender Unicorn
Race was a foundational topic and framework of our course; another was
gender/sexuality. Before the storytelling portion of Class Five—located at my
house—we spent a while on a virtual gender/sexuality “question box.” We sent
students a link to a website that collects anonymous answers to the same prompt,
and they entered any questions they had on those topics. Their questions ranged
from ones that were smaller and language-based—e.g. “what’s the difference
between transgender and transsexual”—to larger, more process-based—e.g. “how
do I become a lifelong ally to queer people?” Miranda and I made sure to read
every question aloud, but told students we thought it best to leave the big picture
ones unanswered, and try to answer them as a class throughout the semester.
To answer students’ questions about trans-ness, asexuality, and queerness I
recalled a diagram used in a workshop I participated in. Developed by Trans
Student Educational Resources (TSER), the gender unicorn, shown below,
includes several spectrums—of gender identity, gender expression, physical
attraction to different genders, and romantic attraction to different genders—along
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with the binary option of sex assigned at birth. Each of these options is presented

in correlation with a certain part of the unicorn’s body; gender identity, for
example, is near the head. These spectrums stand as options on which the viewer
can place themselves. The gender unicorn diagram is an important pedagogical
tool in both how it breaks down the many components of gender sexuality and
how it demonstrates the fluidity of almost all of these categories. Teaching this
diagram was another opportunity in which I attempted to tie personal experience
to theory; I said, “I slide up and down most of these spectrums like every week,”
meaning that some weeks I feel much more attracted to women than men, and
some weeks much more masculine and much less feminine, or any other
combination of these.
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When we asked students to write in their journals about their biggest
takeaway from this class, one wrote that she “loved the gender unicorn.” Another
spoke highly of the question box as a whole, writing:
One aspect of class I really loved was the question forum, and how we went
over terms and definitions of topics that aren't familiar to most people. For
example, the conversation we had in terms of queerness I thought was extremely
impactful because I had never thought of it as an empowering term, and I really
loved the idea of a community taking a word with such negative connotation,
embracing its ambiguity, and turning it into a statement. It just made me
reconsider how we look at human sexuality and how, instead of labeling people
in a community, we should allow them to self identify and work the spectrum.

In emphasizing learning about the term “queer” and what it has meant for
communities, and advocating for a variety of terms, this student articulates the
multilayered nature of gender/sexual identity that the gender unicorn attempts to
display. This vignette serves as reminder of the importance of consistently
heeding and addressing student questions and inquiries—students took to the
gender unicorn in part because it explained an area they had been wondering
about.
Class Nine: Talking Language
In addition to this question box, we spent our whole ninth class, titled
“Queer in the Country,” on learning about queer sexualities and queerness as a
political moment. Perhaps the most significant learning moment in this class,
though, was entirely student-directed. As we began to pack up, one White student
said “hasta mañana,” and then paused and asked saying that counted as cultural
appropriation. My journal continues:
This led to a fruitful conversation, in which students jumped in unprompted to
share their thoughts, and into which Miranda and I were able to contribute our
learning about how languages taught in colleges, and their popularity, often align
with the US’ foreign policy priorities. I also spoke about my personal navigation
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of taking Mandarin for 6 years, and how people would say “that’s so cool!”
when I told them I’d learned it, but how many Chinese [American] people had
been discriminated against for using the same language? __ [an international
student] asked if these assumptions applied to other European languages, like
Italian and German, and several students answered to say that they did not think
so.

In a sense, Miranda and I were trying to communicate that there is power behind
the languages selected for teaching in school, and there is power behind who is
rewarded for learning those languages and who is discriminated against when
they speak them. What we missed was actually the history of these struggles over
language—such as times when Italian and German were similarly excluded, as
their countries of origin were enemies of the US in the World Wars.
Importantly, when our students asked if these differences meant that they
should not learn a language they do not have familial or cultural ties to, we said
no—that we were not trying to advocate that they deny themselves the pursuit of
languages that interested them. I said that our goal could be to learn languages
intentionally and to be cautious when receiving rewards for knowing them. In
contrast with cultural appropriation, which I understand as shallowly engaging
with a language or other cultural emblems to gain social capital, learning a
language involves a commitment to understanding it and the culture(s) to which it
is connected.
It is apparent from student journals that they internalized this conversation
after it occurred. One white student wrote after that week,
I also really liked our spontaneous conversation at the end about how learning a
language could potentially be problematic because you may be appropriating the
culture or diminishing struggles associated with that language. Again, this is a
conflict that I had never before considered, yet that I have been involved with my
entire life. I will now be more critical of how I learn a language and interact with
it.
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Another white student wrote in her journal afterwards about talking “to a friend
who also takes Arabic about the discussion we had about languages at the end of
the last class. We both were uncomfortable about the fact that we are in Arabic 1
and just learned how to introduce ourselves, but are already learning how to say
‘United Nations, ‘translator,’ ‘specialist,’ and admissions; but would not be able to
order food in a restaurant or talk about interests with someone.” Where I hesitate
is that this conversation may have been one caused guilt in students for learning
languages that are not their own. I use guilt specifically because it often leads to a
place of immobility; students’ resolutions to this conversation are less geared
towards action and more towards thinking through their discomfort with their
position in a language class.
Beyond offering guidelines for discussing language in a social-justiceoriented classroom, this incident speaks more broadly to the importance of student
inquiry. There were two student questions that made this conversation happen—
the first was the initial question around appropriation, and the second was the
question about how this idea applied to “other European languages, like Italian
and German.” To answer this, several students felt ready to explain how the power
dynamic of a white person learning, say, Chinese, is barely a concern when a
white person is learning a European language; few of those languages have been
marginalized, they said. That students felt they had support in our classroom to be
able to ask these questions, without prompting, is important to a social-justiceoriented pedagogy.

Development of White Students
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Having spent time unraveling my own whiteness in the past chapter, I turn
to my seven white students, and one who identified as white but also spoke of
Latinx family heritage to continue to answer my questions about white antiracist
learning processes. I encountered a surprising lack of resistance among these
students in terms of understanding white privilege and even speaking to their
complicity in it. I had been prepared for this resistance; some of the initial texts I
read discussed “the Walls of Whiteness” (Agarwal et al., 2010) and what to do if,
say, a white boy wore a hat with a Native American mascot on it to class (Brown,
2016)—this prediction was not unlikely, as I see Tufts students wearing Chicago
Blackhawks jerseys a few times every semester. In her writing on whiteness in the
classroom, Applebaum (2012) warns that “white denials of complicity are
particularly widespread in courses that teach about social justice… white
students… believe they are justified in denying their complicity because they
claim that they do not have any ‘bad intentions’ or any ‘causal connection’ to the
harms of systemic racism” (3-4). While writing the syllabus for this course, I was
mentally preparing for an uphill battle with my white students to get them to think
critically about race.
Obstacle One: White Guilt
Our white students wrote quickly and easily in their journal entries about
their complicity in white supremacy. Returning to Tatum’s (1992) Racial Identity
Development scale, many wrote in their justifications that they saw themselves as
complicit in white supremacy, and they detailed examples of such complicity .
While I draw from Barbara Applebaum’s (2012) theory that this recognition of
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complicity is an important first step, this complicity led, predictably, to guilt
among my white students. One wrote in her initial entry on the racial identity
scale “I am ashamed to say in the past sometimes I wished I was a minority so I
could fit in and fight racism and what is wrong with our system without feeling
like a guilty outsider”—this the same student who often shed a few tears while we
watched films depicting oppression or genocide. Another white student wrote in
the same journal assignment “I relate to and acknowledge the “discomfort of
guilt, shame, and sometimes anger at the recognition of one’s own advantage of
being white and the acknowledgement of the role of whites in maintaining a racist
system…I am nervous about ‘messing up’ when tackling issues about race,
especially coming from my position as a white woman and discussing issues of
feminism.” In this entry, I read the immobility that often comes with white guilt,
as students who fear “messing up” often will hesitate before taking any action
against racism, or even talking about racism or sexism.
A third white student spoke specifically to the emotion she experienced
when asked to place herself on the scale: “I think this question is very
uncomfortable because I don’t like addressing my prejudices, even if they are
minuscule and totally unconscious … I really hate analyzing the way I was
cultured to think.” Here is a self awareness and an impressive level of honesty
that could lead to important pedagogical methods of engaging white guilt—we
might ask why such self analysis is uncomfortable and provokes a certain level of
anger (in dismissing her prejudices as “minuscule”), and support our students in
engaging in it.
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Obstacle Two: Becoming Good White People
Aside from this guilt and discomfort, there were two main obstacles which
many of our white students continued to face. The first was an awareness that they
were thinking about race perhaps more deeply than other white people, but by
extension, thinking they were better than or distant from other white people.This
sentiment surfaced frequently in their final journal assignment, in which we asked
students to return to Tatum’s Racial Identity Development scale—we saw value in
them reflecting again on the same scale, to see how they had grown or changed.
One wrote, “Since I have taken this class, I have experienced a sense of alienation
from whites who have not yet begun to examine their own racist behavior like
mentioned in the ‘Pseudo Independent’ phase.”36 Another added “I also feel some
of the discomfort that comes in this stage with interacting with other white people
who may not yet be aware of their own racism.” A third spoke of personal
relationships in which such isolation was occurring: “‘Alienation’ might be an
appropriate way to describe how I fit into my family, which is not racist, but is
clearly complicit in racist dialogue and systems.” My students had begun to view
themselves in almost a different category to white people not engaging with
racism—they named both family members and fellow students as white people in
this latter category.
J. Olsson (1997), in her article and guide “Detour Spotting for white AntiRacists,” labels this diversion from anti-racist thinking and work “ white on white,

36

Tatum defines the “pseudo-independent” phase as one during which a white person actively seeks
information about and relationships with people of color and feels distant or alienated from white people who
are not as openly thinking about race. This student is placing herself in the pseudo-independent stage.
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and Righteously So” or “You’re Preaching to the Choir.” She names two common
phrases used by “good” white people— “I just can’t stand to be around white
people who act so racist” and “You’re wasting your time with us, we’re not the
people who need this training” (Olsson, 1997, 6). Here, it surfaces that thinking
one is a “good” white person has similar results to experiencing white guilt: a halt
in antiracist learning (Thompson, 2003). In the former case, that halt is caused by
thinking one is “done” with their learning, or not wanting to engage further with
“less-enlightened” white people. Such avoidance of continued work and
community engagement effectively prevents other white people from joining
social justice movements.
Solutions: Shared Responsibility
As an alternative to simply sharing and validating all experiences without
guidelines, Applebaum (2008) advocates, “Students should not be allowed the
freedom to talk about their experiences without critical questioning, especially
when those stories are racist and sexist. Moreover, when systemically privileged
students refuse to engage and are just reinscribing power dynamics in the
classroom, silencing them may sometimes actually be justified” (412). We did not
use this more radical facilitation technique in class, apart from our encouragement
that students focus on discussing race in moments when it would have been easier
to discuss gender/
Where teachers have responsibility to students' learning and growth, we
should also strive to promote a sense of responsibility among our white students
(and students of color—I will address this later) for working for social justice.
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Applebaum (2010) writes, “To respond to accounts of institutional whiteness with
the question ‘what can white people do?’ is not only to return to the place of the
white subject, but it is also to locate agency in this place’ …In moving on from
the present towards the future” (5-6). Applebaum argues against rushing students
to anti-racist action however, I dissent that action is a necessary component of
antiracist work, alongside self-reflection. The goal becomes to feel responsible to
continue to learn and show up; one student displayed this attitude in one of her
final journals, where she wrote “I have been watching/listening to slam poetry and
watching race TedTalks more than I had before as a way to understand what nonwhite people truly face on the day-to-day.” Similarly, when Tufts students showed
up en masse this April to support dining workers’ fight for a union, all of the
students I informed came to the rally. These are the types of actions white students
will undertake when they are motivated less by guilt and more by responsibility;
and they are ones teachers can make accessible through class announcements and
assignments.

Development of Students of Color
Of the four students of color in our class, all women, two of them mixed
race, another is working through ties between whiteness and wealth in her home
country, and three grew up outside the US. They were insightful and inquisitive
about how their time outside the US had shaped their perceptions of US history,
and they were honest about how their understandings of their racial identities had
changed since arriving at Tufts. They were also very willing to discuss when they
had internalized oppressive narratives or specifically anti-Blackness. As their
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teacher, I found two approaches that seemed most helpful to promoting their
learning and leave room in class to make sense of both their family histories and
Tufts experiences.
Obstacle: Unstable Identities
Asking our students of color to place themselves on Tatum’s (1992) Racial
Identity Development scale led to a complex set of responses. Two of them opted
not to place themselves on the scale at all. One mixed race student wrote after our
first assignment of the stages: “I read through the Racial Identity Development for
both people who are White and Colored and I had a hard time relating. Being
mixed race, I feel strange in the sense I walk through the world a member of both
communities, experiencing both privilege and discrimination depending on what
environment I am in.” This points to a major hole in Tatum's two sets of stages—
they attempt to operate from one’s single racial identity based on physical
characteristics, family traditions, culture, or geography. They do not account for
how mixed-race people are read as different races depending on their context, and
how mixed race people like my student may be informed by a variety of family
traditions.
Other students of color described how much their geographical location
influenced their perception of their race, the demographics of that place. One
wrote,
During my childhood in Canada, I was mostly surrounded by White people.
Since I was so young, I really absorbed the ideas of the ‘normal’ that the media
portrayed. So throughout most of my childhood in Canada, I wanted to be white
and was really unaccepting of my race…However, coming to Tufts felt like I
went back to the first stages all over again. I had a perception of “diversity” at
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Tufts and when I realized that I was once again the minority in a largely white
population, it forced me to really focus on my identity.

This student speaks clearly about how the races of those around her greatly
influence her comfort with her own race. Another provided a meaningful analogy
for how her race changed depending on where she was:
I feel comfortable using my Tufts water bottle here on campus, but when I walk
around with my Tufts water bottle in other places I feel very self conscious
because people may look at me differently, for example they may assume I’m
rich or that I’m quirky or whatever association they have with Tufts. In a way,
it’s the same way with race and how we navigate through the world carrying our
“water bottle” which may influence the way others see us.

It seems while my students had a nuanced understanding of how their racial
location (and how others perceived it) changed based on their context, they
continued to be unsettled by this fluidity.
Obstacle: (Un)Controlling for External Factors
It was at times easy to forget that my course was situated within Tufts
University—a school with a students body that is around 55% white. This setting
affected my students’ racial identity development just as much as our course did,
if not more. One student of color wrote “Being at Tufts has made me extremely
insecure about talking about race, gender, and sexuality because I’m terrified to
insult or hurt someone unintentionally. Also, as a person who has been hurt by
other people’s comments about race, I’m terrified to inflict that onto others.”
Knowing that this student found her way quickly to campus groups and locations
meant for students of her racial and ethnic identities, and also having attended
Tufts for four years, I can extrapolate that the language or dialogue used in some
of these communities was intimidating to a new student. Yet, another student of
color, who also at time complained about the whiteness of Tufts, wrote “Tufts has
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helped me to begin accepting myself more by introducing me to people here (both
in the international and American community) that accept me for me. As
cheeeeeesey as it seems, I think that it has been very validating for me to see that
it is very possible for people (especially white people) to see beyond my ethnicity
and see me as a person first and foremost.” A third student of color spoke about
being involved in the Association for Multiracial People at Tufts and how
“refreshing” that environment was for her. The contrast between these experiences
—where one student of color felt her sense of identity shaken in her time at Tufts,
and another felt validated in hers— depicts the natural nuances of navigating
spaces for students of color on campus. A pedagogy that arises from these
observations is that teachers have the option to invite students to share and
process experiences that happen outside the classroom in their journals or in
conversations—if these experiences are raced or gendered in certain ways,
sharing could become a learning experience for that student, their peers, and the
teacher.
Solution: Making Space for Self
Further, I believe a strengthened self-awareness will increase the resilience
of students of color in their campus environments. The most in-depth opportunity
our course offered for self-reflection and analysis was in our final paper. The
assignment was open-ended—students were to pick a very specific event, person,
or group. and write about what it teaches us about the making and understanding
of American history. Sample topics included the history of birth control testing on
Black women, or the My Lai massacre as a window into American conduct and
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media during the Vietnam War. A critical part of the assignment was for every
student to spend two-three pages analyzing their own connections to the event
they were writing about. Two students of color took the assignment even further,
and chose to focus on their complex racial identities. One chose to unravel how
race and class are intertwined in her home country in South America, and another
chose to trace her ethnically East Asian family’s history of migration to a different
country in South America—hers included an oral history interview with family
members, in video form.
We endeavored to make time for these studies. During one of our in-class
workshops, the latter student approached Miranda and I. According to my journal,
one student “spoke about having trouble finding any sources at all, so we have
been advocating an oral family history. She and we as teachers are really engaged
in her opportunity to write about her own family, so have been pushing to make
that happen. I’m glad our class makes space for that.” While it is not unusual to
accommodate a student's request to alter an assignment, scholars like Kendra
Field and Martha Hodes write about how the welcoming of family and
particularly oral histories into the academy is a rising trend. Similarly, Miranda
and I each had meaningful conversations with the former student about what we
had learned about race in her home country, asking follow-up questions and
mentioning books we had read on the subject. I want study at an HWCU like
Tufts to be one of prolonged learning about ourselves and our histories, so our
course was hopefully the beginning of that for these students of color.

Situating Our Selves
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Until this point I have discussed students’ development on an individual
level; however, stopping here would mean ignoring a central tenet of critical race
theory, which understands individual lives as shaped by power. To promote this
power analysis, we turned in our later classes to focus more on learning about
structural racism.
About three-quarters of the way through our course, in one of our weekly
meetings, I voiced to Miranda a concern that our students were lacking instruction
on institutional and structural racism. I take the responses of the white students
detailed in the earlier section—in which they described themselves as feeling
alienated from other white people—as further evidence because this distance
denies the similarity of their privileges to other white people’s—those similarities
are structurally shaped. This conversation was timely; students had just requested
a class on Arab/Muslim American experiences, so we decided to organize the
class around the theme of racialization of Arab/Muslim Americans post 9/11, and
include in the lesson plan an activity that detailed structural racism.
The activity we chose was one in which I had partaken as a student in
Professor Shameka Powell’s Sociology of the School course, and it involved
beginning with a seemingly isolated decision. In our case I gave the example of
my parents moving to my white, wealthy suburb—I wanted to use a personal
example so these systems would feel close to our own lives. We asked students to
name institutions that might be involved in promoting that decision. I stood at the
front of the classroom to draw this power map on the board; I wrote the decision
in the center and circled it, and then wrote the names of and added symbols to the
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institutions students named. This activity was a slow start, but I wrote in my
journal that after giving a few examples:
their naming of other institutions (corporations, real estate) came pretty quickly.
I had to prod them for the answers “military” and “media,” in a sort of “what’s
in my pocket way,” but I think in this situation this leading question was helpful
in rounding out their understanding. They were quick to jump in to explain how
those institutions were interrelated, too, and I drew the lines on the board so we
could really visualize the messy but planned web of structural racism.

In the absence of student journals about this particular activity, I see their note
taking and seemingly enthusiastic participation as initial evidence that this activity
was successful.
Additionally, the weeks before this activity on structural racism, students
had learned about the concepts of racial triangulation—a term that describes how
some racial groups are elevated and given more privileges under the condition
that they act as a buffer between white people and another racial group (usually
Black) and at times assist in the oppression of that “lower” racial group”. Students
were writing in their journals about the idea of anti-Blackness as a type (and root)
of racism. A few expressed interest in and thought on the triangulation of Asian
Americans and African Americans, specifically. One wrote, "looking at the
triangle of race in America was cool because it examined all the ways a group can
be oppressed and that even though one group may be of a higher economic status
then the other, that doesn't mean they are the same status in society as white
people,” which I take as a strong intersectional and structural analysis. Another, a
mixed-race student chose to write her final paper on anti-Blackness in the Asian
American community, using the Rodney King Riots as a case study. An ability to
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compare and contrast the experiences of different marginalized groups is the type
of power analysis we were trying to teach.
An aspect of institutional racism my students seemed to have a grasp on
was the racism of higher education. For one journal prompt, we asked them to
name some of their privileges, and over half wrote that they had access to a good
education. Many also mentioned false narratives around affirmative action in their
journals, including the idea that it helps “unqualified” students of color gain
admittance to elite schools, and they said that they were trying to move away
from these myths. One student wrote her final paper on the racist legacies of elite
universities—including the tangible ways they used to gain legitimacy by owning
bodies of color.37 Miranda and I could have done more to relate this knowledge to
other types of institutional racism.

Building Community
Until this point, I have been using this term—community—without much
definition. In using it, I envision a classroom in which students build many
meaningful and lasting relationships, and feel that their whole persons are seen
and heard by many of the other members of the classroom. By whole person, I
mean that students can bring all aspects of their personality, along with their
worries, fears, hopes, and dreams to the classroom and feel able to share those
with others. I see community as holding shared goals—in our case, of learning
about and better understanding the history and present of this country. I also see
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She wrote about how many of these universities were built by enslaved people, and the reputations of many
scientific departments were directly related to how many Black cadavers they had on site.
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community as a network, or a web of relationships that form something stronger
than their sum. C. Emdin (2016), a scholar and educator who focuses mainly on
teaching in low-income, urban communities of color, theorizes a “cosmopolitan
classroom,” invoking an image of the modern and bustling, almost a classroom as
a metropolis. He writes that cosmopolitanism focuses
on students getting an opportunity to feel as though they are valued and
respected, a full active citizen of the immediate classroom place and space they
occupy. This means that they are involved with every aspect of the operation of
the classroom, and are responsible for ensuring that citizenship in the classroom
is both enacted and extended to everyone …The teacher is the facilitator of this
process. (106)

This idea of students as enfranchised citizens partially characterizes my
classroom, where hopefully my students felt like participants whose input helped
shape our decision making—this might have manifested most in their partner
presentations, class discussions, and the one week in which we adapted our topic
based on student interests. On the other hand, Emdin’s text points to where
Miranda and I could have given more roles, and by extension, agency to our
students—we could have asked them to fill consistent leadership, administrative,
planning, or other duties in the classroom.
A Room Full of Laughter
The class I most enjoyed was the one titled Queer in the Country, which
looked at queer lyrics and artists within the genres of country music and the blues
as a way of discussing racialization and class in the US, and the invisibility of
queerness outside of urban centers. There were several moments of class-wide,
vivacious laughter during this class—I mention this and my own enjoyment
because I think the ability to have fun together is vital to building community
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around social justice. At one point, I was at the board asking students to say aloud
each part of G. Rubin’s Charmed Circle (pictured below), from her book chapter,
“Thinking Sex: Notes for a Radical Theory of the Politics of Sexuality” (1992).
We first completed the inside ring, which is made up of all the aspects of
acceptable or privileged sex—monogamous, married, procreative,—,and then we
went around the outside with students speaking the opposite. For the inside
circle’s “no porn,” I wrote “yes porn,” and students giggled. Then when we go to
the inside circle’s “vanilla,” students said in unison “chocolate,” and broke down
in laughter. An image of the circle is below (Rubin, 1992).

In a course based largely focused on difficult and violent history, I see
moments or even whole class periods full of laughter, like this one, as vital to
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keeping student hope and interest in the topic alive. Moments of joy make social
justice work sustainable. Additionally, being able to laugh and have fun together
makes a community stronger.
Our plan for this class was as follows:
15, Check-in (6:00-6:15)
Reminder of ground rules- Paper? [“speak from the I,” “step up step back”]
Name, pronouns if you want
Share one word about how you are feeling
20, Speed Dating (6:15-6:35)
Where is your mind at these days? What are you thinking about?
Conspiracy Theories [share favorite]
What does the word “queer” mean to you?
What does music mean to you?
What has been your exposure to country music?
10, Introduction to Charmed Circle (6:35-6:45)
30, Talk about and show clips [of music videos] (6:45-7:15)
10, Break (7:15-7:25)
30, Debrief guests’ visit [four of my friends who identify as queer came to this class]
(7:25-7:55)
What did you think?
How did the readings and listenings go? What are your deeper thoughts about them?
What is one idea that stood out?
20, Art and Poetry (7:55-8:15)
What is a lasting question that you have based on all that we have discussed in class
today?
15, Announcements

This was one of the classes which students named most as one they
remembered and learned from. Almost every student wrote in their journals at one
point about Miranda’s lesson (drawn from her course with Professor Stephen
Pennington) about the way that saying “I like any music genre except for country”
is coded classism, because most people associate country music with poor white
people; she spoke about how elements of country music show up in almost every
genre, so to distance oneself from country music is actually to express distaste for
the culture we associate with country music. One student reflected an attitude
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many shared, writing in her journal “I didn’t realize that I excluded queer people
from my perception of country music. I didn’t realize the various, nuanced, and
subtle ways my prejudice manifests itself. That was exciting and shocking to
learn.” That almost every student mentioned this analysis leads to a question of
how this communal learning happened, and begs the question of whether our fun
had anything to do with it. By extension, the methods of this class could become
important pedagogical tools.
Further, students’ learning processes within the class period itself were
visible. We had asked them to write in their journals about their definitions of
queer, and the entries were mostly about sexuality itself. However, after our speed
dating type activity where they conversed with the visiting seniors, I asked for a
group definition of queerness, and they volunteered words like “subversive” and
“fluid.”I could tell they had expanded their understanding of queerness even
within that brief time period.
The Honesty Circle
We asked students to write in their journals before class about questions
and concerns they had relating to our course material. In class, we informed
students that we would leave the room for ten minutes, and we asked them to first
go around in a circle and each share a few of their questions/concerns. Then, we
asked them to talk to each other—asking follow-up questions and sharing when
they relate to what others have said. I wrote in my journal:
After the paper talk we shifted gears towards what Miranda called an “honesty
circle.” …Miranda and I spoke about how this learning is hard, and there are a
lot of questions that come with bringing it out into the world. We noted that they
had raised some really important questions in this week’s journal, and we
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wanted them to share with each other and really hear each other, and that we
were going to leave the room for 10 minutes. We recommended starting by
going in a circle, and then letting a conversation happen. When we returned to
the room, they were having a more fluid discussion than they had had all
semester—they were relating to each other about fears about talking to family,
mostly. This was so great to hear—i actually had to cut off the conversation
intentionally because I wanted to get to our end of class activity.

In the way my students were engaging so enthusiastically with each other when
we returned, this activity seemed to accomplish our goal of helping them see how
they shared many steps in their learning processes. This was an important moment
in building students’ trust in one another, and for intentionally pushing the class
dynamic—when we left, the students turned to direct their dialogue to one
another.
Time Outside of Class
Our class had three main organized events outside of class time; we hung
out and baked pumpkin bread one night; we went on a walking tour of Black
History sites in Beacon Hill one Saturday; and we cooked dinner at my house a
week after our last class. The most obvious trend between these three events is
that during each we provided food for our students—on the walking tour, we got
breakfast and coffee/pastries. While this might seem surface level, I believe
strongly that providing food is an expression of care, as is spending time with our
students outside of scheduled sessions. Care is an vital part of building
community.

Tips for Fostering Self Awareness and Lasting
Community
Be Transparent
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A lack of transparency is a quick way to separate teacher(s) from student,
leading to a power dynamic that prevents relationship-building between the two.
There were many moments in our course—including the one I mentioned during
the class at my house, where I asked white students about speak to their race as
well—in which we spoke clearly to our students about our intentions and goals. I
strongly believe this increases student commitment to the course itself—if, for
example, they know why we are doing a certain reading, even if it’s long. By
extension, transparency invites students to become a part of the cosmopolitan
classroom Emdin (2016) writes about, by showing them that what they think of
class decisions matters. There are many points at which transparency becomes an
option, from the level of detail on the syllabus to the articulation of goals in class.
Build and Sustain Infrastructures for Communication
This is one of the areas in which I would add to our course, upon
reflection. Our two attempts at sustained communication between students and
teachers, and, between students and students were the journal assignments and
partner presentations, respectively. However, my research has turned up a deeper
way to embrace each strategy.
Miranda and I made the pedagogical choice to not respond to students’
journals and just read them before class so we could respond to larger trends and
inform our conversation with students’ thoughts. Looking back, this was a missed
opportunity to engage in sustained dialogue with our students. There were many
times where I recognized points of my own learning in my students’ writing, and I
could have responded with similar ideas to what moved me forward. Further, the
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journals were a chance for students to have multiple ongoing conversations with
one another. Several of my professors at Tufts have used online forums, where
each post becomes its own conversation thread, as a way to keep ideas flowing. I
see this as vital to communal learning.
Another opportunity for communication in our class was our decision to
have pairs of students begin some of the lessons with a focused presentation on
the topic for the day. This initiative showed potential, as planning for it involved
Miranda or me meeting with the pair of students to brainstorm, have a meaningful
conversation about the topic, and also just hang out and get to know one another.
Nonetheless, I noticed that since these presentations were short and only for one
week, they were often rushed, and sometimes students did not meet in person
outside of our own meeting. I would strive for group projects that involve
multiple people and multiple stages and meetings, so the projects become a
medium for relationship building as well as for meaningful engagement with a
topic. This idea actually came from the students’ evaluations, which signified a
desire for closer work together. I would be excited to see what a group of
students, given ample time, could create; this work also undermines the
competition that is so inherent to a dominant school system.
Love love love Your Students
In a class aimed at seeing students fully so that they can come to better
understand themselves and form meaningful relationships, love becomes a
necessity. bell hooks writes about how typical educational settings encourage
students to “doubt themselves, their capacity to know, to think, and to act.
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Learned helplessness is necessary for the maintenance of dominator
culture” (hooks, 2003, 130). Instead, she asks teachers to show love for their
students, which looks like to her a “combination of care, commitment,
knowledge, responsibility, respect, and trust. All factors work interdependently…
When these basic principles of love form the basis of teacher-pupil interaction he
mutual pursuit of knowledge creates the conditions of optimal learning. Teachers,
then, are learning while teaching, and students are learning and sharing
knowledge” (131). hooks adds that “contrary to the notion that love in the
classroom makes teachers less objective, when we teach with love were better
able to respond to the unique concerns of individual students while
simultaneously integrating those of the classroom community” (133). M. Walker,
an antiracist activist, adds a thought on how love is inherently tied to progress and
process; “‘I love you because you can change, because I believe in your
possibility, you are not determined, you are socialized” (Okun, 2010, 88). In
short, I've been articulating hooks’ vision of love for much of this chapter, at
times calling it care, instead.
Laugh!
Our Queer in the Country class serves as a strong example that fun and
meaningful learning at not mutually exclusive. In fact, I argue that opposite, that
laughter is another way of accessing important material while building
community. Another example of laughter entering the classroom was when a
White student spoke about her paper on the last day. Her topic was colonialism in
Hawaii, and she spoke about planning to hand out printed copies of her paper to
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her family to read on their flight there over winter break. This quickly transitioned
into a comedic bit in which students were suggesting she hand it out to the whole
plane, perhaps placing it on each seat before takeoff. Everyone was laughing; at
the same time, I heard in my class an understanding of how knowledge of systems
of power can disrupt daily, especially privileged, lives.
Further, laughter keeps the work that we social-justice-oriented educators
are trying to do sustainable. If every moment of our learning and teaching is
difficult, we will burn out, our students will burn out, and we will avoid further
learning and community building. There are moments of joy in what we do, and
each of us deserves access to those.
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Conclusion
This project is titled “Building without Burning.” This request is complex
—it asks that students and teachers focus on building new senses of themselves
and new understandings of how power shapes their world(s), without allowing the
weight and violence of US history to burn away their hope, or self-confidence, or
communities. The pedagogies I’ve presented in the previous pages hopefully offer
opportunities to build on top of students’ prior knowledge or build entirely new
structures based on what students encounter in the classroom.
I have spent a year within this project. From this course and my analysis
of it, I have taken steps towards developing a sturdy (yet flexible and kinetic)
pedagogy. In Chapters One and Four, I considered theories from critical
pedagogy, CRT, queer theory, Indigenous studies, and critical whiteness studies,
to draw out what they expect of educators teaching about and for marginalized
groups. These theorists advocate for student power and agency; they look to break
the modes of thought foundational to the Western academy by pushing nonobjectivity, non-linearity, disruption, and activism. They break boundaries and
defy borders. I attempted to embody each of these in a pedagogy that was student
centered and driven by a diverse and inclusive set of course texts.
Yet, before examining my pedagogy through different frames, I wanted to
understand my course’s context. For this reason, Chapter Two asked what it
means to teach in the era of Trump and Black Lives Matter, with social media
largely influencing how we think about both. Chapter Two also examined my
students’ enthusiasm for social justice, alongside the gaps in structural- and self158

awareness that social media had left them with. The subsequent three chapters
were different takes on how to fill those gaps and continue learning about social
justice alongside my students. In Chapter Three, I learned that while it is
impossible and fruitless to deny the power a teacher holds in the classroom, a
teacher can facilitate student-driven learning by often becoming a member of the
classroom, and acting to push and further dialogue, rather than drive its major
points. This chapter also illuminated how personal and fictional narrative can
puncture dominant historical “truths.” Chapter Four took a hard look at what it
means to teach a classroom that studies the knowledges of Indigenous, Black,
queer, and other marginalized communities, resulting a rubric incorporating each
of these pedagogies. And lastly, Chapter Five found that where white students
struggled with guilt and the “good white person complex,” and students of color
struggled with (re)identifying themselves in different contexts, we were able to
build stronger senses of self and community through storytelling, critical
compassion, and laughter.
These findings amount to a pedagogy that is student-centered. To fight
oppression and marginalization goes hand in hand with building a class where
students bring their full selves (worries, fears, hopes, personalities) and stories,
where they engage creatively and kinetically, and where a teacher invites
questions of knowledge and truth. In fact, if I were to teach this class again, I
would err even more on the side of student agency, and ask them to co-construct
my syllabus and topics, and to co-teach many of my lessons.
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This course and thesis may serve as a case study or guide for young and/or
white teachers, facilitators, and activists hoping to further individual and group
learning around race, power, and identity. While many of my accounts and
findings are unique to my course, hopefully they can serve as a mirror or foil to
others in similar contexts or with similar aspirations. The classroom is a primary
space where power dynamics surface and interact, but it is not the only space, and
these summaries and findings may echo as increasingly relevant in an era where
more and more people are discussing identity and social justice. I hope to be in
conversation with the activists and educators tying these large forces to the
classroom, and writing about how much these movements might mean for our
collective history.
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An Epilogue: Pedagogies of Radical Hope
Much of our course—our lesson plans, journal questions, and spontaneous
conversations—was focused on activism for social justice. And much of that
activism was specific to our moment—if I were to design this syllabus five years
ago, or five years from now, it might look completely different. My students,
almost all of whom who had attended the Women’s March and some of whom had
been to Black Lives Matter protests, and I were called to look back into American
history, in part, to be more informed and more prepared in a moment where
Donald Trump must constantly be resisted, and where Black Lives Matter
constantly asks for support.
Resistance cannot continue without hope. In a social justice classroom,
this means radical hope— an out-of-the-box, against-all-odds kind of hope, one
which imagines and believes in a world different and more just than this one. In
an article titled “Hannah Arendt: Radical Evil, Radical Hope,” Jeffrey Newman
reminds us that “Hope is not a passive attitude or emotion but expresses itself
through action—at the right moment.” This hope is active, it is a process and a
practice, and it requires constant imagination. Its goal is a different future, and its
method is to make us into agents of building that future.
An activity I wish we had made time for in our last class was our
“imagining freedom” exercise, where students respond to the prompt: “what does
freedom feel like, taste like, smell like?” These are the instances in which students
can begin to make tangible their personal end goals for the social justice
movements they fight in—for example, perhaps they see an end to gun violence;
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equally-funded schools; a dissolution of borders. Another response to this prompt
could be Erica Violet Lee’s (2018) dream, referenced in Chapter Four, of
homegoing no longer being partial—Lee is dreaming to feel whole upon returning
home, and to return to a home that is whole. In my experience, once I have
verbalized my dreams for a different future I realize that they do not feel
unachievable. This is where hope comes in—to believe that I can work with
others to achieve this different future.
Where I would build on Newman’s definition is that radical imagination is
part of an active process, that it takes work and that it should inspire work. We
won't get anywhere on imagination alone; imagination lets us see an end goal, and
structures the process by which we achieve it.
But how do teachers facilitate and encourage imagination and radical
hope, and action?Activist and author Rebecca Solnit, in her book of essays, A
Hope in the Dark (2004), writes about historical learning as a way to hold onto
hope: “Amnesia leads to despair in many ways. The status quo would like you to
believe it is immutable, inevitable, and invulnerable, and lack of memory of a
dynamically changing world reinforces this view” (xix). This understanding is
notably consistent with the goals behind Freire’s (1968/2014) problem-posing
pedagogy—by seeing their curriculum and knowledge as changeable, students
will also see the world as changeable.
In the same work, Solnit (2003) writes:
After a rain mushrooms appear on the surface of the earth as if from nowhere.
Many do so from a sometimes vast underground fungus that remains invisible
and largely unknown…Uprisings and revolutions are often considered to be
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spontaneous, but less visible long-term organizing and groundwork—or
underground work—often laid the foundation.

On April 3, 2018, over 500 Tuts students marched alongside the Tufts Dining
Workers as they delivered their demand for a union to the Tufts Administration.
This display of support was massive; like Solnit’s mushrooms, it might have
appeared spontaneous, as if we organized overnight. What some (the
administration) did not see is that the dining workers has been talking about a
union and encouraging one another to fight for one, in the face of threatening and
intimidating managers, for almost a year. And in the month or so before the
march, students had been organizing one another, too—calling in and having
conversations with their networks, asking them to show up for the workers. In the
days before the march I called over half of my students and asked them to show
up with me; I knew I could count on them because we had built a relationship
working together to learn about and act for social justice.
A social-justice-oriented classroom is a community and a network that a
teacher can facilitate the growth of (of course, if students consent to be a part of
it). This network, having prepared for action through shared, historical learning
and self-reflection, can be ready to mobilize for direct action for racial, labor,
gender/sexuality, and other types of justice.
Each of these three—and other—tactics can allow people of many
identities to stand in solidarity together against violence, oppression, and
marginalization. This work is not easy and it is never over—this project has been
an exploration of what the work can look like in a classroom, but individual
students’ and teachers’ learning processes extend far outside of it. I want to leave
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the reader, then, with E. Tuck and K. W. Yang’s (2012) reminder that “solidarity is
an uneasy, reserved, and unsettled matter” (39). Our selves, our students, and the
communities and classrooms we work in are constantly in flux; our work involves
not just adaptability to but an embracing of that radical uncertainty. Thompson
(2003) cites “black feminist Pat Parker’s poem ‘For the White Person Who Wants
to Know How to Be My Friend’ [which] begins with this advice: ‘The first thing
you do is to forget i’m Black/ Second, you must never forget that i’m Black’ As
Parker suggests, the contradictions of anti-racism are inescapable” (24). To
continuously hope, imagine, speak, reflect, and act, then, we must remain aware
that we are always learning, and feel always ready to embrace contradiction.
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A Guide for Social Justice Educators
The following pages are meant to assist a teacher/educator in building and
maintaining a classroom focused on social justice. This pedagogy is focused on
creating a classroom where marginalized students have power and agency and on
assisting students as they work to envision themselves as part of social justice
movements. As is the rest of this thesis, this guide is written for teachers,
educators, and facilitators, including and especially millennials in this category,
whose proximity to students in age allows some of the more personal suggestions.
While this guide is mostly geared towards courses that teach history, it can be
easily adapted to serve a literature or other arts, humanities, or social sciences
course.
First, I provide assumptions and guidelines from which to build your classroom.
Next are the foundations of a pedagogy that is specifically influenced by tenets of
Critical Race Theory, queer theory, Indigenous studies, and critical whiteness
studies. Finally, I provide a (long) list of classroom activities designed specifically
to empower students and help them find their own voice and strengths in fighting
for what they care about. Because this guide is lengthy, I recommend teachers
take what they need from it.
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Working Assumptions and Guidelines
Both sets below are meant to frame student interaction and student learning at the
beginning of the course. Guidelines request certain student behaviors and ways of
relating to other students in the classroom—they ask for respect and protect
against some community members harming others. Assumptions, on the other
hand, are baseline understandings related to course content, that you hope to
establish as a common foundation before the class moves into more complex
material. Teachers may want to think about which assumptions (and guidelines)
they want to simply provide for students, versus which ones they want students to
come to on their own or as a group, as the class progresses.

Guidelines for Students
• Speak from the “I”
• Always speak to personal experience; ensure classmates know that statements
students make are their own opinion.
• Step up, step back
• Students should thoughtfully to class discussion, and also wait their turn and
let others talk. Contributions and listening moments can both be oriented
towards the goal of mutual learning.
• Respect and listen to one another
• This means actively listen, as in, ask follow up questions, jot down ideas
students think of, and try and hear every student out.
• Ask questions
• This is one of the best ways to engage! Just make sure students aren't asking
any other student to teach them extensively based on their own experience—
this can be draining.
• Avoid asking others to speak for a whole group; avoid generalizing about a
whole group
• Remember that while we always carry our identities with us, and they shape
our experiences, each student is also an individual with a set of unique
interests, hopes, and dreams.
• Remember impact can differ from intention
• Although students might have meant to say something a different way, it helps
to sit with and address the way it landed on another person. Take some time to
talk about it!
• say ouch/ whoops!
• If you say something you realize might be offensive to a person or group, you
can say whoops! to let other students know you are aware that you are being
offensive. Feel free to alert others that you are offended by saying ouch!, and
feel free to say whoops! in response to an ouch! This easy way of
acknowledging harder moments should allow students to speak more and ask
more questions without freezing up.
• Relax and trust yourself
• The learning students are doing is important; they can and should trust
themselves to contribute thoughtfully and know that their risk of offending
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others is low. This will hopefully allow students to more freely and easily
contribute to class discussion without being frozen by guilt or fear.
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Baseline Assumptions for Students
• Race is a social construct but a lived experience.
• Meaning (white) people created concepts of race as a methodology of
subjugating groups of people and forcibly stealing their labor or land,
however, the inequalities along lines of race have become tangible and
physical (as has the coding of racial trauma into DNA). Also tangible are the
communities formed within shared oppression.
• Race is more than a black-white binary; race is based on a black-white
binary.
• Racial locations vary immensely—including and especially Asian American,
Latinx, Native American, and Arab/Muslim American people play equally
important and nuanced roles in the shaping of the American story. At the same
time, white Europeans have established a racial hierarchy that places Black
and Native people as the least advantaged, and grants more and more
privilege—largely correlated from skin color—from there. In essence, groups
are rewarded for being further from Blackness/Indigeneity and closer to
whiteness.
• Gender is more than a binary.
• Gender identity is a spectrum, and that’s beautiful. The many nonbinary and
trans people who demand visibility prove this to be true; also, many cultures
historically practiced more than two genders, or fluidity between genders.
• Gender is a social construct; sex is a medical construct; and both are lived
experiences.
• White/Western cultures, heavily influenced by the values of Christianity,
enforced only two genders and used the power dynamic between them to
shape families as (nuclear) economic units. Similarly, as we move beyond a
binary understanding of gender, doctors continue to assert that there can only
be two sexes because one can either have an XX or XY set of chromosomes—
forgetting that it is humans who labeled these determinants of sex, in the first
place. Yet, much like race, gender is lived and felt every day—from the
clothes and colors we choose to put on in the morning to the ways we find
ourselves interacting with others.
Sexuality
is fluid.
•
• Attraction to someone is often based on more than just their body, and who
one is attracted to can change from day to day, week to week, or according to
context.
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Notes on Pedagogy, for Teachers
Tips for Syllabus Preparation
• Read, Read, and Read More
• The best way to compile a strong, inclusive, and counternarrative set of

•

•

•

course texts is to be well-read in them oneself. Teachers can read or remind
themselves of what they have read by writers of color, queer writers, women
writers, and international writers, and consider including poems, essay, short
stories, scholarship, graphic novels, and more.
Be More than Inclusive with Curriculum and Syllabus
• To be inclusive is to have multiple writers of every marginalized identity on
one’s syllabus; to be more than inclusive is to be intentional and thorough in
how one include these writers in your classroom—teachers can make sure to
spend ample time with the themes of each text.
Teach Narrative and Fiction
• Personal narrative and fiction challenge us to imagine other worlds, and they
provide mirrors to reflect on our own moment. Teachers can ask students to
see themselves in these narratives and also ask them to read for what they do
not yet know and have not yet understood. Teachers can also discuss with
students how fiction can tell us what sometimes history cannot.
Don’t Give Grades; Communicate
• Students usually grow more from teacher’s feedback, rather than an arbitrary
letter. This can mean abandoning grades in the class entirely, or just for some
assignments. Teachers can also let students know that they are here to
engage thoroughly and consistently with students as they improve their
writing and expand their knowledge base.

Tips for Relating to Students in the Classroom
• Be Transparent
• Teachers can inform students why they are making certain decisions,

•

•

including which texts the class is are reading, and which topics it is
covering, and why the class is engaging in certain activities. This keeps
students involved in the learning process and invites more informed
feedback. It also will keep students engaged, as they understand why certain
tasks will contribute to shared course goals.
Ask Students for Their Own Stories
• Our own experiences are always connected to course material; asking
students to think about how they are connected will promote their investment
in the material. I recommend giving students journal assignments that ask
them to retell anecdotes, family stories, etc, and then making space in several
classes for students to share with one another. However, this ask can be
risky, and I recommend teachers make both the writing and sharing optional.
Ask the Right Questions
• When teachers ask questions hoping students will give a specific answer, it
might better to share the thought one is searching for, and move on to a
follow-up question, instead. Similarly, in history or literature classes,
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•

•

•

avoiding questions that ask for a simple, one-word answer to “test” the
students will be fruitful; there are deeper ways in which students can
demonstrate their knowledge.
Help Students Build a Power Analysis
• In experience-based classes, it can be easy to mostly talk about racism in the
interpersonal realm. I recommend talking about and drawing maps of
institutional, structural, and historical racism, and ask students to
consistently (in class and in journals) connect the two.
Love, love, love your students
• Growth is much easier when done with support; teachers can make sure
students feel cared for. Some strategies for care include bringing food to
class, making food together outside of class, grabbing coffee with some
students, and doing weekly check-ins during class time. Love can also look
like believing in someone—letting students know that teachers see their
progress will probably go a long way.
Laugh!
• Lightheartedness and having fun together are always essential to community
building. And specific to social-justice-oriented classrooms, being able laugh
at the at times absurd ways in which the power structures work to uphold
their power (while still taking them seriously) will be important to keeping
students hopes up.

Tips for Everyday Pedagogy
• Embrace pedagogies of radical hope
• Teachers can ask students to imagine what freedom, and a different world,

•

•

•

could look like. This should support them in seeing that aspects of that world
are within attainable in our current world and also seeing themselves as
agents of making that change.
Treat present like history, and history like the present
• Just as teachers discuss the large forces that determined the attitudes and
events of historical periods, they may ask students to try and see how those
same forces shape our current moment. Being able to see how power
operates is the first step towards dismantling it.
Build and Sustain Infrastructures for Communication
• To build community, students will benefit from having regular, meaningful
conversations with one another. This is an important outcome of long-term
group projects. Additionally, I recommend using a school’s technological
infrastructure to create an online forum where students post and respond to
one another—many conversations can happen at once.
Expect Imperfection, Embrace Non-Linearity, Lean into Discomfort
• The reverse of these traits—perfectionism, linearity, and rights to comfort—
are major characteristics of a white/Western epistemology. A teaching style
that leaves lots of room for errors and questions, that is non-chronological or
sees progress as non-linear, and one that embraces conflict when it occurs, is
one that invites queer and Indigenous knowledges and Critical Race Theory
into the classroom.
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• Teach resistance, specifically
• In almost every class, teachers can give students examples of activists and
organizers, of local, national, and historical rallies and protests, and of your
own learning process. These touch on the three main ways students can
engage in social justice work after they leave a course—using their own
skills in activism, attending and showing up for mass movements, and
continuing their self-reflection.
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Classroom Activities
Outlined below are classroom activities that work against oppression and
marginalization by centering student voices, inviting creativity and expression,
and making students the agents of their own learning. Many of these activities are
also aimed at building classroom community, and bringing students’ whole selves
into the room. Sometimes these activities feel juvenile; however, I consider them
legitimate and serious ways to build student confidence and help them see and
practice how they may bring their talents and privileges to fights for social justice.
Most activities begin with “ask students” rather than “instruct students”—this is
under the belief that education should be consensual (Redcorn, 2016), and that
students are co-creators of their learning process.
Educators should use any or multiple of these activities in any class period. They
are separated into activities for during class (with those that are best for the last
few classes in their separate category) and activities for outside of class (including
homework and get-togethers). Each activity is explained, and then the reader is
informed 1) why that activity is useful in a pursuit of social justice 2) when in the
course to use that activity, as in what needs it fills, and 3) when and how our
“What’s Hiding in Our History” course used that activity, to serve as an example.
For the radical teacher looking for the most effective (in terms of assisting
students in social justice) activities, I recommend skipping to the storytelling
scarf, individual storytelling, Theater of the Oppressed, cogens and co-teaching,
and class bondings.

During Class
The Group Brainstorm: Stand at the chalkboard and ask students to shout out
what they know about a topic. Write summaries of answers on the board.
• Useful because:
• breaks classroom norm of quietly raising hands
• most students will have something to contribute.
• Use to:
• introduce and tackle big concepts/definitions
• create class timelines
• draw connections between ideas.
• We used to:
• construct a class timeline of the three events we each remembered most
from history
• come up with a group definition of queerness.

• Group Reading: Project and/or hand out a document (speech, poem, text) to
read. Ask students to each read one sentence or paragraph, and stand up when
they do so.
• Useful because:
• invites every student’s voice
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• creates a powerful sense of collective goals and identity.

• Use to:
• read primary source documents
• invoke emotion in the classroom.
• We used to:
• read the Combahee River Collective Statement.

• Storytelling Scarf (Coon, 1998): Assign narrative/fiction texts for homework,
and upon arriving to class, ask students to recount the story, dramatically—they
should stand up, and use the scarf as a prop whenever possible. Give the first
student the scarf, and ask them to pass it along to the next student when they
feel they have told enough of the story.
• Useful because:
• gets students on the same page in terms of content
• invites fun and creativity
• provokes student interest
• allows students to decide their level of participation based on what feels
comfortable.
Use
to:
•
• review narrative and fiction texts.
• We used to:
• recount Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and Colson
Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad.

• Personal Storytelling: prompt students in their homework assignment before
class to write about specific experiences they’ve had that made them think
more about race/gender/sexuality/power/identity. In class, ask each student to
share one story, with a time limit of five minutes. Offer a content warning for
racism/sexism/homophobia/violence, and remind students that they can leave
the room if they are not comfortable with a topic or story that comes up.
• Useful because:
• connects students’ personal experiences to the power structures you are
learning about
• helps students see the complexities of different identities
• invites students to be vulnerable, get to know one another, and build
community.
Use
to:
•
• assist students in getting to know each other, in the beginning weeks of
class
• invite students’ stories as course material, rather than just written/
published texts.
• We used to:
• make up the majority of our fifth class, called “Locating Ourselves,”
which we held in my off-campus house.
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• Deconstructed Debate: pose a question about the material at hand, and ask
students to form 3-5 small groups and discuss their personal opinions on the
question. Once each group has reached a consensus, begin the debate. Ask each
group to make an opening statement, and then ask them to move around the
room to stand near the groups with similar views to them. Invite open
conversation followed by closing statements. Teacher should only participate
when giving instructions.
• Useful because:
• emphasizes the ability to hold multiple opinions on a topic
• refuses binaries
• invites kinetic movement on students’ part
• emphasizes student voices, opinions, and analysis.
• Use to:
• tackle a tricky subject in your course, for which multiple opinions or
“sides” are evident.
• We used to:
• explore and challenge students’ differing views on sex work.

• Freewrite: ask students a broad, challenging question, one that perhaps
involves connecting various course topics or texts, or connecting themselves to
the subject. Give students 2-5 minutes to write down their thoughts before
asking for volunteers to share. Or, ask students to write about their own lives
and what is occupying their headspace before they engage fully in course
material.
• Useful because:
• gives students time to confront and engage their own thoughts
• makes quiet students feel more able to participate in class.
• Use to:
• promote conversation around intimidating, big-picture questions.
• We used to:
• Answer the questions: do we need borders? and how do these course texts
connect to one another? on two separate occasions.

• Invite speakers from your community: ask local activists—whether those are
adults in the community or fellow students, representing groups or practicing
activism on their own—to come to class, speak about their work, and answer
questions from the students. Potentially invite these speakers to engage in other
class discussions and activities.
• Useful because:
• makes local issues and activism visible to students
• assists students in envisioning what their activism could look like.
• Use to:
• engage students with their community.
• We used to:
• host student activists from United for Immigrant Justice, the student group
that pushed Tufts to openly accept undocumented students.
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• Sketch a Structural Racism Map: write an individual “decision” in the
middle of the board—for example, a couple moves to the suburbs—and circle
it. Ask students to name institutions that might play a role in that decision. If
they don't name any, write “government" on the board and explain how the
government might be invested in that decision. From there, students should feel
able to offer other examples. For each institution, write or draw its name, and
then draw a line connecting it to the center “decision,” and any other
institutions with which that one interacts.
• Useful because:
• challenges students to consider all actors in what seems like individual
decision making
• helps students visualize the interactions between different institutions.
• Use to:
• assist students in deepening their understanding of what structural racism
looks like, and how institutions work together to reinforce inequalities.
We
used to:
•
• map the structural racism that enabled my parents to move to a white,
wealthy suburb.

• Make art: hand out paper, paint, collage materials, etc. ask students to make
art to the prompt—“I am __.” Give them 20-30 minutes; you can engage in
another sharing activity or conversation while students are working, or just
listen to music. Ask students to share at the end.
• Useful because:
• gives students space to be creative
• encourages students to be in touch with (and proud of) themselves in
different ways.
Use
to:
•
• add a kinetic activity to a more discussion-based class
• encourage students to get to know each other better
• build students’ self-confidence.
• We used to:
• make “abstract” self-portraits during our “Locating Ourselves” class.

• Analyze poster signs: have students or teacher(s) compile a powerpoint of
photos of protest signs, from a single event or multiple events. Have students
share what messages they read in what the sign says/depicts.
• Useful because:
• familiarizes students with activism
• exposes students to many ways to engage with direct actions
• pushes students to think critically about how many identities intersect at
protests.
• Use to:
• explore multiple approaches/dimensions to a social justice issue of choice.
• We used to:
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• analyze signs from the 2017 Women’s March.
• Hot seat: arrange the class in a circle, if it is not already, with the teacher(s)
sitting together. Invite students to ask teachers whatever questions they want,
including ones outside of course material but about the teacher’s learning
process, experience, etc. Tell students the teachers will pass on a question if
they choose. Set a timer for 10 minutes.
• Useful because:
• humanizes teachers by making their learning process visible
• by extension, reminds students that teachers do not hold unlimited
knowledge.
• Use to:
• increase student trust in teachers
• build relationship between students and teachers.
• We used to:
• bolster student-teacher relationships in our third week of class.
In the last weeks of class
• Honesty Circle: for homework before class, ask students to write about what
questions and concerns they have relating to your course material. In class, tell
students you will *leave the room* for fifteen minutes, and ask them to first go
around in a circle and each share a few of their questions/concerns. Then, ask
them to talk to each other—asking follow up questions and sharing when they
relate to what others have said.
• Useful because:
• gets students to see their learning processes reflected in others’
• invites a practice in honesty and vulnerability, especially without teachers
in the room
• prompts deeper and more meaningful student communication than might
usually occur in class.
Use
to:
•
• make visible student hesitations, questions, and concerns about course
material—they might find some of it overwhelming, or not be sure how to
bring what they've learned into their other relationships or endeavors.
We
used to:
•
• assist students in building community in our last class, so those
relationships might last beyond that semester.

• Work on and share final projects in class: assign final projects in three parts:
proposal, outline or rough draft, and final piece. At any of these stages, ask
students to go around in a circle and share their topics, or one question they are
answering, or one part they are struggling with.
• Final projects and papers are often “sterile” in they are the opposite of
generative or creative. Inform students that you want these projects to be
the beginning of a long inquiry or engagement with that topic, or related
topics. They are learning experiences for all involved!
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• Useful because:
• allows students to learn from each other and see their learning processes

•
•

reflected in others’
• prompts students to feel pride in their work
• shows students that their projects are important investments of their and
your time.
Use to:
• devote class time in the last few weeks to creating lasting final projects.
We used to:
• share about our students’ final papers, which examined a specific moment
or event in US and how that reflected how history is written. The paper
also included a personal component, where students wrote about
themselves in relation to the topic.

• Make a zine: hand out paper, collage materials, and paint. Ask students to
make art in answer to a prompt, preferably a big-picture question related to
your course material. Put on music and let them work for 20 minutes. If you
have the resources, scan, compile, and print your class zine.
• Useful because:
• invites students to be creative
• challenges students to think about course themes in a different way
• builds community by engaging in a shared project.
• Use to:
• tackle meta-questions related to your course.
• We used to:
• make a zine answering the question: “What is US history to you?”

• Imagine Freedom: hand out blank sheets of paper and ask students to answer
two questions: what do you need to be free? And what does freedom feel like/
taste like/ smell like?
• Useful because:
• challenges students to imagine a different world—one that might not seem
inaccessible, once they think about it.
• Use to:
• jumpstart imaginative thinking about new social justice possibilities (for
example, a world without police or prisons).
We
used to:
•
• leave students with hope in our last class.

• Theater of the Oppressed: split students into groups of 3-5 and hand out a
printed (or digital) scenario to each. Have students choose roles in the scenario
and the intentions behind the roles. Have each group take turns acting out their
scenario in front of the rest of the group—they are improvising! Invite the rest
of the group to “pause” the scene and either offer advice to a group member or
“tap in” and replace a group member. An important caveat: students should
only ever play the part of someone with their own racial location. After each
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scene, reflect on what the actors did well and what alternative strategies they
could have tried.
• Useful because:
• makes students more comfortable naming and fighting interpersonal
instances of oppression
• provides students with tangible strategies for combatting micro (and
macro) agressions.
• Use to:
• practice intervening in situations where racism/sexism/homophobia etc. is
occurring.
We
used to:
•
• practice naming and combatting racism in conversation—our scene was at
the dinner table, where a student was trying to explain Black Lives Matter
to their grandmother. Also present were the students’ mother and sibling,
neither of whom were fully supportive of the movement.

• Gratitude papers: have each students each write their name on a sheet of
paper, then pass around the papers and have each student write something they
appreciate about that person on their paper.
• Useful because:
• makes students feel personally seen, heard, and loved by the classroom
community
• helps students see their personal strengths—which can translate to
activism
• gives students something to take home with them.
• Use to:
• wrap up your last day of class.
• We used to:
• express gratitude for each other in our last class.

Outside of Class
Assignments
• Journals: every week, assign students several questions for them to answer
and return to you at least a day before class—you may plan some or all of your
week’s lesson around the questions and concerns they have, or what they have
appreciated so far. Questions can be a) reflective on the class and materials or
b) reflective on students’ own lives, experiences, and histories.
• Useful because:
• gives students time to reflect on and interact with their work in class
• allows teachers to ask creative or more personal questions about students’
thoughts on course material
• serves as a constant source of feedback for teachers.
• Use to:
• check in weekly with individual students
• get a sense of how the class is feeling collectively each week.
• We used to:
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• ask questions in both categories a) and b); we wrote the questions after
class each week, so we were able to ask our students what we needed to
know from them at the moment.

• Write race/gender/sexuality biographies: assign students a questionnaire that
asks them to share experiences with these identities/systems. See the model in
Appendix D.
• Useful because:
• challenges students to think more about their encounters with race, gender,
and sexuality.
Use
to:
•
• prepare students for storytelling activities.
• We used to:
• prepare students to tell their stories in our “Locating Ourselves" class.
Meetings
• Group presentation with outside meetings: have students pair up in groups
of 2-3 in class, according to what topic they are most interested in. Set at time
to meet with group members and one teacher, and use this session to
brainstorm, narrow, and nuance the students’ chosen topic. Having an in-depth
conversation about the topic with one another and a teacher should inform their
presentation.
• Useful because:
• gives you and students time to get to know each other
• deepens students’ thought on their presentations topic.
• Use to:
• help students prepare in the week or two before their group presentation.
• We used to:
• Prepare students for partner presentations, for example, in our class on
“The Mexican American War and Identity,” students presented on
Chicano/a identity in media.

• Cogenerative Sessions (Emdin, 2017): Pull four students aside individually
before or after class and invite them to join a small group meeting where you
will reflect on the class. Schedule a time with them, and in the meeting, ask
students broad questions such as: "What have you thought of class so far?”
“What can I do better?” “What have your favorite lessons or activities been?"
Then, sit back and let the students build off each other in generating new ideas
for the classroom. Meet with this group two more times, and then ask one
student to pick a friend of theirs to take their place. Assure them they have
made valuable contributions, and they are the first in the process of rotating
every student out to make sure the sessions continue to generate new ideas and
include everyone’s voice eventually.
• Useful because:
• gives students a real role in creating the classroom
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• provides you, the teacher, with an invaluable and detailed source of
•
•

student feedback.
Use to:
• gather student feedback at any point in the semester.
We used to:
• we only engaged in student feedback via evaluation forms.

• Co-teaching (Emdin, 2017): ask to meet with two students after class, and ask
if they want to co-teach one of the upcoming lessons. Provide them with the
topic and the materials you would use to plan your lesson, perhaps even a past
lesson plan on the same topic. Ask them to plan together and contact you if
they have questions; emphasize that this is their lesson and, rather than trying
to teach your way, they should add their own ideas and style.
• Useful because:
• gives students power and makes them agents of their own learning
• ensures that a lesson will be communicated in a way that is more natural
and legible to students
• shows students that they are important members of the classroom.
• Use to:
• teach any of the middle or final lessons of the course.
• We used to:
• the furthest we attempted to co-teach was in the student presentations.

• Host a film screening: pick one of the films on your syllabus and set a date
and location in which you and students can watch it together. Provide snacks
and comfortable seating for the screening (and make sure to give any necessary
content warnings). Be sure to inform students a couple of weeks in advance, so
they can mark the time in their schedules.
• Useful because:
• creates a sense of community
• shows students you want to spend time with them outside of class
• allows students to immerse themselves in the emotion of the film, rather
than halfheartedly watching it while doing other tasks.
• Use to:
• ensure that students engage with an assigned film
• facilitate community building.
• We used to:
• we were unable to find a screening time that worked for the majority of
our students.

• Organize a class hangout: invite students to a non-classroom location—either
another school gathering area or an off-campus home or restaurant—to share
food and spend time together. Provide games or another activity if that works
for the group.
• Useful because:
• shows students you want to spend time with them outside of class
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• gives students time to get to know each other outside of class.

• Use to:
• facilitate community building.
• We used to:
• cook dinner and, at a different point, bake pumpkin bread with our
students.
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Appendix
Course Syllabus

What’s Hiding in Our History? Deconstructing
Otherness in America
Miranda Perez and Gabby Bonfiglio
gabriela.bonfiglio@tufts.edu / 201-741-4671
917-553-1288

miranda.perez@tufts.edu/

“Who builds anything in this country?” —Colson Whitehead, The Underground
Railroad
“It is not that the historian can avoid emphasis of some facts and not of others.
This is as natural to him as to the mapmaker, who, in order to produce a usable
drawing for practical purposes, must first flatten and distort the shape of the earth,
then choose out of the bewildering mass of geographic information those things
needed for the purpose of this or that particular map. But the map-maker's
distortion is a technical necessity for a common purpose shared by all people who
need maps. The historian's distortion is more than technical, it is ideological; it is
released into a world of contending interests, where any chosen emphasis supports
(whether the historian means to or not) some kind of interest, whether economic
or political or racial or national or sexual.” —Howard Zinn, A People’s History of
the United States
Course Expectations
We hope our course will be a community, in which we learn and grow together,
and teach one another. This means we each must come to class ready to
participate. We as teachers understand that participating looks differently for
different personalities (and is not separate from systems of power). We will make
room for each student to contribute in the way they feel most comfortable—
through writing, speaking, art, etc, but that is with the common understanding that
participation is crucial to our growth and learning as a community and
individuals.
Our assignments are multifaceted. Readings (podcasts, movies, poems,
photographs) and journal questions, to be completed before each class period, will
work together to teach us about others’ experiences/histories and to reflect those
onto our own. We will also use our journals as check-ins; this material is
inherently emotional, and so we want to carve out an intentional space in which
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we can process. Write in shorthand, doodle, curse, whatever helps you most
authentically write about your history and your thoughts about our class. Journals
are confidential—we will never call you out for what you wrote, and if there are
passages you don’t want us to read, you can cover them with post its and we
promise we will not read them. Finally, journals are freeform—the questions we
ask are more to get you going, and you can choose to answer questions we
haven’t asked, skip a question if answering it does not feel productive, or write
your own questions to share with the class and keep you and all us thinking
deeply.
You will also have two major assignments during the semester. The first will be a
co-teaching, research project. During our first class, each student will sign up for a
topic/week, and then work with Miranda and Gabby to form a research project
which they can present in the form of their choice (discussion, presentation, art
piece, dance), during that class period. The second will be a paper analyzing our
own experiences in light of the history we have learned—how do we fit into this
underbelly?
Most weeks we will start class with an activity that engages your body, hands, or
mind in a different way (sometimes, there will be play doh). Our goal here is to
introduce you to the material we’re covering that day and incorporate your own
creative thought into our group’s analysis of it. Discussion about the readings/our
own experiences will often follow the activity. These are meant to be informal, if
we’re comfortable, we each can be more vulnerable.
Course Goals
Meta-question: Why/how are certain historical narratives erased and how do we
uncover them?
What happens to our communities and selves, when we
uncover said narratives?
The questions that will guide our exploration in this course are: Why are parts of
US history hidden from us? Who does the hiding? What patterns do we see in
what is hidden? Beyond what is hidden, what do we imagine is completely
erased? How do we account for this erasure? When the histories of marginalized
groups are let into our dominant narrative, why and what are they?
How have racial, gender, sexual, and class identities been constructed in the US?
Who are considered “others”? How does othering lead to violence? How do our
histories live on in our bodies, in our lineages, families, lives? How can we use
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this knowledge to help us heal (rather than fracture) and resist, as individuals and
communities?
Course Schedule
Week 1 (9/6): History That is Known
Activity:
■ List 5 of your most memorable history lessons. Write about why
they were memorable and what you learned from them?
■ In class journal: how comfortable do you feel talking about race/
gender/class/identity/ power? When, if at all, do you talk about it?
■ Look at this comic book of MLK and read a chapter from A Hope
in the Dark to discuss how history is circular/ past is present.
■ Read The Bridge Poem
■ Pair share: think of a time when you felt as if history suddenly
surged into the present, and share it with your partner.
■ Set class intentions.
Discussion:
■ Why are we taught what we’re taught? Why do you remember
what we remember? How do you feel about how you were taught
history in high school?
■ Why is history important? We often are told that we learn history
so that it doesn’t “repeat itself”. What are our thoughts about this?
Pre-Class Assignment:
■ None
Part One: Owning Others (Bodies and Land)
Week 2 (9/13): Interruptions in Indigenous Generation-Building
Activity:
■ View map at Native-land.ca
■ Brainstorm what we know about Native History? Discuss how we
know these things. (Boarding schools, tribes, etc.)
■ Clip about boarding schools in Western New York
■ Hear from guest speaker Parker Breza to talk about present day
resistance
Discussion:
■ How did the boarding schools operate to erase indigenous culture?
What other aspects of indigenous culture have been erased. How
and why?
■ What are our thoughts about ICWA and the controversy around it?
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■ Why was this particular tactic used, of separation of family? What
does it/has it do/done to indigenous communities?
Assignment:
■ “Impressions of an Indian Childhood” from American Indian
Stories, Legends and Other Writings by Zitkala Sa
■ “The Council of Pecans” and “The Gift of Strawberries” from
Braiding Sweetgrass, by Robin Wall Kimmerer
Week 3 (9/20): Mistress and Other Mistress: Experiences of Black Enslaved
Women
Activity:
■ Storytelling scarf—together, retell Harriet Jacobs’ story
■ Group reading (of either Combahee Statement or Sensei’s article)
Discussion:
■ In what ways were the experiences of enslaved women and
plantation wives different from their male counterparts? In what
unique ways did plantation mistresses oppress their enslaved
people?
■ How were the bodies of black enslaved women used to
build this country?
■ Why do we need Black Feminism?
Assignment:
■ Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl Chapter 6 “The
Jealous Mistress” OR The Underground Railroad by Colson
Whitehead—read “South Carolina” and part of North Carolina
■ Excerpts from Walking by Faith: The Diary of Angelina Grimké
■ “Should Sofia Coppola Stay in Her White Lane? Sure. But that
means acknowledging her Racism.” by Seren Sensei
■ The Combahee River Collective Statement
Week 4 (9/27): What’s in a Border? The Mexican American War and Identity
““This land was Mexican once, was Indian always and is. And will be again.”—
Gloria Anzaldua
Activity:
■ Discussion about what we know
■ Pair sharing about journals—how have you felt so far, what
questions do you have? How do you feel connected to the history
we’ve learned already?
■ Artmaking—collages, finger paints (end of class)
Discussion:
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■ What are our present knowledges and learnings about
immigration? What do we know?
■ How have perceptions of the U.S. Mexico border changed over
time? When did the increase in policing of the border begin? What
does the Treaty of Guadalupe mark?
■ What is the “modern chicano identity”? How has that been shaped
by the US-Mexico Border?
■ How does this new knowledge influence your understanding of the
present anti-immigration dialogue fueled by our President?
Assignment:
■ Zinn’s chapter on the Mexican American war
■ Chapter’s One and Seven from Borderlands by Gloria Anzaldua
■ “La Guera” from This Bridge Called My Back by Cherrie Moraga
■ “La Prieta” from This Bridge Called My Back by Gloria Anzaldua
■ “Between Mexico and the United States: From Indios to Vaqueros
in the Pastoral Borderlands” by Andrew Isenberg from Mexico and
Mexicans in the Making of the United States
■ El Norte Up From Mexico by Ronald Takaki
Week 5 (10/4): Locating Ourselves
Activity:
■ Pair share: the first time we noticed race
■ Share Race Bios (as much as we feel comfortable)
■ Run through Tatum’s article, draw, and locate ourselves
■ Pack and unpack our visible white privilege knapsack
■ Inkshedding activity about gender/sexuality
■ Question box about gender/sexuality
Discussion:
■ Why is it important to “locate ourselves,” to turn our learning and
awareness inward? What did we/can we learn from doing this?
How might we be able to relate then, to erased history when we
uncover our own?
Assignment:
■ Write a Race Bio or a short story about ourselves (instructions in
class)
■ Racial Identity Development Theory by Beverly Tatum
■ Performing Fortune Cookie by Richie Neil Hao
Part Two: Orientalism and Othering
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Week 6 (10/11): Japanese Internment vs. Angel Island: Asian American
Experiences
“In 1852, of the 11,794 Chinese in California, only seven were women.”
― Ronald Takaki, A Different Mirror
Activity:
■ Case study comparison
■ Class timeline: the hidden history of Asians in America
■ Spotlight on the Rodney King Riots and the Exclusion Acts
■ Read Angel Island poetry aloud (potential research topic)
Discussion:
■ How have Asian-ness and Asian American-ness been constructed
as politically silent and a model minority? How has sexuality
mapped onto stereotypes of Asian Americans? How do these
stereotypes perpetuate “the system” and allow violence?
■ What is triangulation? How do the Rodney King riots display
triangulation?
Assignment:
■ No-No Boy, selected chapters
■ Records of violence against Asian Americans
■ Excerpt from A Different Mirror by Ronald Takaki
■ “Island of Immortals: Chinese Immigration and the Angel Island
Immigration Station” by H. M. Lai
■ “The Lost Poetry of the Angel Island Detention Center” by
Beenish Ahmed in the New Yorker
Week 7 (10/18): What Happened in Vietnam?
Activity:
■ View pictures from Vietnam war museums and discuss them (and
also some propaganda posters)
■ Watch “the American Dream” from Miss Saigon and other media
depicting the war
■ Play song from South Pacific
Discussion:
■ Was Vietnam an occupation?
■ How does Miss Saigon perpetuate a narrative of white saviorism?
How does it stereotype the Vietnamese women in it? How does it
relate to what we know about other realities of the Vietnam War? Is
it an example of white guilt?
■ What happens when the White/Western gaze turns to Vietnam, in
film, photography, etc.?
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Assignment:
■ Miss Saigon
■ “Who Are Our Fathers?” by Ted Engelmann
■ “From Breaking the Map” from My Viet by Kim-an Lieberman
Part Three: Sexual and Gendered Othering
Week 8 (10/25): Sex Work // Art as Protest as Healing (two part class)
Activity:
■ Watch clips from Tangerine.
■ //Read selected poems, first alone and then out loud to the class
■ Write our own poems/ make our own art!
Discussion:
■ What do our internal prejudices towards sex work look like?
■ How does sex work interact with culture, and other identities?
■ //What has kept others going What keeps us going?
Assignment:
■ Chapters from Redefining Realness by Janet Mock
■ Watch Tangerine
■ Chapter about sex worker from Studs Terkel’s Work
Week 9 (11/1): Queer in the Country
Activity:
■ Listen to music—queer country and queer blues- Ma Rainey,
Melissa Etheridge, Lavender Blues
■ Pair share reactions to S-Town
Discussion:
■ How are these demonstrations of queerness different, and how are
they similar?
■ What happens when we decenter US history from its coastal cities?
How does the “country” fit into our definitions, perceptions, and
stereotypes of the US?
Assignment:
■ Listen to podcast, S-Town selected episodes
■ Gayle Rubin’s excerpt from Thinking Sex on The Charmed Circle
Week 10 (11/8): From Women’s Suffrage to Pussy Hats
Activity:
■ View pictures of the women’s march and share stories
■ Find and discuss social media posts from celebrities like Taylor
Swift, Lena Dunham, Amy Schumer that display white feminism.
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Discussion:
■ What is meant by white feminism? What is meant by
transgenderism? How does white feminism exclude women of
color and trans women?
■ Why was the women’s march important? (it definitely was, in
some ways) What is the erasure, within this particular importance?
■ How does this
Assignment:
■ Excerpt from Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble
■ Zine
■ Blog post about white femininity:
■ Final paper ideas due
Part Four: Here and Now
Week 11 (11/15): The Multiplicity of (Social) Movements
Activity:
■ Privilege walk
■ Watch clips from documentary about Grace Lee Boggs and
“Mountains that take wings” w Angela Davis and Yuri Kochiyama
Discussion:
■ What are the movements we are familiar with? Who are the
movement leaders that we can name off the top of our head? What
did they look like? What were they fighting for? Why do we think
these are the people we know?
■ What do we mean by intersectionality? How do we live it?
Assignment:
■ Excerpt from The Autobiography of Malcom X
■ Chapter from A Hope in the Dark by Rebecca Solnit
■ Final paper outlines due
Week 12 (11/29): Black Lives Matter (the War on Drugs, the Prison
Industrial Complex)
Activity:
■ View Hillary’s superpredators video
■ Guest Speaker for half the class
■ Read some of The Red Record together
■ Share stories
Discussion:
■ Off the top of our heads, where are we most likely to see police
officers?
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■ What are our current understandings of PIC and activist groups
like Black Lives Matter?
■ What do we think about prison abolition?
Assignment:
■ Chapters 5 and 6 from Compulsory by Sabina Vaught
■ Selections from Ida B. Wells The Red Record
■ Ta Nehisi Cotes Between the World in Me
■ Listen to Noname’s “Casket Pretty”
■ Watch “The 13th” the Documentary
Week 13 (12/6): Last Class
Activity:
■ Read aloud The Transformation of Silence into Language into
Action by Audre Lorde
■ Compare history knowledge post- class, to history knowledge from
before
■ Make a class mural
Discussion:
■ What lessons have we learned, and what patterns can we draw?
Assignment:
■ Final papers due
■ Final chapter from A Hope in the Dark
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Appendix Two

Revised Course Assignments
For Class Two: Interruptions in Indigenous Generation Building
• Impressions of an Indian Childhood” from American Indian Stories, Legends
and Other Writings by Zitkala Sa
• “The Council of Pecans” and “The Gift of Strawberries” from Braiding
Sweetgrass, by Robin Wall Kimmerer
• “Columbus, the Indians, and Human Progress” from A People’s History of the
United States” by Howard Zinn
For Class Three: Mistress and Other Mistress
• Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl Chapter 6 “The Jealous
Mistress” OR The Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead—read “South
Carolina” and part of North Carolina
• “Should Sofia Coppola Stay in Her White Lane? Sure. But that means
acknowledging her Racism.” by Seren Sensei
For Class Four: What’s in a Border?
• “El Norte Up from Mexico” from A Different Mirror by Ronald Takaki
• “La Güera” by Cherie Moraga
• Chapters from Borderlands by Gloria Anzaldúa
For Class Five: Locating Ourselves
• “What Kind of Friendship is That” by Beverly Daniel Tatum
• Performing Fortune Cookie by Richie Neil Hao
• “Post Coming out Complications” by Tony E. Adams
For Class Six: Japanese Internment vs. Angel Island
• List of Anti Asian Hate Crimes compiled by Prof Wu
• “The Lost Poetry of the Angel Island Detention Center” by Beenish Ahmed
• “Island of Immortals: Chinese Immigrants and the Angel Island Immigration
Station” by H. M. Lai
For Class Seven: What Happened in Vietnam?
• Miss Saigon
• “Who Are Our Fathers?” by Ted Engelmann
• “From Breaking the Map” from My Viet by Kim-an Lieberman
For Class Eight: Sex Work as Work
• “Roberta Victor” from Working by Studs Terkel
• Sexile by Jaime Cortez
• Tangerine (film)
• “My Experiences as a Young Trans Woman Engaged in Survival Sex Work”
by Janet Mock
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For Class Nine: Queer in the Country
• “Thinking Sex: Notes for a Radical Theory of the Politics of Sexuality” by
Gayle Rubin
• “Queer in Rural America” by Hugh Ryan
• “Bulldykers and lady lovers: the rumors about lesbian blues singers were all
true” by Meagan Day
• Songs by K.D. Lang, Lavender Country, Terri Clark, Steve Grand, Doris Day
& Allyn McLerie, Dolly Parton,
For Class Ten: Women’s Suffrage to Pussy Hats
• Decolonizing gender zine
• Chapter One of Gender Trouble by Judith Butler
• Statement by the Seneca Falls Convention
• Optional: “Bodies” episode of the Heart Radio Podcast
For Class Eleven: The Racialization of Arab/Muslim Americans
• “Globalization, Militarism, and Terrorism: Making Connections with
Patriarchy and Colonization”by Rhonda Hammer
• “Racialized political shock: Arab American racial formation and the impact of
political events” by Amina Zarrugh
• “The Challenge of Being a Muslim in post 9/11 America” by Mona Eltahway
For Class Twelve: Black Lives Matter
• “Casket Pretty” (song) by NoName
• 13th (documentary)
• “The Case for Reparations” by Ta Nehisi Coates
• Excerpt from The Red Record by Ida B. Wells
For Class Thirteen: Last Class
• “The Uses of Anger” by Audre Lorde
• “The Transformation of Silence into Language into Action” by Audre Lorde
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Appendix Three

Journal Questions
For Class Two: Interruptions in Indigenous Generation Building
• How did this first class make you feel? What parts of this topic are exciting and/
or intimidating to you?
• What do you hope to get out of this class?
For Class Three: Mistress and Other Mistress
• Look at the “Stages in Racial Identity Development” sheet, read the page which
you feel most applies to you, and after reading, select the stage you feel most
connected to in this moment. Write a bit about why you feel you are in this
stage.
• Remember it’s ok to be in your learning process//learning isn’t linear anyway.
• What was it like to place yourself among these stages? What is it like to think
through your race in this way? Did class today affect your comfort talking about
topics of race/identity/power?
• Share other general thoughts about the class and readings so far.
For Class Four: What’s in a Border?
• What is a moment, idea, or conversation that stood out to you during this
week’s class? Why this moment?
• What is something you have learned in our class so far?
For Class Five: Locating Ourselves
• this journal assignment was the race/gender/sexuality biography—outlined in
following appendix
For Class Six: Japanese Internment vs. Angel Island
• What was a major takeaway for you from this week’s class? In other words,
what did you learn about yourself/your experiences?
• What is one thing you remember someone else saying from class? Why do you
think you remember it? (Did it resonate with you and/or help you grow?)
• What is a lingering question you have?
• Had you heard of Japanese internment, before these readings? Where? Who told
you/how?
For Class Seven: What Happened in Vietnam?
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• Write an entry about the film. What stood out to you? What is the power of
media? What are your thoughts about the film?
For Class Eight: Sex Work
• What would you say are the dominant narratives/stereotypes you have heard
around sex work/prostitution? (for example, who usually does sex work, what
reasons might cause one to engage in sex work, where does sex work happen,
etc.)
• How did your understanding of the Vietnam War change through our readings/
conversations this week?
• What recent history (say during and after the 1960s) did you learn in high
school? This can be US history or the histories of other countries/regions.
• Give us a few words on how you’re feeling lately.
For Class Nine: Queer in the Country
• What are you left thinking about, after this week’s class on sex work? How do
you feel? What questions are lingering?
• At this moment, how would you define queer? (no wrong answers we promise)
For Class Ten: Women’s Suffrage to Pussy Hats
• Have you talked to anyone outside our class about our learning? Who was it?
What did you talk about? How did you conversation go?
• What was one takeaway from this week’s class? How did this week’s class
expand your understandings?
• Since we didn’t do this in class, give us a rose & a thorn plz <3
For Class Eleven: The Racialization of Arab/Muslim Americans
• Since this week’s class will discuss how race is formed/changes over time/ the
different ways racism looks, we want you to return to thinking about your own
positioning in this structure. For white students—we want you to turn your
critical eye inward. What is one concrete way you think you might recreate
White supremacy/racism in your day to day (in other words, how are you
complicit in it?), even if you don’t mean to? For example, question who you
feel safe around, walking down the street. Question your perceptions of actions
of people of color, and how they are tied to racial stereotypes, possibly. What
are ways that you have seen this come up in our class? If this question is
uncomfortable, think and write about why it might be. For students of color—
has your understanding of your racial location/identity changed this semester/
these past few weeks? Or, as an extension of our conversations around anti-
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Blackness in certain communities of color, you can also answer the former
question.
For Class Twelve: Black Lives Matter
• To continue our conversation on privilege/complicity/stakes in the system, we
want you to answer these questions. Hopefully you’ll start to see how the three
of them are connected.
• What are your privileges and/or how are you complicit in upholding systems
of oppression? (use what you have written in your previous journal, but
expand)
• I.e. I am White, and this means I have the privileges of seeing myself
represented in most media, and feeling safe around policemen// I am a Tufts
students, which means I have access to higher education and the careers it
opens pathways to.
• How can you weaponize those privileges? Weaponize, as in, use them against
systems of power, in whatever way you deem fit.
• I.e. Learning to communicate well at Tufts means I can write about systems
of oppression, to get more people thinking about them.
• How are you and/or your family hurt by these same systems?
• I.e. Gab’s family has a hard time talking about her sister’s mental illness
because (in my understanding) Whiteness pushes for perfection, and doesn’t
make room for open emotional conversations.
• Do you listen to any Black musicians or read any Black poets/writers who talk
about police brutality/ Black death/ the prison and/or justice system? What do
you hear them saying?
• Did you talk about anything related to our class/race/gender/activism over
Thanksgiving/taking? How did that go?
For Class Thirteen: Last Class
• What five ~things from this class stuck with you the most? Pick one and say
why.
• What seven questions do you have about next steps—about how to apply what
we’ve learned to your future conversations, decisions, etc.? What are you
nervous or confused about?
• I.e. How do I talk to my mom about Black Lives Matter protests?
• Return to Tatum’s steps in racial identity development (in this folder). Do you
feel like you have moved on this?
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Appendix Four

Sample Race, Gender, and Sexuality Biography
Instructions for Writing a Race/Sexuality/Identity Biography
Write something that addresses all or most of these questions:
(many of below questions are pulled directly from Professor Jean Wu’s race
biography prompt for her course, Race in America)
What is your definition of ‘race’ as you begin this course?
Who are the individuals that have most influenced your thinking and feelings
about race in America (or elsewhere) and in what ways?
How do you identify by race? In other words, how would you answer the
question, “What is your race?” What is your ethnicity? How did you come to
identify this way and has this identification changed over time? What precipitated
the changes, if any? How does/does not this align with how your family identities
with and thinks about race?
How often do you think about your race? In what situations? With whom? How
often do you actually talk about your race and racial issues? In what situations?
With whom?
What is your earliest memory of an encounter you had with race in which you
became aware of it? (It doesn’t matter if you didn’t know the terms for ‘race’ or
even understand what it was, just focus on the experience.) What transpired?
What age were you? Where were you? Who else was involved? What were your
thoughts and feelings related to the encounter? What are your thoughts and
feelings in the present about this encounter? What was the lasting lesson for you
from this encounter, please note what it is. What perspectives, questions or
confusions remain? (Make sure you get to the last two questions.)
(This memory could be the same as the one above as well. Instead, explain it
through the lens of gender.) What is your earliest memory of an encounter you
had with gender in which you became aware of it? (It doesn’t matter if you didn’t
know the terms for ‘gender’ or even understand what it was, just focus on the
experience.) What transpired? What age were you? Where were you? Who else
was involved? What were your thoughts and feelings related to the encounter?
What are your thoughts and feelings in the present about this encounter? What
was the lasting lesson for you from this encounter, please note what it is. What
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perspectives, questions or confusions remain? (Make sure you get to the last two
questions.)
Who are the individuals who helped you/pushed you to understand how to fit into
a binaried gender? (Yours or otherwise)
How would you describe your sexual orientation? (Reminder that all these q’s are
optional/you don’t have to share with us). How did you come to identify this way
and has this identification changed over time? What precipitated the changes, if
any?
How visible have queerness/queer people been in your life, so far? Where were
they most/least visible?
Can you think of a time when someone (a parent, adult figure, peer, partner, etc.)
reminded you of your gender/ how you are supposed to behave according to your
gender? What happened?
What aspects of who you are make you feel powerful/empowered, and which
have you struggled with? (For which identities have you felt both?)
At this point in our course, what questions do you have about identity/power
structures?
Additional feelings/ comments/ questions/ concerns:
**In class, we’ll probably ask you to share a story from these answers, so maybe
start thinking about that!
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